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ABSTRACT 
In the first sense the word Hindi denotes a cluster of dialects 
which is generally divided into five groups; these group, in order of 
geographical location from west to east and north to south, are: 
Pahari, Western Hindi, Rajasthani, Eastern Hindi and Bihari. From the 
point of view of historical linguistics, the dialects of these five groups 
stem from very similar earlier forms of speech rather than from a single 
parent while a few of these local dialects have been important for the 
history of Hindi literature and will be referred to later, most of them 
have never been more than unwritten vernaculars limited to rural and 
household use. Nowadays, all the replaced for use in writing and in 
spoken communication beyond the domestic and village level by 
standard Hindi, i.e. Hindi in the second sense of that term. 
An efflorescence of literary activity in Hindi followed upon the 
ovenwhelming of northern and central India by armies of Turks from 
Afghanistan and central Asia. While the English and their conquerors 
shared a common religion and general cultural tradition, the Islamic 
culture of the Turkic conquerors was quite different from, and in many 
ways incompatible with, the civilization of the Indians they subduced. 
This cultural antagonism has had a profound effect on the Hindi 
language and has meant that from the conquest until the present day 
its progress has flowed through two distinct streams, Hindi and Urdu. 
The fact that Hindi and Urdu have one of the world's leading 
traditions of written literature should not be allowed to overshadow the 
rich oral folk literature should not be allowed to overshadow the rich 
oral folk literature that continues to thrive in the Hindi dialects. Only a 
beginning has been made in recording this fascinating unwritten 
material. Some of the best. 
In order to assist non-Hindi speaking states/UTs to effectively 
implement the three-language formula, support for provision on 
facilities for teaching of Hindi in these states/ UTs is provided by 
sanctioning financial assistance for appointment of Hindi teachers in 
schools and for establishment of Hindi teachers training colleges in 
these states/UTs, under a centrally-sponsored scheme. Assistance is 
also given to voluntary organizations for enabling them to hold Hindi 
teaching classes, conducting research on methodology of its teaching 
and providing Hindi books to various organizations. Through the 
Kendriya Hindi Sansthan, Agra and its regional centers at Delhi, 
Mysore, Hyderabad, Guwahati and Shillong the Government of India 
promotes development of improved methodology for teaching Hindi to 
the non-Hindi speaking students. A full-fledged academic course for 
teaching Hindi to foreigners is being conducted by the Sansthan under 
the scheme 'propagation of Hindi Abroad". Central Hindi Directorate 
runs programmes relating to purchase and publication of books and 
their free distribution to non-Hindi speaking states and to the Indian 
missions. The Directorate also brings out Hindi journals like UNESCO 
DOOT, Bhasha and Sahtiyama. It is also implementing a scheme of 
teaching Hindi through correspondence courses in the media of 
English, Tamil, Malayalam, Bengali. 
The commission for scientific an Technical Terminology, New 
Delhi, prepares and publishes definitional dictionaries and terminology 
in various disciplines and Pan-Indian terminology. Hindi-English 
glossary in basic sciences, humanities, social sciences and applied 
science, university level textbooks in agriculture and engineering and 
other subjects are also published. Fifty scholarships are awarded 
every year to foreign students for studying Hindi in Kendriya hindi 
Sansthan, Agra. 
Dialects of Hindi 
In its spoken forms Hindi encompasses a wide range of dialects. 
Roughly speaking, these varieties can be divided into "western" and 
eastern" groups, with the former including Braj (western Uttar Pradesh 
and adjacent districts of Haryana, Rajasthan, and Madhya Pradesh), 
Bundeli (north-central Madhya Pradesh and south western Uttar 
Pradesh), Kanauji (west-central Uttar Praesh), Bangru (Haryana), 
western and eastern Hindi dialects, there are several other speech 
forms that, although counted by some as varieties of Hindi, are 
properly considered distinct languages. These include a number of 
Rajasthani languages (of which Marwari ist eh most widely spoken) 
and the so-called "Bihari" languages, Maithlli, Magahi, and Bhojpuri, of 
eastern Uttar Pradesh, western and central Bihar, and the Nepal Terai. 
The standardized form of Hindi, commonly referred to as khari 
Boli (Literally 'standing language'), has a somewhat complex history. 
Before the end of the nineteenth century "Hindi" literary works were for 
the most part written in normalized forms of regional vernaculars. 
TulsTdas and Surdas, two of Hindi's greatest medieval devotional 
poets, wrote in old forms of Avadhi and Braj respectively. The modern 
standard language (as opposed to regional vernacular or literary 
dialects) arose through the infusion of considerable external (i.e., non-
Hindi) vocabulary into a grammatical skeleton based on the vernacular 
dialect spoken in the Delhi area. Such non-Hindi vocabulary has 
included forms from such diverse languages of Sanskrit, Arabic, 
Persian, Turkish, Portuguesse, and English. Beginning in the 
nineteenth century a heavily Sanskritized form of Hindi, often referred 
to as suddh (or 'pure') Hindi, began to come into existence. It is this 
form of Hindi, written in the devanagari writing system, that has been 
promulgated by the Govemment of India and that is taught in formal 
courses of study in India. 
The scholars have recognized the diversity, complexity, and 
unity of languages, of India and rightly characterized India as a 
linguistic area, a sociolinguistic giant, a vast laboratory for linguistic 
change, borrowing adaptation, inter-lingual exchange, and cross 
cultural understanding and enrichment. 
The Language Information Services of India (LIS-lndia) was 
conceived and to provide information regarding language and dialects 
planned across the length and breadth of the country. In terms of its 
coverage of content and languages, it was envisaged to provide 
answers to most questions that one would like to ask about any or all 
the Indian languages including English - their grammar, history, 
functions, scripts, the number of speakers and their spread including 
diasporas, bi or multi-lingualism, literacy, and education, language 
technologies and digitarcy, literatures and litterateurs including 
translations and translators, all linguistic artifacts from sign and place 
names to looks, newspapers, periodicals and other mass media etc. 
Against this backdrop the present research has been 
undertaken for providing socio-descriptive presentation of the western 
dialects of Hindi particularly with reforms to Khari Boli and Braj 
Bhasha. 
There are no universally accepted criteria for distinguishing 
languages from dialects, although a number of paradigms, exist, which 
render sometimes contradictory results. The exact distinction is 
therefore a subjective one, dependent on the user's frame of 
reference. Language varieties are often called dialects rather than 
languages: 
• Solely because they are not (or not recognized as) literary 
languages, 
• Because the speakers of the given language do not have a 
state of their own, 
• Because they are not used in press or literature, or very little, 
• Or because their language lacks prestige. 
Simple term variety is also used by some linguists instead of 
language or dialect, when there is a problem with regard to committing 
oneself to any decision on the status with respect to this distinction. 
Anthropological linguists define dialect as the specific form of a 
language used by a speech community. In other words, the difference 
between language and dialect is the difference between the abstract or 
general and the concrete and particular. From this perspective, no one 
speaks a "language" everyone speaks a dialect of a language. Those 
who identify a particular dialect as the "standard" or "proper" version of 
a language are in fact using these terms to express a social distinction. 
Often, the standard language is close to the sociolect of the elite class. 
Along the lines of language - dialect distinction, the present 
study has taken up the case of Hindi and its dialects for providing a 
socio-descriptive analysis. An Indo-Aryan language, Hindi is spoken all 
over India in varying degrees and extensively in northern and central 
India. It is one of the 22 official languages of India and is used, along 
with English, for central government administrative purposes. It is a 
part of a language continuum of the Indie family, bounded on the 
northwest and west by Punjabi, Sindhi, and Gujarati, on the south by 
Marathi and Konkani; on the southeast by Oriya; on the east by 
Bengali; and on the north by Nepali. More precisely, Hindi also refers 
to a standard register of Hindustani language, termed Khariboli, that 
emerged as the standard dialect. 
If there can be considered a census within the dialectology of 
Hindi proper, it is that It can be split into two sets of dialects; Western 
Hindi and Eastern Hindi. 
1. Western Hindi: (The speech varieties developed from. 
Sauraseni) 
Braj spoken in Western Uttar Pradesh and adjacent districts of 
Rajasthan and Haryana. 
* Haryanvi or Bangaru, spoken in the state of Haryana and some 
outlying areas of Delhi. 
* Bundeli, spoken in West central Madhya Pradesh. 
* Kannauji, spoken in West-Central Uttar Pradesh. 
* Kauravi or Vernacular Hindustani, spoken to the north and 
northeast of Delhi. 
Khari boli, the language standard dialect, generally identified 
with the grammatical core of Kauravi (Vernacular Hindustani), 
but displaying features of other dialects and adjacent languages, 
as well as non-lndic speech such as Persian. It forms the basis 
of the standard registers of Modern standard Hindi & Urdu. 
2. Eastern Hindi (The speech varieties developed from Ardha 
Magadhi) 
* Awadhi, spoken in north and north central Uttar Pradesh. 
* Bagheli, spoken in north-Central Madhya Pradesh and central 
Uttar Pradesh. 
* Chhattisgarhi, spoken in southeast Madhya Pradesh and 
Northern and Central Chhattisgarh. 
In this present work we will be concerned with the socio-
descriptive study of the dialects of Western Hindi, particularly with 
reference to Khari boli and Braj Bhasha. 
This work has been divided into various chapters. The first 
chapter deals with the History and classification of Hindi Language and 
its dialects. Chapter Two deals with linguistic status of the dialects of 
Western Hindi. 
Chapter Three deals with the socio-descriptive study of the 
dialects of Western Hindi: It has been divided broadly into three 
subparts as: 
a) Structure of Khari Boli and Braj Bhasha 
b) Descriptive Analysis of Khari Boli and Braj Bhasha 
c) Socio-linguistic study of the two dialects covering the aspects of 
convergence, in group outer group communication and code-
switching. 
The Fourth Chapter deals with the description of folklore and 
proverbs existing in both these dialects of Western Hindi. In the 
context of folklores, the first section of this chapter provides general 
definition of folklore and its types, while in the second section different 
forms of folklores available in Khari Boli and Braj Bhasha have been 
discussed and substantiated with examples. Attempt has also been 
made to provide gender distinction in the folk forms. 
It also deals with the gender classification of the proverbs used 
by the speakers of these dialects. 
For the purpose of data collection the tool of pilot survey and 
participant observation were used. 
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STATEMENT OF INTENT 
The collective contribution of all the language studies over the 
last one hundred years has provided a convincing evidence that Indian 
is unique in terms of its language diversity, nature and spread of 
multilingualism, rich and varied socio-cultural history and heritage, 
literary output, interlingua exchange, and common, linguistic and 
sociolinguistic languages features across a large number of languages 
of different language families. The maintenance and co-existence of a 
large number of languages and speech verities is a living testimony of 
the vast language heritage of India and its more than two thousand 
years old tradition of multilingualism. The scholars have recognized 
the diversity, complexity, and unity of languages, of India and rightly 
characterized India as a linguistic area, a sociolinguistic giant, a vast 
laboratory for linguistic change, borrowing adaptation, inter-lingual 
exchange, and cross cultural understanding and enrichment. 
The Language Information Services of India (LIS-lndia) was 
conceived and to provide information regarding language and dialects 
planned across the length and breadth of the country. In terms of its 
coverage of content and languages, it was envisaged to provide 
answers to most questions that one would like to ask about any or all 
the Indian languages including English - their grammar, history, 
functions, scripts, the number of speakers and tlieir spread including 
diasporas, bi or multi-lingualism, literacy, and education, language 
technologies and digitarcy, literatures and litterateurs including 
translations and translators, all linguistic artifacts from sign and place 
names to looks, newspapers, periodicals and other mass media etc. 
Against this backdrop the present research has been 
undertaken for providing socio-descriptive presentation of the western 
dialects of Hindi particularly with reforms to Khari Boli and Braj 
Bhasha. 
There are no universally accepted criteria for distinguishing 
languages from dialects, although a number of paradigms, exist, which 
render sometimes contradictory results. The exact distinction is 
therefore a subjective one, dependent on the user's frame of 
reference. Language varieties are often called dialects rather than 
languages: 
• 
• 
Solely because they are not (or not recognized as) literary 
languages, 
Because the speakers of the given language do not have a 
state of their own, 
Because they are not used in press or literature, or very little. 
Or because their language lacks prestige. 
Simple term variety is also used by some linguists instead of 
language or dialect, when there is a problem with regard to committing 
oneself to any decision on the status with respect to this distinction. 
Anthropological linguists define dialect as the specific form of a 
language used by a speech community. In other words, the difference 
between language and dialect is the difference between the abstract or 
general and the concrete and particular. From this perspective, no one 
speaks a "language" everyone speaks a dialect of a language. Those 
who identify a particular dialect as the "standard" or "proper" version of 
a language are in fact using these terms to express a social distinction. 
Often, the standard language is close to the sociolect of the elite class. 
Along the lines of language - dialect distinction, the present 
study has taken up the case of Hindi and its dialects for providing a 
socio-descriptive analysis. An Indo-Aryan language, Hindi is spoken all 
over India in varying degrees and extensively in northern and central 
India. It is one of the 22 official languages of India and is used, along 
with English, for centra! government administrative purposes. It is a 
part of a language continuum of the Indie family, bounded on the 
northwest and west by Punjabi, Sindhi, and Gujarati, on the south by 
Marathi and Konkani; on the southeast by Oriya; on the east by 
Bengali; and on the north by Nepali. More precisely, Hindi also refers 
to a standard register of Hindustani language, termed Khariboli, that 
emerged as the standard dialect. 
If there can be considered a census within the dialectology of 
Hindi proper, it is that it can be split into two sets of dialects; Western 
Hindi and Eastern Hindi. 
1. Western Hindi: (The speech varieties developed from. 
Sauraseni) 
Braj spoken in Western Uttar Pradesh and adjacent districts of 
Rajasthan and Haryana. 
* Haryanvi or Bangaru, spoken in the state of Haryana and some 
outlying areas of Delhi. 
* Bundeli, spoken in West central Madhya Pradesh. 
* Kannauji, spoken in West-Central Uttar Pradesh. 
* Kauravi or Vernacular Hindustani, spoken to the north and 
northeast of Delhi. 
* Khari boli, the language standard dialect, generally identified 
with the grammatical core of Kauravi (Vernacular Hindustani), 
but displaying features of other dialects and adjacent languages, 
as well as non-lndic speech such as Persian. It forms the basis 
of the standard registers of Modern standard Hindi & Urdu. 
2. Eastern Hindi (The speech varieties developed from Ardha 
Magadhi) 
* Awadhi, spoi<en in north and north central Uttar Pradesh. 
* Bagheli, spoken in north-Central Madhya Pradesh and central 
Uttar Pradesh. 
* Chhattisgarhi, spoken in southeast Madhya Pradesh and 
Northern and Central Chhattisgarh. 
In this present work we will be concerned with the socio-
descriptive study of the dialects of Western Hindi, particularly with 
reference to Khari boli and Braj Bhasha. 
This work has been divided into various chapters. The first 
chapter deals with the History and classification of Hindi Language and 
its dialects. Chapter Two deals with linguistic status of the dialects of 
Western Hindi. 
Chapter Three deals with the socio-descriptive study of the 
dialects of Western Hindi: It has been divided broadly into three 
subparts as: 
a) Structure of Khari Boli and Braj Bhasha 
b) Descriptive Analysis of Khari Boli and Braj Bhasha 
c) Socio-linguistic study of the two dialects covering the aspects of 
convergence, in group outer group communication and code-
switching. 
The Fourth Chapter deals with the description of folklore and 
proverbs existing in both these dialects of Western Hindi. In the 
context of folklores, the first section of this chapter provides general 
definition of folklore and its types, while in the second section different 
forms of folklores available in Khari Boli and Braj Bhasha have been 
discussed and substantiated with examples. Attempt has also been 
made to provide gender distinction in the folk forms. 
It also deals with the gender classification of the proverbs used 
by the speakers of these dialects. 
For the purpose of data collection the tool of pilot survey and 
participant observation were used. 

CHAPTER - 1 
HISTORY AND CLASSIFICATION 
A. History 
1.1 Hindi: A Historical Account 
The word Hindi is of Persian origin and literally naeans "Indian", 
comprising Hind "India", and the adjectival suffix l\l. The word was 
originally used by Muslims in North India to refer to any Indian 
language: for example the eleventh century writer Abu Rayhan Al-
Biruni used it to refer to Sanskrit. By the thirteenth century "Hindi", 
along with its variant forms "Hindavi" and "Hindui", had acquired a 
more specific meaning: the "linguistically mixed speech of Delhi, which 
came into wide use across north India and incorporated a component 
of Persian vocabulary". It was later used by members of the Mughal 
court to distinguish local vernacular of the Delhi region. Persian, was 
the official language of the court. 
Evidence from the seventeenth century indicates that the 
language then called "Hindi" existed in two different styles; among 
Muslims it was liable to contain a larger component of Persian derived 
words and would be written down in a script derived from Persian, 
while among Hindus it used a vocabulary more influenced by Sanskrit 
and was written in Devanagari script. These styles eventually 
developed into modem Urdu and modern Hindi respectively. However 
the word "Urdu" was not used until around 1780: before then the word 
"Hindi" could be used for both purposes. The use of "Hindi" to 
designate what would now be called "Urdu" continued as late as the 
early twentieth century. 
Now a days use of Hindi in the sense of "Indian" is chiefly 
obsolete; it has come to specifically refer to the language (s) bearing 
that name. 
1.2 Evolution of Hindi 
One of the Ancient Indian Aryan dialects in which the Buddhist 
scriptures were translated from the original eastern speech of Buddha 
was Pali. This Pali is wrongly believed to be the ancient language of 
Magadha or South Bihar; rather it is a literary language based on the 
dialects of the mid land extending from Mathura to Ujjain. In fact, it was 
a sort of Ancestor of Western Hindi. Pali, as the language of the 
Midland, was like Hindi or Hindustani of the present day, the speech of 
the centre of the heart of Aryavarta or Aryan land which was easy for 
people of the surrounding east, west and north-west, and south and 
south west to understand. The Pali version (and later en the Sanskrit 
version which came into being) of the Buddhist canon superseded the 
original canon in the eastern speech. Pali became the great literary 
language of the Theravade school of Buddhism, which was taken to 
Ceylon and was established there; and from Ceylon this school 
passed on the Burma and Slam, taking its vehicle the Pali language 
with it and establishing It as the sacred languages of Buddhism in 
present day Indo-china. We have thus, after a period of superiority 
maintained by, the Eastern speech in the lands first of the primitive 
Buddhist and Jainas and then of the Mauna ruling classes with 
Pataliputra or Patna as their centre or homeland, the rise of the Pali 
language, which originated in the present western Hindi area. 
In the subsequent history of the Aryan spoken dialects and the 
literacy languages which grew out of them, the mid land and the west 
and north west have a predominant position. Saurseni Prakrit with 
Mathura as its centre, is looked upon as the most elegant of Prakrits or 
latter Middle Indo-Aryan speeches and Saurseni is but an ancient form 
of Braj Bhakha, the present day language of Mathura, a sister and a 
former rival of Hindusthani. All cultured classes when not habitually 
speaking Sanskrit are made to speak Saurseni in the Sanskrit drama, 
Side by Side with Saurseni, another Prakrit appears to have had some 
predominance. This is Maharastri, regarded as the dialect current in 
the Maharashtra tract which ultimately became Marathi. But it has 
been suggested, against this current view that Maharashtri was not 
connected with the Maratha country or with Marathi, but it was just the 
speech of the Midland, one stage younger than Saurseni. 
Next after Saurseni (including the so called Maharastri), comes 
Western Apabhramsa, a great literary language used in the courts of 
the Rajput Princes of Northern India for some centuries immediately 
before the Turki conquest of North India, which, was generally seen 
used by people from Maharashtra to Bengal: verses composed by 
Bengali poets and poets from practically the whole of northern India in 
this speech have been discovered. Western Apabhramsha is, 
therefore, the immediate predecessor, and partly the ancestor of Braj 
Bhakha and Hindusthani. 
The Turk came and established himself as master of the Punjab 
in the 11"^ century, when it became a part of the territory of Ghazna, 
after the sensational raid of Mahamud of Ghazna into the interior of 
India in the last quarter of the 10"^  and the first quarter of the i f ^ 
century. In the 10* - 12'^ ^ centuries the western Apathramsa speech 
was in full vigour, and was the common language (a part from Sanskrit 
and the Prakrits) and undoubtedly also of general communication. The 
specimens of western Apabhramsa speech popular literature, which 
have been preserved in the prakrit grammar of the great Jaina scholar, 
Hema Chandra, who lived in Gujarat during 1088-1172, would, clearly 
show the extent the language of the times was approaching 
Hindustani. To give a few examples, 
10 
1. bhalla hua ju maria, bahini, mahara kantu lajje jamtu vassiahu, 
ja ibha ggagharu entu. 
(A Rajput woman says) 
"It is well, O sister, that my beloved was killed: if he came 
home defeated (or fleeing), among friends, I would feel 
shame". 
2. juru ka sun a vallabau, dha nu punu kasu natthu? 
donni vi, a vasarini va dial, tina- sawaganai visitthu. 
To whom is not life beloved? To whom, again is not wealth a desired 
thing? When the (proper) occasion arises (lit the occasion having 
fallen), the superior man considers these two as straw'. 
3. jaina sa a vai, dull gharu, ka aho muhu tujjhui vaanuja khan dia 
tau sahie, so pin hoina mujjhu. 
"O messenger! If he does not come, why art thou (lit art with thy face 
cast down)? If he breaks (his) word, then, O friend! He cannot be my 
beloved". 
4. amhe thora, rihu bahula ka ara ewa bhanan: 
muddhi, nihalahi gaana ahi, kaijana jonha karanti? 
"We are few, our enemies are many cowards talk like that : O 
foolish woman! Look at the spaces of the sky: how many make moon 
light'. 
5. Putte jae kavand gunu? Ava gunu kavanu meena? Ja bappikhi 
bhumhadi campijjai avarena? 
"What good if the son is born and what harm if he is dead? If the 
father's land is attached (or seized) by another"? 
The language that they first adopted was naturally that current in 
the Panjab. Even in these days, there is not much difference between 
the Panjab dialects, particularly those of Eastern Panjab, from these 
spoken in the western most part of Uttar Pradesh and eight or nine 
hundred years ago, we might imagine that the difference was still less; 
it is even likely that an almost identical speech was current in central 
and Eastern Punjab (if not in western Punjab and Hindu Afghanistan 
as well), and western Uttar Pradesh. 
The dialects of northern India from the Punjab to Bihar (both the 
tracts inclusive) fall into four groups, in popular conception: (i) Panjabi; 
(ii) Pachhanha (Pachaha) or 'Western' Dialects; (iii) Purabiya or Purbi, 
i.e. 'Eastern' Dialects; and (iv) Bihari, south-west of (ii) is another 
group, (v) Rajasthani. The Punjabi and Pachhanha groups overlap to 
some extent. In the evolution of Hindustani, Purabiya and Bihari as 
well as the Rajasthani groups of dialects can be ommitted as in 
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grammar these are rather different, although speakers of the purabiya 
dialects ('Eastern Hindi'- Awadhi or Baiswari, Bagheli and 
Chattisgarhi), of Bihari (Bhojpuri, Maithili, Magahi and Chhota 
Nagpuriya) and of Rajasthani (Numerous dialects, like mewati, Jaipuri, 
Marwari, Maiwi, etc) non have adopted Hindi or Hindustani (High Hindi 
and to a very slight extent Urdu) as their language of literature and 
public life. The bases of Hindi (Hindustani) are the pachaha dialects 
(particularly of the Vernacular Hindustani' and Bangaru groups), and 
Easten Panjabi to some extent. The Pachhanha or western dialects 
are the so called 'Western Hindi' dialects: Braj bhakha, Kanauji, 
Bundeli on the one hand and the dialect known as 'Vernacular 
Hindustani' (Meerut and Rohilkhand divisions and Ambala district) and 
Bangaru or Hariani (Delhi, Rohtak, Hissar and Patiala) on the other. 
Braj- bhakha, Kannauji and Bundeli differ in some important 
matter from 'Vernacular Hindustani' and Bangaru. 
1.3 Demography and status 
According to the 1991 census of India (which encompasses all 
the dialects of Hindi, including those that might be considered separate 
languages by some linguists e.g. Bhojpuri), Hindi is the mother tongue 
of about 487 million Indians, or about 40% of India's population. 
According to SIL International's Ethnologue, about 180 million people 
in India regard standard (Khari Boli) Hindi as their mother tongue, and 
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another 300 million use it as a second language. Outside India, Hindi 
speakers number around 8 million in Nepal; 890,000 in South Africa; 
685,000 in Mauritius; 317,000 in the U.S.; 233,000 in Yemen; 147,000 
in Uganda; 30,000 in Germany, 20,000 in New Zeeland and 5,000 in 
Singapore, while the U.K. and U.A.E. also have notable populations of 
Hindi speakers. Hence, according to the SIL Ethnologue (1999 data) a 
combination of Hindi and Urdu language makes it the fifth most spoken 
language in the world. 
According to Comrie (1998 data), Hindi is the second most 
spoken language in the world, with 333 million native speakers. 
The 337 million number of the 1991 census includes the 
following: 
> Western Hindi 
• 180m: Khariboli - 6Ms Kanauji 
• 13m:Haryanvi 
> Eastern Hindi 
• 20m: Awardhi 
• 11m: Chhattisgarhi 
> Bihari 
• 45m: Maithili (since gained independent status) 
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• 26m: Bhojpuri 
• 11m:Magadhi 
• 2nn: Sadri 
> 7m: Pahari 
> 5m: Rajasthani 
From 1991 to 2006, the population of India has grown by about 
30% (from 838 to 1,095 million), so that the number of current 
speakers may be expected to be roughly a third higher than those 
given above. 
The Constitution of India, adopted in 1950, declares Hindi in the 
Devanagari script as the official language (raja bhasha) of the Union 
(Article 343(1). Hindi is also enumerated as one of the twenty two 
languages of the Eighth Schedule of the Constitution of India, which 
entitles it to representation on the Official Language Commission. The 
Constitution of India has stipulated the usage of Hindi and English to 
be the two languages of communication for the central government. 
It was envisioned that Hindi would become the sole working 
language of the central government by 1965, with state government 
being free to function in language of their own choice. This has not 
however, happened and English is also used along with Hindi for 
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official purposes. There was wide spread resistance to the imposition 
of Hindi on non-native speai^ ers. In some states, especially the anti 
Hindi agitations in the state of Tamil Nadu, resulted in the passage of 
the Official Language Act (1963). This act provided for the continued 
use of English, indefinitely for all official purposes, by the Union 
government. However, the constitutional directive to the central 
govemment to champion the spread of Hindi was retained and has 
strongly influenced the policies of the Union government. 
At the state level, Hindi is the official language of the following 
states in India: Bihar, Jharkhand, Uttarakhand, Madhya Pradesh, 
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Chattisgarh, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana 
and Delhi. Each of these states may also designate a "co-official" 
language, in Uttar Pradesh for instance, depending in the political 
formation in power, sometimes this language is Urdu. Similarly, Hindi 
is accorded the status of co-official language in several states. 
After independence, the Government of India worked on 
standardizing Hindi, instituting the following changes: 
• Standardization of Hindi grammar: In 1954, the Govt, of India 
set up a committee to prepare a grammar of Hindi; the 
committee's report was released in 1958 as "A Basic 
Grammar of Modern Hindi." 
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• standardization of Hindi spelling 
• Standardization of the Devnagari script by Central Hindi 
Directorate of the Ministry of Education and culture to bring 
about uniformity in writing and to improve the shape of same 
Devanagri characters. 
• Scientific mode of transcribing the Devnagri alphabet 
• Incorporation of diacritics to express sounds from other 
languages. 
1.4 Hindi and Urdu 
The term Urdu arose in 1645. Until then, and even after 1645, 
the term Hindi or Hindawi was used in a general sense for the dialects 
of central and northern India. 
There are two fundamental distinctions between standard Urdu 
and Standard Hindi that led to their being recognized as distinct 
languages: 
• The source of borrowed vocabulary (Persian/Arabic for Urdu 
and Sanskrit for Hindi); and 
• The script used to write them (for Urdu an adaptation of the 
Perso-Arabic alphabet written in nasta'liq style: for Hindi, an 
adaptation of the Devnagri script). 
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Colloquially and linguistically, the distraction between the Urdu 
and Hindi is insignificant. This is true for the northern half of the Indian 
subcontinent, wherever neither learned vocabulary nor writing is used. 
Outside the Delhi dialect area, the term "Hindi" is used in reference to 
the local dialect, which may be different from both Hindi and Urdu. 
The word Hindi has many different uses; confusion of these is 
one of the primary causes of debate about the identity of Urdu. These 
uses include: 
1. Standardized Hindi as taught in schools throughout India, 
2. Formal or official Hindi advocated by Parushottam Das 
Tandon and as instituted by the post independence Indian 
government, heavily influenced by Sanskrit, 
3. The vernacular non standard dialects of Hindustani/Hindi 
Urdu as spoken throughout much of India and Pakistan, 
4. The neutralized form of the language used in popular 
television and films, or 
5. The more formal neutralized form of the language used in 
broadcast and print news reports. 
The rubric 'Hindi' is often used as a catch-all of these idioms in 
the north Indian dialect continuum that are not recognized as 
languages separate from the language of the Delhi region. Punjabi, 
Bihari and Chahttisgarhi, while sometimes recognized as being distinct 
languages, are often considered dialects of Hindi. In other words, the 
boundaries of "Hindi" have little to do with mutual intelligibility, and 
instead depend on social preceptors of what constitutes a language. 
The other use of the word "Hindi" is in reference to standard 
Hindi, the Khari Boli register of the Delhi dialect of Hindi (generally 
called" Hindustani) with its direct loan words from Sanskrit. Standard 
Urdu is also a standardized form of Hindustani. Such a state of affairs, 
with two standardized forms of what essentially one language is known 
as a diasystem. 
Urdu was earlier called Zaban-e-Urdu-e-Mu'allah, the "Exalted 
language of the camp". Earlier terms Hindi and Urdu are used 
interchangeably even by Urdu poets like Mir and Mirza Ghalib of the 
early 19**^  century (rather, the terms Hindawi/Hindi was used were 
often). By 1850, Hindi and Urdu more no longer used for the same 
language. Other linguists such as Sir G.A. Grierson 
(http://www.hagpuron.linc.com/people/language.html) (1903) have also 
claimed that Urdu is simply a dialect or style of Western Hindi. Before 
the partition of India, Delhi, Lucknow, Aligarh and Hyderabad used to 
be the four literary center of Urdu. 
The colloquial language spoken by the people of Delhi is 
indistinguishable by ear, whether it is called Hindi or Urdu by its 
speakers. The only important distinction at this level is in the script: if 
written in the Perso-Arabic script, the language is generally considered 
to be Urdu and if written in devanagari it is generally considered to be 
Hindi. However, since independence the formal registers used in 
education and the media have become increasingly divergent in their 
vocabulary. Where there is no colloquial word for a concept. Standard 
Urdu use.s Perso-Arabic vocabulary, while Standard Hindi uses 
Sanskrit vocabulary. This results in the official languages being heavily 
Sanskritized or Persianized and nearly unintelligible to speakers 
educated in the other standard (as far as the formal vocabulary is 
concerned). 
These two standardized registers of Hindustani have become so 
entrenched as separate language that many extreme nationalists, both 
Hindu and Muslim, claim that Hindi and Urdu have always been 
separate languages. The tensions reached a peak in the Hindu Urdu 
controversy in 1867 in the then United Provinces during the British Raj. 
However, there were and are unifying forces as well. For example it is 
said that Indian Bollywood films are made in "Hindi", but the language 
used in most of them is the same as that of Urdu speakers in Pakistan. 
1.5 Hindustani: A Linguistic Description 
The problems of linguistic description of Hindustani are 
inextricably involved with those of Hindi and Urdu. Linguists, 
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historiographers of Hindi and Urdu, and scholars of literature and 
textual criticism have mainly tried to grapple with the linguistic 
description of Hindi and Urdu, as is evident from the phonological and 
grammatical studies of those languages done during the last half 
century. Kelkar (1968:1) has argued that contemporary standard Hindi-
Urdu "consists of a gamut of integrated variation that need to be 
studied together - within a single frame work" However, he 
concentrated mainly on standard Hindi - Urdu and considered 
Hindustani as "relegated to History" (Kelkar 1968:9), though he 
included it under the Hindi- Urdu continuum of style and took care of 
regional color to a certain extent. 
Though the linguistic description of Hindustani has not drawn the 
attention of linguists for historical reasons, it raises several theoretical 
and empirical issues, which are relevant for linguistic analysis of both 
Hindi-Urdu and Hindustani written by John Gilchrist. At the end of the 
18**^  century several other dictionaries were published in the late 19*'' 
century. It would be relevant to explore the range of borrowed Perso-
Arabic words included in the dictionaries and to find out how far they 
have been assimilated or have become current in present day 
colloquial speech. Second, the works of several writers have been 
published in both Urdu and Hindi and have been claimed equally as 
Hindi-Urdu writers. Prem Chand occupies an important position in this 
respect. It would be worthwhile to explore the distinctive alternative 
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use of Sanskrit or Persian words in Hindi and Urdu versions of his 
works and to study whether the common vocabulary comprises native 
or tadbhava or fully assimilated Sanskrit and Persian words. Third, a 
number of textbooks have been published for teaching standard Hindi 
and Urdu to foreigners. Although they reflect common core grammar 
and distinctive characteristics of the respective languages, it would be 
relevant to study the range of Sanskrit and Perso-Arabic words that 
form an integral component of these languages. Doing so would help 
determine how far these textbooks support the common base of 
colloquial Hindustani. Fourth, it would be necessary to explore to what 
extent the linguistic analysis of Hindi and Urdu is based on the spoken 
data. Only this type of analysis can show the extent to which they differ 
in the choice of Sanskrit and Persian words and to what extent these 
words are common in both the spoken varieties and represent the 
colloquial Hindustani. 
Finally, some studies show lexical differences between Hindi 
and Urdu and question the notion that they are two distinct languages. 
They raise significant issues related to the processes of convergence 
and divergence, the difficulty of drawing boundaries between Sanskrit 
and Perso-Arabic words assimilated in both Hindi and Urdu and the 
implications of choice for comprehension. These issues can be 
explored only on the basis of a large corpus. A corpus of 3 million 
words is now available for both Hindi and Urdu at the Central Institute 
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of Indian Languages, Mysore. On the basis of a comprehensive 
sample, it would be possible to explore in what kind of genres/texts 
both Hindi and Urdu show a common base of colloquial Hindustani 
and how they differ from one another, on the one hand, and from 
Hindustani, on the other, in terms of what kind of Sanskrit and Perso-
Arabic words they use. In short, the search on the issues raised above 
can bring an understanding of the basic linguistic structure of 
Hindustani and superimposed structure of Hindi and Urdu that is 
characteristic of both the spoken and written styles. 
B. Classification 
The modern Indo-Aryan languages have developed from 
different Apabharamshas. From saurseni Apabharamsha have 
developed Khariboli, Braj Bhasha, Bangam, Kannauji and Bundeli, 
together grouped as Western Hindi, Awadhi, Bagheli, and Chattisgarhi 
together are known as Eastern Hindi. The word 'Hindi' is used to 
include, besides these eight languages, Bhojpuri, Magahi and Maithili, 
as well as Rajasthani, Malvi and Mewati. 
The elite Hindi language has a predominantly Sanskritic, 
vocabulary. It is so large in the high literary and technical language 
that it seems far removed from the spoken form of Khari Boli, not to 
speak of languages as Braja, Awadhi, Rajasthani, Bhojpuri and Maithili 
(S. N. Ganesan). 
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1.6 Different views on Cliaracterization of Indo-Aryan 
Languages 
Now we are going to provide some major views discussed by 
tlie linguists regarding the characterization of Indo-Aryan Languages. 
1.6.i John Beames' (Contemporary Grammar) 
The first important taxomony of the Indo-Aryan languages was 
formulated by John Beames in his Comparative Grammar of the 
Modern Aryan languages of India (1872-79). 
This work brought together extensive data from a number of 
modern Indo-Aryan languages through the methodology of 
comparative reconstruction. Although taxonomy perse is not a major 
goal of this work, we do find in it extensive discussion of what Beames 
believes to be the over al stmcture of the language family. By reading 
these statements we are able to gain insight into the kinds of criteria 
that Beames employed in determining if a given speech form is to be 
accorded the status of "dialect" or of "language". Beames views on 
these matters were quite influential and they provided a natural 
starting place for Grierson when he embarked upon his more scientific 
taxomony of the language family for the LSI. 
Perhaps, the single most striking aspect of Beames 
Comparative Grammar for the modern reader is the fact that no 
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attempt is made in it to justify the selection of the primary members of 
the language family. 
Beames holds the analogousness of the Aryan languages to the 
Romance languages quite seriously. He maintains that the modem 
Aryan languages all maintain the distinction between lexical items that 
have been borrowed form Sanskrit fairly recently, the so-called 
tatsama items, and those that have been derived from Sanskrit 
through the cumulative effect of historical sound laws, the so-called 
tadbhava items. 
It is a peculiarity of Beames' Comparative Grammar, when 
judged by the norms of European comparative grammar contemporary 
to it, that it places such great emphasis on lexical, as opposed to 
phonological factors. 
It is vocabulary, without a doubt, that is central interest to 
Beames in describing the relations among Indo-Aryan speech forms. 
Beames attempts in his work to enumerate what he considers to 
be the primary dialects of each of the major languages what he treats, 
although at no point does his dialectology reach the level of formality 
where he constructs explicit stammbaum schemata for these (Hindi, 
Punjabi, Sindhi, Gujarati, Marathi, Oriya and Bengali) languages. 
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Beames considers the dialects situation of Hindi to be of 
particular importance within Indo-Aryan and he accords Hindi a 
position of pre eminence in the language family. 
Beames is quite emphatic in insisting that this Hindi language 
enjoys a position of linguistic superiority over the other standard Indo-
Aryan languages. 
In spite of these claims as to the supreme linguistic importance 
of Hindi within modern Indo-Aryan, Beames make no attempt to spell 
out the names and distribution of the major Hindi dialects, the task of 
empirically determining those dialects for Hindi, as well as for all other 
Indian languages, being left for Grierson and his associates during the 
preparation of the linguistic survey of India. 
Beams wrote with a number of unstated, but nevertheless 
operative, criteria by which he was able to distinguish between major 
"languages" and their dialects. These criteria can be stated as follows: 
i. Speech forms that have a modern written literature are more 
likely to b e languages than those that do not; 
ii. Pidginised or creolized speech varieties (i.e. those showing 
considerable admixture with other codes) are likely to have 
lower status than those codes not showing much 
"contamination"; 
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iii. Historically conservative dialects (i.e. those showing more 
Old Indo-Aryan features) are to be accorded higher status 
than those showing greater linguistic innovation. 
1.6.n Griersons' (Linguistic Survey of India) (Volume IX Part I) 
Grierson has highlighted and discussed the basic development 
of Western Hindi and its dialects and also established the relationship 
between vernacular Hindustani and the five dialects. In this particular 
volume he has explained the geographical position of the western 
Hindi and its variations as: 
The home of Western Hindi closely agrees with the 
Madhya desa, or Midland, of ancient Sanskrit 
geographers. The Madhyadesa was the country 
between the saraswati on the west and what is now 
Allahabad on the east. Its northern boundary was the 
Himalya Range, and its Southern the Narbada river. 
Between these limits lay, according to tradition the 
holy land of Brahmanism. It was the centre of Hindu 
civilisation and the abode, on earth of its daities. 
Western Hindi does not extend so far east as 
Allahabad its eastern limit is about cawnpore, but in 
other respects the area in which it is spoken is 
almost exactly the same as the Madhyadesa. It is 
spoken as a vernacular the western position of the 
united provinces, in the eastern districts of the 
Panjab in Eastern Rajputana, in Gwalior and 
Bundelkhand, and in the north-western districts of 
central provinces. Moreover, its most important 
dialect, Hindostani, is spoken and understood, and is 
even amongst some classes of the population a 
vernacular, over the whole of the Indian peninsula. 
1.6.iii Suniti Kuar Chatterji's (Indo-Aryan and Hindi) 
According to Chatterji the dialects of Northern India from the 
Panjab to Bihar (both the tracts inclusive) fall into four groups, namely: 
(i) Panjabi; (2) Pachhanha (Pachaha) or 'Western' Dialects; (3) 
Purabiya or Purbi i.e. 'Eastern' dialects; (4) Bihari; the South-West 
group, and (5) Rajasthani. The Panjabi and Pachhanha groups overlap 
to some extent. In the evolution of Hindustani, Purabiya and Bihari as 
well as the Rajasthani groups of dialects can be omitted, as in 
grammar these are rather different, although speakers of the purabiya 
dialects ('Eastern Hindi'- Awadhi or Baiswari, Bagheli and Chattisgarhi) 
of Bihari (Bhojpuri, Maithili, Magahi and Chhota Nagpuria) and of 
Rajasthani (numerous dialects like Mewati, Jaipuri, Manwari, Mewari, 
Maiwi etc.) now have adopted Hindi or Hindustani (High- Hindi and to 
a very slight extent Urdu) as their language of literature and public life, 
the bases of Hindi (Hindustani) are the Pachaha dialects (particularly 
of the Vernacular Hindustani and Bangaru groups), and Eastern 
Punjabi to some extent. The Panchhanha or Western dialects are the 
so-called 'Western Hindi' dialects; Braj-Bhakha, Kanauji, Bundeli, on 
the one hand, and the dialect known as 'Vernacular Hindustani' 
(Meerut and Rohilkhand Divisions and Ambala District) and Bangaru 
or Hariani (Delhi, Rohtak, Hissar and Patiala) on the other. 
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Braj Bhasha, Kannauji, and Bundeli differ in some important 
matters from 'Vernacular Hindustani' and Bangaru. The most 
noteworthy points of difference are these. The Braj Bhakha group has 
-au or -o as the ending of ordinary masculine nouns and adjectives 
{merau betau ayau, or mero beto ayo 'my son came'; wa main merau 
kah yau na man yau, or wai or un mharo kahyo na man yo 'he did not 
listen to what I said'), whereas the other group has -a {mera beta aya 
in 'Vernacular Hindustani' and Bangaru). It may be said that the 
Rajasthani dialects agree with Braj bhakha group of Panchhanha in 
being -au or -o dialects (e.g., mharo beto a yo orayo-do), whereas the 
Punjabi dialects are -a dialects like 'Vernacular Hindustani' and 
Bangaru, (for example, mera betta) [puttr or puttar] a ea, Hindi usne 
mera kahana mana, in Punjabi usne mera ak khena na manea. Braj-
bhakha group have forms like ta, wa, ya, ja, ka for oblique of the 
various pronouns, whereas the other group has forms like tis, us, is, 
jis, kis: Panjabi agrees with the 'Vernacular Hindustani' group in this 
matter (e.g. is or es, os, jis, kis). There are some other points of 
difference but the above are most noteworthy. 
1.6.iv Cardona's Characterizations of Indo-Aryan 
As stated above, the overall typology of Indo-Aryan that has 
come down to us is essentially that of the LSI, as modified through 
analysis of later census statistics. It is, we think, useful to briefly 
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summarize a recent description of the modern Indo-Aryan languages, 
that of Cardona (1974), in which recent census data of the time was 
used. Cardona arranges the Indo-Aryan languages into geographical 
divisions, with little attempt to construct a formal Stammbaum. Roughly 
speaking, Cardona considers Indo-Aryan to have eastern, north-
western, western/southwestern, and midlands groups, as well as two 
other, "Rajasthani" and "Bhili" whose positions vis-a-vis the others are 
somewhat problematical. 
Cardona enumerates Assamese, Bengali and Oriya as 
constituting the eastern branch of Indo-Aryan. He considers the 
northwestern group to be composed of Punjabi, Lahnda, Sindhi (this 
including Kacchi, which has been claimed by some to be a dialect of 
Gujarati), the "Pahari" languages, and the Dardic languages (whose 
position within the Indo-lranian family is open to dispute). The Pahari 
(or "mountain") languages are subdivided into east. West and Central 
divisions, the primary example of the first being Nepali, the major 
examples of the second being Kumaoni and Garwali and the last 
encompassing 62 languages and dialects from the states of Himachal 
Pradesh, Jammu and Kashmir, and the Punjab area adjacent to 
Himachal Pradesh. Dardic is divided by Cardona into three subgroups: 
Dard - (=East Dardic), Khowar (Cenral Dardic), and Kafir (West 
Dardic). The major Dardic language spoken in South Asia is Kashmiri, 
an East Dardic language. In the western and southwestern divisions 
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Cardona cites Gujarati, Marathi and Konkani. He also considers 
Sinlialese, originally an offshoot of a western dialect, to be a member 
of this group. 
Cardona notes a large number of distinct speech forms in the 
midlands area. In describing the distribution of "Hindi" under its various 
rubrics he notes that: 
That midland tract from the borders of Bengal and Orissa to 
Gujarat and Maharashtra is a large area where Hindi is the language 
of official business. The language called Khari boli, considered to be a 
standard Hindi, is based in a dialect of western Uttar Pradesh to the 
North-West of Delhi. The term hindi (also hindvi) is known from as 
early as the 13"^  c , when Amir Khusrau - a minister of the Moghul 
court - used it. Urdu is also recognized in the constitution of India... 
The term zaban-e-urdu 'language of the imperial camp' came into use 
about the 17"^  c. In the south, Urdu was used by Muslim conquerors of 
the 14"' c, and this language, known as Dakhini Urdu ('southern Urdu') 
is still used in the area about Hyderabad. Structurally and historically 
Hindi and Urdu are one, though they are now official languages of 
different countries written in different alphabets. 
Cardona also notes the existence of a large number of 
vernacular "languages" the midlands area, specifically the Bihari 
languages (Maithili, Magahi, and Bhojpuri), the Eastern Hindi 
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languages (Avadhi, Bagheli, Bagheli, and Chattisgarhi), Western Hindi 
(Braj and Bundeli), and Bangru. 
A number of speecli terms, Mewati, Ahirwati, Harauti, Malvi, 
Nimadi, and Manrt/ari, collectively referred to as "Rajasthani" by 
Grierson, are said by Cardona to represent a shading from "West 
Hindi" in the east to Sindhi and Gujarati in the west. Another set of 
forms not enjoying a clear cut position are the Bhili dialects, being 
concentrated in the area where Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and 
Gujarat meet, as well as in the area where Maharashtra, Madhya 
Pradesh and Gujarat do so. 
1.6.V Shapiro and Schiffman's (Language and Society in South 
Asia) 
Shapiro and Schiffman have provided an interesting discussion 
on the family tree termed as Stammabaum and wave Models of 
linguistic History. 
As is well known, one of the major advances of nineteenth and 
early twentieth century linguistics was the determination of familial 
relationships among the members of the so-called Indo-European 
family of languages. The work done in this tradition was designed to 
establish genetic relations among the languages of this family and to 
relate the chronologically later members of the family to the older. 
Furthermore it often reconstructed member languages through the 
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postulation of regular diachronic "laws" of linguistic change. The 
acceptance of such a goal presupposed a model of the nature of 
linguistic change of the evolution of new language varieties from older 
ones. One such a model only implied in the early writings of the 
tradition but fully spelled out by the end of the nineteenth century- is 
referred to as the stammbaum model. Although originally intended to 
serve as a frame of reference for linguistic reconstruction, this model 
has been highly influential in work carried on in language classification 
in general. It has appeared in one form or another in the classification 
of many South Asian languages. 
The Stammbaum, or family tree, model of linguistic history was 
designed both in respect to and as a legitimisation of the attempted 
reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European through the systematic 
comparison of the morphological and phonological forms of its various 
daughter (i.e. historically later) languages. Based on the work of 
Grimm, Rask, Sir William Jones and others and first expounded by 
Bopp in the mid nineteenth century, the comparative method of 
linguistic reconstruction are used to determine the forms of earlier 
stages of languages through a systematic comparison of forms in the 
presumably related contemporary varieties of languages. The 
application of the comparative method of linguistic reconstruction leads 
to the production of a type of inverted tree structure; a substratum of 
spoken contemporary languages are said to be derived from a smaller 
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set of feeding branch languages, which are in term desired from a still 
smaller set and intimately from a single source language. In a simple 
classification of languages, the members of a family can be 
progressive subdivided into groups, where membership within a group 
or sub-group means that the languages are derived from a common 
reconstructed source. A model reflecting the characteristic example of 
such a taxonomy is given in the following. (Figure-1) This is with 
reference to the classification of Munda languages. 
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Proto Munda 
1 
Proto North Munda 
(Proto-Kherwari-Kurku) 
Proto-South Munda 
(Proto-Kharia- Sora) 
Proto Northeast 
Munda 
(Proto-Kherwari) 
Proto Northwest 
Munda 
(Proto-Kurku) 
Proto Central Proto Southwest 
Munda Munda 
(Proto-Kharia-Jaung) (Proto-Sora-Qutob) 
t 
Kherwari 
] f 
Proto Proto Proto Proto Proto Proto 
Kharia Juang Sora ParengGutob Renio 
t 
Kurku 
t t T T t 
Kharia Juang Sora ParengGutob Pemo 
Santali 
Mundarj 
dialects 
Ho etc. 
Figure-1: Classification of IVIunda languages 
(Adapted from Pinnow, 1966:182) 
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The family trees resulting from comparative analysis can be of 
essentially two sorts. The first, which we shall call Historical, 
represents the reconstructed stages in the history of a language 
family. The entries at the bottom level of such a diagram most closely 
resemble modern spoken varieties, and those at the top indicate more 
distantly removed stages, which are arrived at only by reconstructed 
(there often being no written records of the earlier periods). Such 
charts frequently have entries for both reconstruction stages and 
stages for which there are extant records. The family tree history of the 
Indo-Aryan languages given in the following (Figure-2) illustrates this. 
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1.7 Some Observations on Braj Bhasha and Khari Boli 
The North Indian vernacular which became established in the 
south was a sister speech to Hindustani, if not exactly identical with it, 
being of the same eastern Punjab and Western Uttar Pradesh origin. 
The Muslim tradition of writing poetry in the various forms in 
Hindi-Braj bhakha, mixed Braj and Awadhi, and Delhi speech gradually 
passed away. 
With the Musalmans, Braj bhakha was a pastime in the 16*^ ^ and 
17"^  centuries from the 18^ *^ , North Indian and Deccan Musalmans 
educated in Persian and Arabic card for Urdu only, to the exclusion of 
other form of North Indian vernacular speech. The Hindus continued to 
cultivate Braj bhakha and Awadhi, when they wrote poetry. But from 
the 19 '^' century, Urdu claimed their Chief attention, as the language of 
the law courts, and as the medium of instruction in the schools leading 
to the professions of law, medicine, engineering etc. 
A great modern poet arose in Hindi-Bharatendu Harish Chandra 
slowly Hindus came to feel that there must be a revival of the Nagari 
Alphabet. The Nagari Pracarini Sabha was started at Banaras in 1890; 
and a new era - a variable rebirth of Hindi came into being. The 
example of Urdu poetry on the one hand and the archaic characters as 
well as the diversity of Awadhi and Braj - Bhakha on the other, 
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induced the Hindus to write poetry in High Hindi (Khari - Boli) or 
standard Hindustani also, from the fourth quarter of the last century; so 
that it has now become established in Hindi poetry as much as in Hindi 
prose. Modern Khari Boli (High Hindi) poetry is represented by a 
growing number of very capable poets, some of when are men of true 
genuine and although Braj and Awadhi claim votaries from among 
Hindus who write 'Hindi' Poetry, the continuation of the literary life of 
these dialects is doomed expect, possibly, among those who could 
continue them as their home dialects. Speakers of Punjabi (except the 
Sikhs, who mostly hold on to their native Panjabi, written in the 
gurumukhi character), of Braj - Bhakha, of Kanauji and of Kosali and 
the Bihari speeches, as well as of Rajasthani and a number of other 
languages and dialects, have gradually abandoned these for High 
Hindi or Urdu as the language of education and public life. 
Popular or folk Hindi (Hindustani) of Northern India has brought 
in another element of controversy, which so far has not come to any 
prominence, but which is bound to come up sooner or later. In addition 
to the questions of culture words and of script, which two alone are 
now looming large in the Hindi-Urdu, controversy, colloquial Hindustani 
has brought in the equally great. Perhaps the far question of grammar. 
Literary Hindustani, itself based on a colloquial dialect, or dialects, 
shows a grammar, which for those who do not belong to the 'Home 
districts' of Hindi (Hindustani) roughly western Uttar Pradesh and 
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Eastern Punjabi tracts - appears to be quite complicated and difficult. 
Among the speakers of the Eastern Hindi dialects, of the Bihari 
dialects, of Bengali, Assamese and Oriya, of Gorkhali, of the Dravidian 
languages, and also of Marathi, and even of Rajasthani, Gujarati, 
Sindhi and Eastem and Western Punjab, some of the prominent 
grammatical features of Hindi (Hindustani) have been considerably 
simplified when Hindi (Hindustani) is spoken by them in some cases 
these have been entirely done away with. The result has been, that 
side by side with literary Hindi and Urdu, and the various kinds of 
tolerably correct or grammatical Hindustani spoken by the masses in 
the 'Home districts' of Hindi (in western U.P. and Eastern Punjab), 
there is another kind of Hindustani, a Hindustani of the street and the 
market, of the workshop and the godown, of the army and the 
shipyard, which is habitually spoken all over India, outside of the native 
Hindi or Hindustani area. 
Over 200 millions in the non-Hindi areas, who speak or use 
Hindi (Hindustani), speak this simplified Hindustani; and for them, the 
learning of literary Hindustani with its characteristic grammar, is a 
difficult process-even the most intelligent of them do not often find it an 
easy thing. This is the veritable Basic Hindi created by the unschooled 
masses of North India. 
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The vocabulary of Hindi, consists of a large number of words 
from many dead and current languages. Words from Indo-Aryan 
languages, Dravidian and other non-Aryan languages and many 
foreign, languages have been borrowed in "tatsama" and tadbhava" 
(original and Polluted) forms. The Dravridian word 'Pillai' is used In 
Hindi is 'Pilla' by which is meant a pup. The word "Kodi" (twenty) was 
borrowed from Kola language. During the reign of foreigners in India 
words from Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Dutch, German, French and 
English Languages crept into Hindi in a large number. The door for the 
entrance of Sanskrit words has all along been wide open. 
Till very recently Braja bhasa occupied the place of literary 
language throughout the Hindi-speaking area, though "Ramacarita 
Mansa" (in Awadhi) by Tuisi Das got the widest popularity, by the 18*'' 
century, Braja bhasa had lost its vigour and Khari Boli Urdu had 
gained prevalence among the Muslims. In the beginning of the 19* 
century, the Britishers in India helped to make experiments of Khadi 
boli prose for Hindus and in Fort William college, Lallu Lai wrote 
"Prema Sagara" and Sadal Misra Wrote "Nasiketo Pakhyana". In 
literary prose, Khadi Boli took its due place in the latter half of the 19"" 
century and credit must go to Bharatenda Harischandra in the literary 
and Swami Vivekananada in the religious fields. With the dawn of the 
19^^ century, Khadi Boli Hindi, became the only literary language 
throughout Madhya Desa. Mahavir Prasad Dwivedi encouraged the 
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introduction of Khadi Boli in poetry. The present form of Hindi, as 
recognized in the Indian constitution is quite different from the spoken 
language of Maratha and Bijnaur and Sanskrit words are found in 
abundance therein. 
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CHAPTER - II 
DIALECTS OF WESTERN HINDI 
2.1 Linguistic Status 
As an Indo-Aryan language, Hindi is a branch of the Indo-
European family of languages, and thus is a distant cousin of English, 
French, Greek, Russian, Spanish and other Indo-European languages. 
The name "Hindi" is a Persian word referring to the people who lived in 
the Sindhu river area. Later the word was used as a name for the 
language spoken around Delhi. This language has been called by 
other names, such as Hindus, Hindui and Hindustani. Hindi and Urdu 
are variants of the same language, which in its common spoken form, 
used to be called Hindustani. Hindi is written in the Devanagri script 
derived from one of the scripts used to write Sanskrit, while Urdu is 
written in a modified version of the Persian script, itself derived from 
the Arabic script. Along with Urdu, Hindi has been the dominant 
language of modern India and has had an impact on other Aryan and 
non-Aryan languages spoken in the country. Today it is spoken in 
most of India. In terms of the total number of speakers, it ranks third in 
the worid after Chinese and English. The percentage of the population 
of India that speaks Hindi is growing, and ranges upwards from 45%. 
Large language communities outside of India, including Nepal, 
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Pakistan, Singapore, Malaysia, Burma, Mauritius, Trinidad, Guyana, 
and several countries in Eastern and Southern Africa also speak Hindi. 
Furthermore, Hindi is taught at many universities in the United States, 
Russia, Britain, and the Near East, as well as in other pasts of Asia. 
Today Hindi is a symbol of Indian Unity and Nationality. It is the 
national language of India and the Official state language of Bihar, 
Delhi, Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan and 
U.P. Since Hindi has the largest number of speakers of any language 
in India, it is the medium of a great number of political social and 
cultural activities. Consequently, the economic and political influence 
of Hindi in India cannot be over looked. 
Grierson proposed the following subdivisions on the three 
groups of languages mentioned as follows: 
A Outer Sub-Branch 
I. Northwestern Group 
1. Lahnda or western panjabi 
2. Sindhi 
II. Southern Group 
3. Ma rath i 
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III. Eastern Group 
4. Oriya 
5. Bihari 
6. Bengali 
7. Assamese 
B Mediate Sub-Branch 
IV. Mediate Group 
8. Eastern Hindi [i.e. Awadhi, Bagheli, and Chhattisgarhi]. 
C inner Sub-Branch 
V. Central Group 
9. Western Hindi [i.e. Hindostani, Dakhini Hindostani, 
Bangaru, Braj, Kannauji, and Bundeli]. 
10. Punjabi 
11. Gujarati 
12. Bhili 
13. Khandesi 
14. Rajastiiani 
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VI. Pahari Group 
15. Eastern Pahari or Naipali 
16. Central Pahari 
17. Western Pahari Unspecified 
Grierson pointed out that "of the above, Marathi and Eastern 
Hindi are groups of dialects, not of languages. The languages of the 
Pahari Group are those spoken in the lower Himalayas" [LSI, Vol. 
1:120] 
Here we are going to discuss about the dialects of western Hindi 
which according to Grierson lies in the Central Group of languages. 
2.2 Central Group - Western Hindi Dialects 
2.2.A Khari Boli 
Khari boli (also khadi boli, khadi-boli, or Khari dialect, identified 
as Hindi by SIL Ethnoloque), (khari boli Hindi: Khari boli; Khari Boli, Lit: 
'Standing dialect) is a dialect of the Hindi languages native to western 
Uttar Pradesh and the Delhi region in India. It is also the standard 
dialect of Urdu, which is grammatically identical of Hindi. This dialect 
defines the officially approved version of the Hindi language. It is 
regarded as the prestigious dialects of the Hindi speaking states of 
India. 
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2.2.A.i Early Influences 
The region which is native to Khari-Boli Hindi is western Uttar 
Pradesh, which spoke a decidedly rustic and unliterary tongue before 
the 18"^  century. The area was however flanked to west and east 
respectively by the aristocratic Muslim cultures of Delhi and Lucknow; 
those aristocrats, whose provenance generally lay outside India, 
patronized a literature that drew largely upon the Persian, Turkish and 
Arabic languages, which they had brought with thenn to this country. It 
was by the mingling of these several influences that the Khari Boli 
dialect of Hindi developed. 
The area around Delhi has long been the center of power in 
north India, and naturally, the Khari-Boli dialect came to be regarded 
as urbane and of a higher standard the other dialects of Hindi. This 
view gradually gained ground over the 19*^ ^ century; before that period, 
other dialects, such as Awadhi, Braj Bhasha and Sadhukaddi were the 
dialects preferred by litterateurs. 
2.2.A.Ji Literature 
The earliest examples of Khari Boli can be seen in some of 
Kabir and Amir Khusro's lines. More developed forms of Khari boli can 
be seen in some mediocre literature produced in early IS*'' century. 
Examples are Chand Chhand Vaman Ki Mahima by Gangabhatt, 
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Yogavashishtha by Ramprasad Niranjani, Gora-Badal Ki Katha by 
Jatmal, Mandovar ka varnan by Anonymous, a translation of 
Ravirshenacharya's Jain Padmapuran by Daulatram, etc. (dated 
1824). 
In 1800, the British East India Company established a College of 
Higher Education at Calcutta, named Fort William College. John 
Borthwick Gilchrist, a president of that college, encouraged his 
professors to write in their native tongue, some of the works thus 
produced were in the Khari Boli dialect of Hindi. These books included 
Prem Sagar (Prem Sagur) by Lallu Lai; Naasiketopaakhyan by 
Sadal Mishra; Sukhsagar by Sadasukhlal of Delhi and Rani Ketaki 
ki kahani by Munshi Inshallah Khan. Munshi Premchand, whose 
literature was created in the early 20'^ century, was one of the greatest 
of those who contributed to Hindi literature. 
Earlier, the Khari-boli was regarded as a mixed brogue unworthy 
of being used in literature. However, under the government patronage, 
it has flourished, even as older and previously more literary tongues 
such as Brij Bhasha, Maithlli and Awadhi have declined to virtual non-
existence as literary vehicles. 
2.2.A.iii Khari Boli in post-independent India 
After India became Independent in 1947, the Khari-boli dialect 
was officially recognized as the approved version of the Hindi 
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language, which was declared as one of the official languages of the 
central government functioning. Under governmental encouragement, 
the officially sponsored version of the Khari-boli dialect has undergone 
a sea change; it was declared the language of central government 
functioning in 1950. A major change has been the Sanskritization of 
Hindi (introduction of Sanskrit vocabulary in Khari boll). Three factors 
motivated this conscious bid to Sanskritize Hindi, being: 
• The independence movement inculcated a nationalistic pride 
in India's ancient culture, including its ancient classical 
language Sanskrit; 
• independence was accompanied by partition along religious 
lines, with Muslim - Majority areas recending to form 
Pakistan, and a partial rejection of Persian and Arabic 
influence in the Hindu majority areas; Saadat Hasan Manto, 
the progressive Urdu Writer, opposed to Hindi-Urdu divide 
stated that the increased Sanskritization of Hindi was 
probably a move towards establishing a distinct identity of the 
Hindi language. 
• The people of south and east India were averse to the 
dominance of the language and culture of north India in the 
affairs of the country. The Hindu populations of these regions 
did not identify with Hindi itself or with the Mughal (Persian, 
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Turkish) cultural influences that had shaped Hindi, but they 
were more receptive to Sanskrit. Sanskritization was thus 
viewed as a means to make Hindi more palatable as a 
national language. In its non-Sanskritzed form, Khari Boli is 
the normal and principal dialect used in the Hindi cinema. It is 
almost exclusively used in contemporary Hindi television 
serials, songs, education, and of course, in normal daily 
speech in almost all the urban regions of north India, 
wherever Hindi is also the state language. The rural dialect 
varies from region to region. 
2.2.A.iv Different views on its naming 
(a) Kishori Das Vajpayee 
"The dialect of Kurujanapada (Meerut division of 
Uttar Pradesh) has been named as 'Khari Boli by 
literary scholars and not by language literatures. But 
regarding this coinage people are in a stage of 
suspense. At the starting stage it is named because 
of the losing of its politeness as felt by the then poets 
or writers. Bharatendu Harish Chandra has also 
found the impoliteness or rather said to be 
crudeness which is just because of the regional 
distribution in which it is being spoken. For this it has 
a very famous saying that when the pulse is not 
being fully cooked then the people comments "dal 
khari rah gayi he" and for this reason, that Khari 
boli's form is khari boli. 
The name Khari boli is very much according to the 
needs of linguistics. As we find (in the end) as 
sweet/mi: tha:/, fresh/ta:za:/ etc. is only found in this 
dialect and not in any other dialectal forms. We find 
/mi: th i: / in Braj and in Awadhi / mi: th / is very much 
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prevalent. In the same way / mi: th o jal /, / mi t h p a: 
n i/, /j a: the/, /kha: the / etc. forms are available. 
Only this crude or impure form is found in Kuru 
janapad which has been extended upto Punjab as-
/ midha pa.ni la: vda: /. 
That is why this is being termed as Khari Boli. [Vajpayee (1959: 
14-15] 
(b) Dhirendra Verma: 
Verma believed that the word Khari Boli has been used for the 
rural dialect of the nearby villages of Delhi - Meerut. Grierson has 
named it as 'Vernacular Hindosthani.' According to him, in the literary 
context sometimes adhunik Hindi- Sahitya has been termed as 'Khari 
Boli Sahitya' to make a discrimination with Awadhi, Braj etc. In this 
sense 'Khari Boli' word is being used as a synonym to 'standard Hindi'. 
"This is the general meaning of word, 'Khari Boli' but its first usage in 
its specific sense." (Verma, 1954: 246) 
(c) Suniti Kumar Chatterjee 
Chatterjee called it as 'District Hindostani', and linguistically 
considered it as the basic dialect of standard Hindi, Hindustani and 
Urdu. 
(d) Amba Prasad Suman 
Prasad opined that: 
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Rampur, Mooradabad, Bijnaur, Meerut, 
Muzaffarnagar, Saharanpur, and the plain areas of 
Dehradun, the dialect spoken is termed or nanned as 
'Khari Boli'. The name of this language is the 
demotion of its nature and values. Hindustani Nagari 
Hindi, Sirhindi etc. are the synonyms of 'Khari Boli'. 
Janapadiya Khari Boli's literary form is being named 
as 'Hindi'. These days 'Hindi' is meant as 'Sahitiyak 
Khari Boli Hindi'. (Prasad, 1966:135) 
2.2.B. Braj Bhasha: 
Brij Bhasha also called Braj Bhasha, Braj Bhakha, or Daihaati 
zaban (country tongue), is a Central Institute of Indian Languages is 
closely related to Hindi. In fact it is usually considered to be a dialect of 
Hindi, and was the predominant literary language of North Central 
India before the switch to Khari Boli in the 19*^  century. It is spoken by 
more than 42,000 people in the nebulously defined region of Braj 
Bhoomi, which was a political state in the era of the Mahabharata 
wars. According to ancient Hindu texts such as the Shrimad 
Bhagavatam, the Kingdom of King Kams is described as spreading 
through the Braj (also known as Vrij or Vraj), where the incarnation of 
Krishna was born and spent his childhood days. This region lies in 
Agra-Mathura area, and stretches as far as the envisions of Delhi. In 
modern India, this area lies mostly in northwestern Uttar Pradesh, the 
eastern extremities of Rajasthan and the southern extremities of 
Haryana. Today Braj Bhumi can be seen as a cultural geographical 
entity rather than a proper state. It is the vernacular of the region and 
boasts a rich culture and literature by famous poets like Surdas, Bhai 
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Gurdas and Amir Khusro. Brij Bhasha is very close to Awadhi spoken 
in neighbouring Awadli region. 
Brij Biiasha is spol<en in the cities of Mathura, Vrindavana, Agra, 
Firozabad, Hathras, Etah, Aligarh, • • • , Bulandshahar, Bharatpur 
and Dhaulpur. Much of the Hindi literature was developed in Brij in the 
medieval period. However, today Khari boli dialect has taken its place 
as the predomlnent standard dialect of Hindi. 
In modern India, Braj Bhasha exists as an unofficial dialect 
spoken colloquially by natives of the region of Braj Bhoomi, with great 
cultural and religious significance. Much of Hindi poetry, especially that 
of 'Bhakti' or devotional poetry is in this language. Some devotional 
poems for Krishna are also composed in Braj Bhasha. The pioneering 
Hindi poet Amir Khusro, also spoke and composed poetry in this 
language. Famous Braj Bhasha folk songs or poems include 'Chhaap 
tilak sab chheeni by Aamir Khusro, and the popular devotional song, 
"Main naahin maakhan Khaayo" by Surdas. Braj Bhasha is also the 
main language of Hindustani classical music compositions. 
2.2.B.(i) Braj Bhasha Literature 
Studying Braj Bhasha literature, it can be noticed that most of 
the literature is of a mystical nature, related to the spiritual union of 
man with God. This is not at all surprising since virtually all of the poets 
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were God- realized saints and their words are thus considered to be 
directly emanated from a divine source. Much of traditional Northern 
Indian literature shares this trait. All traditional Panjabi literature is 
similarly written by saints and is of a metaphysical and philosophical 
nature. 
Important works in Brij Bhasha are: 
• Vinaya Patrika by Tulsidas 
• Sur Sagar by Surdas 
• Buddha Chili by Acharya Ram Chandra Shukia 
• Sufi Poetry by Amir Khusro. 
2.2.B.(ii) Different views on its naming: 
"By Braj Bhasha is meant the dialect which is being spoken in 
Braj- Pradesh (Braj-region). Braj Bhasha and Braj Sanskriti is being 
read in that particular region or land or area which was being termed in 
earlier times as Braj Pradesh". (Suman, 1966:156) 
In the subsequent history of the Aryan spoken dialects and the 
literary languages which grew out of them, the Midland and the West 
and North-west have a predominant position. Sauraseni Prakrit, with 
Mathura as its centre, is looked upon as the most elegant of Prakrits or 
later Middle Indo-Aryan speeches: and Sauraseni is but an ancient 
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form of Braj-bhakha, the present day language of Mathura, a sister 
and a former rival of Hindustani. All cultured classes when not 
habitually speaking Sanskrit are made to speak saurseni in the 
Sanskrit drama side by side with sauraseni, another Prakrit appears to 
have had some predominance. This is maharashtri regarded as the 
dialect current in the Maharashtra tract, which ultimately became 
Marathi. But it has been suggested, against this current view, that 
Maharashtri was not connected with the Maratha country or with 
Marathi, but it was just the speech of the Midland, one stage younger 
than sauraseni (c.f. "Maharashtri a later phase of sauraseni", by 
Manmohan Gosh, the paper referred to p.91 ante). This statement 
appears revolutionary, but it would seem that varamci, the prakrit 
Grammarian, C. 400 A.D., described only the speech called Prakrta (in 
the narrow sense of the term-'the vernacular' par excellence) which 
was his sauraseni, and this speech was in verarui time already in the 
second MIA. Stage were dropped, then some later hand added to 
varamci's Prakrta-Prakasa a spurious chapter on sauraseni, purporting 
to give the characteristics of this dialect as belonging to an earlier 
phase at par with Magadhi. This view deserves full consideration. If it 
is correct, then we would have the so-called Maharashtri Prakrit as an 
intermediate stage between sauraseni Prakrit and sauraseni 
Apabharamsa; and this would establish a continuity of the importance 
of the Midland speech throughout the firstjpjtj^ T^gJsn;^^:^^., and even 
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before as Pali (centuries B.C.) sauraseni Prakrit (early centuries of the 
Christian era), 'Prakrta' in the narrow sense, the so-called Maharastri 
(c. 400 A.D.) an §auraseni Apabhramsa (the rest of this millennium). 
The Midland formed the heart and hub of India; the dwellers there held 
the strings of Indian. Brahmanical culture, as it were, and the prestige 
of the Midland as the sacred land par excellence of Hindudom was 
admitted everywhere. Brahmavarta, the ara of Kurushetra, the tract 
between the sacred streams, saraswati and Drishadava, and 
Brahmarshi-desa or the Doab between the Ganga and the Yamuna 
both are in the Midland. Paramount empires both in tradition and 
history has their centre in the Midland or contiguous tracts in Arya 
varta. The Midland people too, prided upon their urbanity and their 
preeminence in culture: witness, for instance, the sloka in the Manu-
samhita (3"^  Century, A.C.). 
etad - desa- pra su tasya sa kasad a-jan manah/ 
svam svam caritam sik seran prthi vyamsarva-manavaha// 
'From the first born ones i.e. Brahmans of this land, let all men in 
the world learn their own ways of life', witness also the line of the 
anonymous Sanskrit verse, quoted with approval by Raja - Se Khara 
(C. 900 A.D.) in his Kavya mimani sa- yo madhye madhya -
desamnivasati, sa ka vih sarva bhasa- nisannah. 
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'He who lives in the heart of the IVIidland is a poet, established in 
all the speeches.' 
Next, after sauraseni (including the so-called Maharashtri), 
comes western Apabharamsa a great literary language used in the 
courts of the Rajput princes of Northern India for some centuries 
immediately before the Turki conquest of North India, which was in 
general employment from Maharashtra to Bengal: Verses composed 
by Bengal poets and poets from practically the whole of Northern India 
in this speech have been discovered. Western Apabhramsa therefore 
is the immediate predecessor, and partly the ancestor of Braj- Bhakha 
and Hindusthani. 
Braj- Bhakha, as the direct descendant of sauraseni Prakrit, the 
most elegant prakrit of the centuries immediately following Christ, 
became the dominant literary dialect in the Upper Ganges Valley, and 
the most cultivated; and the Muhammadan aristocracy of Northern 
India also felt its charm and came under its sway. Delhi Hindusthani 
had at first very little chance against Braj-Bhakha: but little by little it 
came to the forefront, and gradually it became the queen among its 
force its sister dialects (and even some of its sister-speeches) to give 
way to it entirely, themselves retiring into the back-ground of oblivion. 
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In the other names in which this dialect is also known as 
'Antarvedi'. People sometimes in confusion consider it as 'Braj Bull' 
which is not correct or appropriate for it. 
2.2.C. Hariyanavl 
2.2.C.(i) View Point regarding its naming 
Hairyanavi or Jatu or Bangaru is a dialect of Hindi language, 
spoken in the North Indian State of Haryana, and also is Delhi 
particularly by Jats. 
Haryanvi is usually classified as a dialect of Hindi, and not as a 
separate language; it has many similarities with khariboli (the prestige 
dialect of Hindi), and has plenty of words in it. It can be considered as 
a variation of the early Khadi Boli. Hindi speakers consider it to have a 
somewhat harsh tone. The literature is almost insignificant, but there 
are a lot of folk songs available. 
Haryanvi dialects have lots of variation, sometimes the dialects 
vary from village to village which may be few kilometers apart and 
there may not be any geographical barrier separating them. 
2.2.C.(ii) Some special features of the Haryanvi (Bangaru) dialect 
It may be said that the Rajasthani dialects agree with the Braj-
Bhakha group of Pachhanha is being au or -o dialects (e.g. mharobeto 
a yo, or a yo - do). Whereas the Panjab dialects are -a dialects like 
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'vernacular Hindustani' and Bangaru (e.g., mera betta [putt or puttar] 
aea; Hindi us ne mera kalia na mana, in Panjabi os mera al<l<hea na 
man e a; (ii) the Braj Bhakha group have forms like ta, wa, ya, ja, ka 
for the oblique of the various pronouns, whereas the other group has 
forms like tis, us, is, jis, kis: Panjabi agrees with the "vernacular 
Hindustani' group in this matter (e.g. is or cs. Os, jis, kis). There are 
some other points of difference but the above are the most noteworthy. 
Then, again, it must be mentioned that the Panjabi dialects, whether of 
Eastern Panjab, or Western Panjab, still preserve the double 
consonants and the short vowels of Middle Indo-Aryan (Prakrit and 
Apabharisa): e.g. Panjabi Kamm 'work', wicc 'within', camm. 'skin', 
hatth 'hand' sacc 'true', cand 'moon, makkhan 'butter', etc., whereas 
the Braj Bhakha group of Pachhanha prefers the characteristic, 
common to New Indo-Aryan, of one consonant with a long vowel, e.g., 
Kam, bic, cam, hath, sac (sac), cad, makhan. Normally, Hindusthani 
(High Hindi, Urdu) should have forms with one consonant preceded by 
a long vowel: e.g. aj <ajja<adya, hath <hattha<hasta, cid <canda 
<candra, Kam < Kamma< Karma, ba t < vatta < varta, Old Hindi sad a 
<sadda, sabda, etc. But we have quite a number of words in 
Hindustani which show a short vowel to short or single consonant. 
These words are properly against the spirit of Hindi or Hindustani, and 
are to be explained as the result of Panjabi influence. Thus Panjabi 
sacc influenced or gave the Hindustani sac (instead of sac or sac 
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which is found dialectally), Kail influenced kal (rather than Kal which is 
found as a dialectal form in Hindustani), natth influenced nath, sabb 
helped to establish sab, ratti a red berry' gave Hindi ratti (instead of 
rati) etc. There has been generally a tacit acceptance of Panjabi lead 
or superiority in this matter, that is why a Panjabi pronunciation was 
though to be elegant it is so even now, through many will not accept 
such a suggestion: in the olden days, it also reminded one of the 
Apabhramsa double consonants and short vowels-and in India 
conservatism in language has always a charm with even the masses. 
Bangaru leans to towards the Panjab dialects in preferring double 
consonants, and 'vernacular Hindustani' hesitates in this matter- it 
present a conflict of tendencies. 
Delhi, within Bangaru dialect area, is almost at the junction of 
Braj-Bhakha, Rajasthani 'vernacular Hindustani' and Bangaru tracts; 
and somehow through an initial Panjabi-cum-Bangaru and 'Vernacular 
Hindustani' influence it would seem-the new speech that grew up in 
Delhi was based on an-a dialect, not on an-au or - o dialect. It is not 
necessary to go into this question in detail now. Suffice it to say that a 
new form of North Indian speech, on the basis of the Eastern Panjab 
and Western Uttar Pradesh dialects, come into prominence from after 
the foundation of a Muhammadan ruling house in Northern India, in 
Delhi. Although a daughter of the house, at first it was a neglected 
child: it was treated as waif, by both the Muhammadan ruling 
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communities of Delhi and their Hindu subjects. The former affected 
Persian for literary purposes, Persian which was partly the inheritance 
(of Indianised foreign Muhammadans) and partly the cultural language 
of adoption (of Islamised Indians who formally affiliated themselves to 
their conquerors and rulers as their clients received toleration and 
support from them as their co-religionists. 
This dialect is also be known in the names of 'Hariyani' or 'Jatu'. 
Dr. Hardev Bahri has considered its names' derivation from 'AhTr' as 
'Hariyani'. 
Aahir jha heer (mukh-sukh) + ana (Sthanwachak Pratyay) jha 
hariyan a jha hariyani. 
He considers it as to be the dialect of 'Ahir' community. Here the 
number of Jats is very high i.e. why it is also be termed or renamed as 
'jatu' Dr. Grierson has discussed two more names for this as 'Campha' 
(Camari) and Deshari. But these names are not been accurate and are 
not been confirmed with full logic. These names with caste wise 
distribution has only a part of indication to this language or dialect. 
According to its region it is more appropriate to say it as 
'Hariyani'. 
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2.2.C.(iii) Region 
Today this dialect has been spoken in Hariyana and Delhi 
Pradesh. In this the districts of Rohtak and Karnal, the headquarter of 
Jind, eastern Hissar and south-eastern part of Patiala are included. 
In the south west Marwari - Rajasthani, North-West Panjabi, 
and eastern part lies khariboli (Kauravi) of Bangaru and that too their 
boundaries touch it. This is the reason why the impact of Panjabi, 
Rajasthani and Khari Boli is being viewed clearly on the dialect. 
2.2.D Bundeli 
Bundeli is a western Hindi language (often considered a dialect 
of Hindi) spoken in the Bundelkhand region of Madhya Pradesh and in 
Uttar Pradesh: 
• JhansI, Lalitpur, Hamirpur, Banda, Jalaun. 
• Panna, Chhatarpur, Sagar, Damoh, Guna, Vidisha, Datia, 
Bundelkhandi is related to Braj Bhasha, which was the literary 
language in north India until the 19^^^  century. Bundelkhand 
literature includes: 
• Alha-Khand 
• Bhaddari's Verses 
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2.2.D.(i) Naming 
Bundeli or Bundelkhandi derives its name from Bundelkhand, 
the land of the Bundelas, a region extending south of the river Yamuna 
in the plains, hills and picturesque valleys of Central India. The word 
'Bundela' refers to a clan of Rajputs, the distinguished martial tribe of 
Rajasthan. 
What seems to be most suggestive in the name of 
'Bundelkhand' is due to the Bundela kings who founded and ruled 
unchecked over various states of this territory ever since the glory of 
the Chandelas has come to its end in the fourteenth century, the time 
when Bundeli was slowly emerging as a modern vernacular from the 
contemporary form of Apabharm^a. 
In Bundelkhand a verse in very often quoted by the proud native 
Bundelas in praise of their invincible hero Chhatrasala (18"^  Century 
A.D.): 
It a Jamuna uta Narmada, Uta Cambalaita Tausa, Chatrasala so 
larana ki rahi na kahu housa. 
"Here is Yamuna and there the Narmada, here is chambal and 
there the Tausa. None has the courage (in this arena) to fight against 
Chatrasala". 
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The Bundeli region is as large as that of Hindusthani, Braja and 
Kanauji put together, i.e. it occupies half the western Hindi region with 
an area of about 27000 sq. miles, equal to the size of Switzerland 
Belgium put together. During the last fifteen years since its 
independence many changes have taken place in the territorial 
composition of Indian. Principalities have completely disappeared. 
Fully independent states have been reorganized on a linguistic basis. 
According to the present state of affairs Bundeli is spoken in the 
following districts of the Madhya Pradesh, Uttar Pradesh and 
Maharashtra states. 
Madhya Pradesh: 1. Tikamgarh, 2. Chhatarpur, 3. Panna, 4. 
Datia, 5. Gwalior, 6. Sagar, 7. Damoh, 8. Narsinghpur, 9. 
Hoshangabad, 10. Chhindwara, 11. Seoni (Partly), 12. Bhopal (Partly), 
13. Balgahat (Partly), 14. Durg (Partly), Uttar Pradesh: 15. Jhansi, 16. 
Hamirpur, 17. Jalaun, 18. Banda (Partly), 19. Agra (Partly), 20. 
Mainpuri (Partly), 21. Itawah (Partly), Maharashtra: 22. Nagpur 
(Partly), 23. Chanda (Partly), 24. Buldhana (Partly), 25. Bhandara 
(Partly), 26. Akola (Parity),. Thus, we see that the area occupied by the 
Bundeli speaking population lies mostly between the three river 
Yamuna, Chambal and Narmada. But there are certain large or small 
groups of people or a particular clan or caste who centuries ago or in 
more recent times migrated from the North and the West and settled 
down in the distant parts of southern Madhya Pradesh, such as seoni 
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and Balaghat and in north eastern Maharashtra, such as Nagpur and 
Chanda. There people speak some kind of Bundeli amongst 
themselves along with the main local dialect, for instance the Lodhis of 
the Balaghat district. According to the 1951 census the total number of 
Bundeli speakers is approximately eleven million which is about three 
million less than the joint population of all the above mentioned 
districts. These three million people fonn the population of the non 
Bundeli parts of those districts which are bi-lingual or multi-lingual, as 
mentioned above, the word 'partly' being in brackets. 
2.2.D.(ii) Forms of Bundeli: 
Grierson in his LSI (Vol. IX, Part i) distinguisher about twenty 
different forms of Bundeli. In view of the number of existing districts in 
Bundelkhand it is rather an unusually large number. The main reason 
behind these ever changing forms from district to district is the 
geographical position of Bundelkhand itself. Being in the centre it 
became a meeting point between north and south, east and west. 
Basing ourselves on the LSI (Vol IX, Part I) the following forms 
of Bundeli may be distinguished. 
i. Standard Bundeli: The dialect spoken in central Bundelkhand 
is considered the standard and purest form of Bundeli. 
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ii. Khatola: The Bundeli spoken in the Panna (MP) and 
Chhatarpur (MP) districts is locally called Khatola but is 
practically the same as the standard Bundeli of the 
neighbouring areas. The number of speakers is about one 
and a half million. 
iii. LOdhantT or Rathora: In a small region covered by the Urai 
division of the Jalaun district, the Ratha division and parts of 
the north-western Hamirpur district, the Bawan Chaurasi, 
Sarila and Jagni areas of the Chhatarpur district a dialect is 
spoken, called Lodhanti often Lodha. 
iv. Pavarr. This form of Bundeli derives its name from Pavara of 
Paramara a renowned clan of Rajputs living in the Datia (MP) 
district, the border areas of the Datia and Gwalior districts 
and the Bhander division of Gwalior. 
V. BanapharT: It is form of dialect of Bundeli which derives its 
name from Banaphar, a Rajput tribe inhabiting the region 
covering the Ajaigarh, Dharampur, Beri, Gaurihar and 
Naigwan areas of the Panna district, the Chandala and Lauri 
areas of the Chhatarpur district, some portions of the south-
eastern district of Hamirpur and Western parts of the Nagod 
and Maihar divisions of the satna (MP) district which belong 
to the Bagheli speaking area. 
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vi. Kundrr. It is spoken in the small north-east comer of the 
Hamirpur district by about 15000 people living on the left 
bank of the river ken and a few thousand more on its right 
bank in the Banda (UP.) district. 
vii. Nibhatta: In the district of Jalaun also a kind of mixture of 
Bundeli and Bagheli is spoken which locally is called 
Nibhatta. 
viii. Bhadauri or Tovaragarhi: On either side of the Chambal river 
lives a Rajput clan called Bhadavar. 
ix. Lodhi: This is a rather strange mixture of many dialects and 
languages spoken by a small community of farmers called 
Lodhi who immigrated to the southern regions of the Bundeli 
area, a century ago, from the north. 
X. Bundeli Sub-dialects of Chhindwara: Chhindwa is a 
multilingual dialect. 
xi. The so-called Nagpuri 'Hindi': In the great plains of Nagpur 
(Maharastra) a number of scattered tribes speak an 
interesting form of Bundeli which is locally known as Hindi. 
xii. Three Caste-dialects of Chhindawara: There are three small 
communities of Gaoli, Raghobansi and Kirari casts living in 
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the Chhindwa district besides speakers of other forms Kosti 
and Kumbhara. 
xiii. Kosfr-KostT is the name of a tribe of silk weavers who inhabit 
the districts of Chhindawa, Chanda, Bhandara, Akoia (M) and 
Buldhana (M). They all speak the same form of Budeli which 
is called kosti. 
xiv. Kumbhari: The Kumbhara tribe of potters speaks its own 
dialect in various districts of Madhya Pradesh and 
Maharastra like KostT it is difficult to identify this dialect. 
2.2.E Kanauji 
Kanauji is a language (or dialect) of India, with about 6 million 
speakers in the Kanauj area of Uttar Pradesh. Kanauji is closely 
related to Hindi, and some consider it to be a dialect of Hindi, while 
other consider it a separate western Hindi language. Kanauji has two 
dialects or variants of its own: Tirhari and Transitional Kanauji, which is 
between Kanauji and Awadhi. 
Kanauji is being used in the 6 districts of Uttar Pradesh -
Etawah, Farrukhabad, Kanpur, Shahjhanpur, Hardoi and Pilibhit. It is 
surrounded by Braj, Bundeli Awadhi, Khari Boli, Kumaoni, and Nepali. 
Sufficient amount of folk-literature is available in it. On the basis of 
research works many regional variations (or dialects) were found. 
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According to 1991 census there are one crore and fifty lakh speakers 
of this particular dialect of Western Hindi. 
2.2.E.(i) Some special features of this dialect are as follows 
/. Phonetic or Phonological level 
(a) /r/ is used in place of / I / and /r/. for example - /ta: ro, pi: ro, ka: 
ro, sa:ro, bhoro/ etc. 
(b) In the word final position the aspirated consonants and vowel 
medial position becomes unaspirated usually, e.g. ha: t (ha:th), du:d 
(du:dh), ja:g (ja^Qh), bhu:k (bhu:kh) etc. 
(c) /'[/ and /u/ are produced as short and murmuring form at the word 
final position, e.g. da:ri (da:l), la:ti (la:t), a:khi, ka:nu, petu, ra:mu, gharu 
etc. 
(d) Nasalization could be pronounced freely, e.g. ha:t (ha:th), ka:nu 
(ka:n), bhu:ko, b§:ki (ses), ca:ri (ca:r) etc. 
/•/. Word level 
(a) a: ending words are been converted into o- ending e.g. ta:ro, 
ka:to, sa:ro, baro etc. 
(b) "l9rika:/lora:" are the own word of kanauji. 
(c) ka:to word is also of this dialect. 
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(d) /pi:ro/ is also of this dialect and is found in other dialects as 
/pi:la:/. 
(e) "calna./cslbo" are verbal noun forms /na/ or /bo/ suffixes, when 
conjoined with other roots, than other verbal nouns are formed as e.g. 
ghu:mno/ghu:mbo, uthno/uthbo, bZthno/bZthbo, a:no/a:bo, kha:no/ 
kha:bo etc. 
///. Grammatical level 
(a) On joining the /gn/ vibhakti with noun words than plural inflected 
forms (with which are casual forms are joined) are formed, e.g. loriksn, 
ghoren, ba:tan, ka:t9n, kitaiben, ghorin etc. 
(b) on joining the /et/etu" vibhakti the progressive present tense 
forms are formed, e.g. cslet/calstu, mairet/ ma:r9tu, a.t/atu, kha:t/ 
kha:tu etc. 
(c) /o/ vibhakti on joining it forms progressive past tense form. It is 
changeable according to gender and number, e.g. calo (call, csle), 
likho (likhi, likhe) kha:o (khai, kha:e) a:o (a:i, a:e) etc. 
(d) hato/to/ho are past tense helping verbs. Its regional variations 
are found. They are also changeable according to gender and number, 
e.g. ek ghoraihsto, ek ghora hati, kai ghore hate, ek dhobi to, ek 
dhobin ti, kai: dhobi te, ek bhai: ho, ek behinihi, kai: bhai: he. 
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(e) On joining go/ih£- vibhakti is future tense progressive tense are 
formed, /go/ vibhakti is variated according to gender and number, e.g. 
dalEgo (eslegi, calege), ja:v£go Ga:v£gi, ja:v£ge), C9lih£, ma:rih£, kha:ih£ 
etc. 
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^Hmterfv fjjl^^ 
CHAPTER - III 
SOCIO-DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE DIALECTS OF 
WESTERN HINDI 
A. Structure of Khari Boli and Braj Bhasha 
3.1 .a. Structure of Khari Boli 
Phonological level 
The eleven vowels of standard Hindi (Khari Boli) can, for 
purpose of exposition, be divided into six "simple" vowels (a,a,i,T,u,Q,), 
an "r-like" vowel (r), and four "complex" vowels (e, ai, o, au). The four 
"simple" vowels (a, a,i,u) should pose few problems for English 
speakers, corresponding closely to the vowels in American English 
bun, fond, hit, and foot respectively. The sounds T and u approximate 
the vowels of English feet and boot, but without the noticeable 
diphthongal quality of the pronounciation of these English vowels. 
Hindi T and u thus correspond more closely to what has often been 
imprecisely characterized as the "pure" T and u vowels of many 
European languages than they do to any English sounds. 
The pronunciation of the "r-colored" vowel r varies considerably 
in Hindi speaking regions. In one very common version, a consonantal 
r, formed by quickly "tapping" the tip (or apex) of the tongue against 
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the front part of the roof of the month, is immediately followed by a 
brief i. In the pronunciation of many Hindi speakers, particularly in 
regions adjacent to Rajasthan and Gujarat, the consonantal r is 
followed by a short u sound instead of an i. Other speakers vocalize 
the Hindi r as a sequence of a and a following consonant r. 
The "complex" vowels e and o approximate the sounds of the 
English words gate and boat. Once again it should be noted that-
these sounds are pronounced in the European fashion, without any 
strong diphthongal quality. Considerable variation can be observed in 
the pronunciation of the remaining vowels ai and au. In normative 
varieties of Western Hindi, the first of these has approximately the 
quality of the vowel in English cat. In Eastern Hindi, however, this 
vowel may be noticeably diphthongal, sounding like a rapid sequence 
of an a or a and an i - like sound. The pronunciation of the vowel au 
may cause difficulty for some speakers of English, as many English 
dialects lack any sound closely corresponding to it. in many western 
Hindi dialects the sound has a pronunciation about half way between 
that of a and o, retaining the lip rounding of the latter. 
In Eastern Hindi, au tends to be diphthongal, sounding like a 
rapid sequence of a or a, and a following u element. The diphthongal 
pronunciations of ai and au, although ubiquitous in Eastern Hindi, are 
viewed as somewhat rustic by speakers of standard Hindi or Khari Boli 
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(based, as it is, on dialect of Western Hindi). The monophthongal 
pronunciations, by contrast, do not have low status anywhere in the 
Hindi -speaking regions. 
With the exception of r, each of the Hindi vowels described 
above may appear in either nasalized or non-nasalized form. The 
nasal pronunciation of Hindi vowels results from the exiting of the air 
flow from the body simultaneously via the oral and nasal cavities. The 
formation of nasal vowels in Hindi is fully analogous to the production 
of a similar set of sounds in French (e.g., fix, bon, brun). Nasal vowels 
occur in a wide variety of positions in Hindi, (i.e., at the beginning 
middle or end of words). When they are not followed by a consonant, 
care should be taken so as not to make a consonantal closure after 
the vowel. Thus a word such as ml "mother" should not be 
pronounced with an n-like final consonant, but with a clearly nasalized 
final vowel. 
Front Central Back 
Mid 
Low 
Articulation of Hindi Vowels (Excluding r) 
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3.1 .a.i Vowel Signs used for identification 
The devanagari writing system possesses two different forms for 
each of the vowels of Hindi. A full form is employed for a vowel that 
does not immediately follow a consonant or consonant cluster, i.e., in 
word-initial position or when the second of a sequence of vowels. A 
short form (or matra) is used when the vowel immediately follows a 
consonant or cluster. These short forms consist of lines, hooks or 
combinations of both placed above, below or to the side of 
consonantal clusters. One vowel; /a/, has no special short form. The 
absence of a matra adjacent to a consonant suffices to indicate the 
presence of this vowel. For this reason /a/ is not normally vocalized. 
Thus cfxfj is rendered in Hindi as kak instead of kaka. 
Nasalized vowels are notated by the use of one of two 
superscript diacritics (anusvara) (') and anunasika {') (also called 
chandrabindu). Indian grammarians have formulated elaborate rules 
describing when each of these is used. In practice, the distinction 
between the two notations is often not observed. Some 
generalizations, can be pointed out. The first of these, anusvara, is 
always used when the vowel marking (whether short or long form) 
protrudes above the rekha (e.g.~7, IT, ko, mau). With other vowel signs, 
both anusvara and anunasika are encountered (e.g. muh,ikh), 
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although some writers take care to consistently employ only anusvara 
in all contexts. 
Consonants 
The consonant system of Hindi, like that of all Indo-Aryan 
languages, is substantially more complex than that of English and 
other West European languages. This can be attributed both to the 
sheer number of Hindi consonants and to the manner in which these 
sounds are articulated. Nevertheless, mastery of Hindi consonants can 
be readily achieved once the student has learned some basic phonetic 
principles. 
Hindi consonants can be divided into groups on the basis of the 
phonetic properties of their formation. These groups contain twenty 
stops (k, kh, g, gh, c, ch, j , jh, t, th, d, dh, t, th, d, dh, p, ph, b,bh), five 
nasals (h, n, n, n, m), four semi-vowels (y, r, I, v), three sibilants (s,s,s,) 
one "h-like" sound (h), and two flaps (R, Rh) respectively. Many Hindi 
speakers employ several other sounds (k, kh, g, z,f) that are not part of 
the indigenous inventory of consonants. These supplemental 
consonants have come into Hindi as a result of the borrowing of 
vocabulary from non-lndo-Aryan languages. The source languages 
possessed consonants not corresponding to native Hindi ones. When 
the vocabulary items were adopted, some semblance of the 
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pronunciation of the sounds in tiie language A^v. origin was a\sojBJ 
. •' v. -^S/ 
adopted. " "T"^J^ '^ ' ' ' 
The consonants of Hindi can be further classified as either 
simple or conjunct, the former standing for a single consonant and the 
latter for two or more consonants without an intervening vowel. Double 
(or "geminate") consonants are a subtype of conjunct in which the two 
components of the duster are the same. Although the vast majority of 
conjunct consonants consist of two components, clusters with three or 
more elements are not uncommon. 
The combination of a number of phonetic factors, of which 
manner of articulation, place of articulation, and the presence or 
absence of voicing, nasality, and aspiration are the most important 
from the point of view of Hindi. The above- mentioned classification of 
Hindi consonants as stops, semi-vowels, nasals, etc., is based upon 
manner of articulation. It should be noted, however, that one of these 
classes, the so-called "semi-vowels" is nothing more than a grab-bag 
of sounds of diverse formation. 
The primary distinction among Hindi consonants is essentially 
between the stop consonants and nasals on the one hand and all 
other consonants on the other. The basic stop consonants are formed 
with a complete blockage of the airflow at one of five locations in the 
oral cavity (i.e., the soft palate [or velum], the central or back portion of 
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the hard palate [often referred to simply as the palate], the extreme 
front portion of the hard palate, the back of the top teeth, and the lips. 
Sounds formed at these five places of articulation are referred to as 
velar, palatal, retroflex, dental and lateral respectively. The same 
distinction in place of articulation is shared by the Hindi nasals. 
In the traditional Hindi classification of the consonants, stops at 
a single p/ace of articulation are grouped together, with the voiceless 
sounds preceding the voiced, and the aspirates preceding the non-
aspirates. The nasal consonants at a given place of articulation are 
also grouped together with the stops of the same place of articulation. 
The non-aspirated and aspirate flaps are represented by the signs for 
the non-aspirated and aspirated voiced, retroflex stop consonants 
respectively, with subscript dots placed under them. 
Velar 
Palatal 
Retroflex 
Dental 
Latral 
Stops and nasals 
Stops 
Voiceless 
Non-
aspirated 
k 
c 
t 
t 
P 
Aspirated 
kh 
ch 
th 
th 
ph 
Voiced 
Non-
aspirated 
g 
J 
d 
d 
^ 
Aspirated 
gh 
jh 
dh 
dh 
bh 
Nasal 
h 
n 
n 
n 
m 
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Semi Vowels 
y r 1 V 
Sibilants 
s s s 
Flaps 
R Rh 
h-sound 
h 
Basic Hindi Consonant and their devanagari representation. 
In addition to the basic consonantal sounds many speakers use 
any or all of five additional consonants (k, kh, g, z, f) in words of 
foreign origin (primarily from Persian, Arabic, English, and 
Portuguese). The last two of these, z and f, are the initial sounds in 
English zig and fig respectively. 
In practice, however, the dot is often omitted, leaving it to the 
reader to render the correct pronunciation on the basis of his prior 
knowledge of the language. Not all speakers are consistent in their use 
of these foreign sounds. Some employ them only in particular words; 
others use them in precisely those instances where they are 
etymologically justified but in place of the sounds that would be 
signified were the subscript not present. Thus, many Hindi speakers 
pronounce [f] not only in Persian-derived words such as hafta but also 
in native Indo-Aryan forms such as phekna. 
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There is one further supplemental sound occasionally 
encountered in Hindi. This is the visarga, notated in devanagari by the 
sign (:). This sign appears only in tatsama vocabulary items. In 
Sanskrit the visarga is a variant of s and r with a pronounciation 
somewhat like an h followed by a short [a]. A word such as atah 
'hence' is thus pronounced as [ataha]. In the traditional Indian 
description of speech sounds the visarga is considered an 
independent as full consonant. 
Some special features of the sounds, regarding their usage, are 
as follows— 
(i) Conjunct characters are commonly formed by the fusing 
together into a single sign either all or a portion of the signs 
representing the individual component consonants of the cluster. 
The first element of the cluster is often an abbreviated version of 
the full character for the first consonant. The second component 
of conjunct consonants is, with few exceptions, the unaltered full 
symbol for the second consonant. There are many hundreds of 
conjunct consonants that can be formed by the means just 
described (e.g. dhy, pt, ky, Im, sn, tsy, etc.). In the majority of 
cases, however, the components of the clusters are easily 
recognizable. In a small number of cases the components of a 
consonant are strung out in a horizontal line (e.g. nn), arranged 
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vertically (e.g. dd, tt) or juxtaposed In some less regular manner 
(e.g., nn, dv, ddh, dbh). 
(ii) As an alternative to the system, the diacritic virama is written in 
conjunction with the full form of the first consonant of a cluster. 
This has the effect of blocking the pronunciation of the inherent 
lal that would normally be included in the realization of the 
consonant: e.g., dd, ny, hv. The virama is commonly 
encountered in type written Hindi, in Hindi printed by firms 
without extensive supplies of type for unusual conjuncts, and in 
the transliteration of foreign words. 
(iii) The consonant /r/ is treated unusually in consonant clusters. 
When serving as the second member of a cluster, it is indicated 
by a small diagonal slash written under the sign for the first 
member of conjunct: e.g. kr, pr, dr, vr. When it is the first 
member of a conjunct, the sound is indicated by a small hook 
placed on top of the rekha for the second component: e.g., rk, 
rh, rs, rm. This hook is deferred until after any matra written the 
right side of the character for the final component of the 
conjunct: e.g., rthl, rmo. 
(iv) In Khari Boli Retroflex Nasal I nl and Retroflex lateral /j/are been 
used usually. For instance, men (weight), ma:nus (menusay). 
ka:na: (ka:na), tha:na: (tha:na:), kha:na: (kha:na:), ro:na: (rona:), 
ro !a:, ba:l9k, jegej, belsd (b£l), ma:! (sorgul), etc. 
Grammatical level 
Some special features of the grammatical level of Khari Boli/ 
Hindi are as follows— 
(i) The Hindi noun is quite simple in formation. It is somewhat more 
highly inflected than the English noun, but considerably less so 
than the nouns of German, Latin or Greek. There are two 
genders in Hindi, masculine and feminine, as well as two 
numbers, singular and plural. Cases (i.e., nominative, 
accusative, dative, etc.) are by and large not indicated by word 
endings, but by independent words called postpositions that 
immediately follows the nouns. Hindi nominal forms are 
classified as direct or oblique. In general, Hindi nouns are 
followed by postpositions are said to be in their oblique forms. 
Hindi nouns not followed by postpositions are said to be in their 
direct (or non-oblique) forms. Hindi also distinguishes a vocative 
(address) form for all nouns in the plural and for some masculine 
nouns in the singular. There are no articles in Hindi, and a noun 
in isolation is not marked as being definite or indefinite. The 
noun larka may therefore be translated as 'a boy' or 'the boy' 
depending on context. 
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(ii) Hindi adjectives are of two basic kinds, declinable and 
indeclinable. Declinable adjectives agree with the nouns they 
modify in gender (masculine vs. feminine), number (singular vs. 
plural), and case (direct vs. oblique). The masculine forms of 
declinable adjectives and in-a in the singular direct, and § in the 
singular oblique, plural direct and plural oblique cases. 
Declinable adjectives always show T when modifying feminine 
nouns, whether singular or plural, direct or oblique. The 
paradigm of the declinable adjective khara 'standing' is given 
below: 
Masculine 
Direct 
Oblique 
Singular 
Khara iarka 
'standing boy' 
Khare larke ko 
'to the standing boy' 
Plural 
khare larke 
'standing boys' 
khare larko ko 
'to the standing boys' 
Feminine 
Direct 
Oblique 
Singular 
khari larki 
'standing girl" 
khari larki ko 
'to the standing girl' 
Plural 
khari larkiya: 
'standing girls' 
khari larkiyo ko 
'to the standing girls' 
Indeclinable adjectives possess but a single form when 
modifying nouns of different genders, members or cases. These 
adjectives do not end in any characteristic sound or series of sounds. 
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A small number of indeclinable adjectives end in - a (e.g., zinda 'alive', 
ba rhiya 'nice') and care should be taken not to treat these adjectives 
as declinable. 
Hindi adjectives may be used either predicatively (i.e., to make a 
statement about some nominal entity) or attributively (i.e., to restrict or 
limit the meaning of some nominal entity). Examples of these two 
types of adjectival usage are given below: 
Predicative: adml; vaha khara hai. 
'The man is standing there'. 
Attributive: khara admT madan hai. 
'The standing man is madan'. 
(iii) Hindi personal pronouns distinguish three persons (first, second 
and third), two numbers (singular and plural), and two cases 
(direct and oblique). Second person plural pronouns distinguish 
two different degrees of respect (familiar and polite). Third 
person personal pronouns may further be specified as either 
proximate or non-proximate. 
The direct forms of the Hindi personal pronouns are as follows: 
Singular Plural 
isT 1 person 
2"^ ^ person 
maT 'I' 
S^Persox: Proximate 
to 'you' (intimate) 
'we' ham 
tum 'you' (familiar) 
yah (phonetically [ye] 
'he, she, it' 
ye 'they, he/she 
(honorific) 
Non-proximate vah (phonetically [vo] 
or [wo]) he, she, it. 
ve 'they, he/she 
(honorific) 
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(iv) The word bahut 'very' is commonly used as an adverb 
immediately before adjectives to indicate an augmented degree 
of the quality of the adjective, e.g., bahut accha mitra 'very good 
friend'. The adjective bara 'large, great' may also be used 
adverbially in the same capacity as bahut, e.g., bara accha 
mitra. In this usage bara is declined to agree with the head noun 
in number, gender, and case: bare acche mitra ko 'to the very 
good friend', bah acchT pustak 'the very good book'. 
(v) Presumptive forms of the verb hona agree with their subjects in 
gender, person and number. These forms all show 'sound -g-' 
followed by one of the vowels - a, - e, or -7. The choice among 
these three vowels is determined by the number and gender of 
the subject. 
mai 
to 
yah/ 
vah 
ham 
turn 
ap 
ye/ 
ve 
Masculine 
huga (hoQga) 
hoga 
hoga 
hoge 
hoge 
hoge 
hoge 
Feminine 
hugi (hoQgi) 
hogi 
hogi 
Hogi 
hogi 
hogi 
hogi 
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Presumptive forms are used to indicate a state of affairs that is 
presumed, but not known through first -hand experience, to exist. STta 
aur asok ab tak dillT me hoge. 'Sita and Ashok must be in Delhi by 
now', (i.e., they are presumed to be there.) 
yah larki ap ki bahan hogi. This girl must be your sister' 
When explicit mention is made of future time (as when a word such as 
kal 'tomorrow' '\s present), presumptive forms may take, on future 
sense: 
kal mera bhai dilli me hoga. 'My brother will (presumably) be in Delhi 
tomorrow'. 
The line between a presumptive sense and a future sense of the 
verb 'to be' in Hindi is not clear. Sentences such as this one are 
always felt to embody presumptive judgement about some state of 
affairs, rather than a positive assertion that this state of affairs will 
come to be. 
Subjective forms of hona are identical to the presumptive forms, 
but with the -ga/ge/g7 endings removed. These forms thus agree with 
their subjects in number and person, but not in gender: 
Singular 
Plural 
Mai 
tu 
yah/ 
vah 
ham 
Turn 
Aap 
Ye/ve 
hou 
ho 
ho 
ho 
hoo (or ho) 
ho 
ho 
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Subjunctive forms of hona are generally used to indicate 
situations that are speculative, hypothetical, contingent, or desried in 
some way. 
(vi) Possessive constructions are formed in Hindi by means of the 
declinable postpositions ka. Possessive constructions function 
adjectivally in Hindi, modifying nouns with which they agree in 
number, gender, and case. 
(vii) The primary use in Hindi of conjunctive constructions is in the 
formation of sentences in which there are two verbal activities 
sharing the same subject, and in which one of the activities is 
treated as a temporal antecedent of the other. 
In Hindi, sentences analogous to the English example "John 
went home and went to sleep" are formed by means of conjunctive 
constructions. In the usage the verb of the temporally prior clause 
appears in its stem form and is immediately followed by the element 
kar. Thus in order to express the sense of the English "Father reached 
the city and bought some fruit in the market" Hindi uses the sentence. 
PitajT ne sahar pahuc kar bazar me kuch phal kharTde. 
In colloquial Hindi the form ke is often used in place of kar in the 
conjunctive constructions (as in ja ke, bech ke etc.). This usuage is to 
be avoided, however, in the standard written language. 
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To analyse and evaluate the next part of this chapter deals 
completely in the sense of explaining all the peculiarities of the 
particular dialect. 
3.1 .b Structure of Braj Bhasha 
3.1.b.i Phonological level 
Vowels 
i. Braj Bhasha Vowels are these-
Short Vowels — a, i, u, e, o 
Long Vowels — a:, i:, u:, e, £, o(9u) 
Extra short vowels - a, T, u. 9 I u 
ii. 'a' Extra shorter vowel usually used at the end of the 
word- bshu > bshua, barh > bsra 
iii. 'e' and 'o' The short forms of these vowels are also found. 
The short forms of 'u' and T are being used at the end of 
the words- ba: g - ba: gu kar - ksrl 
a:m - em mu kai - ka.lT 
iv. Nouns, Adjectives and Verbal words are 9u:-ending e.g.-
jhagara: -jhag ra:u: 
chota: - chota:u:, 
gayai-gau:, g9y9u: 
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V. All the vowels (except extra short vowel) are also found in 
nasalized form, e.g.- agiya:, i: duri:, ugli; etc. 
vi. '£/9i', 'au' are combined vowels and their pronounciation is 
se and a:o and also sometimes as ai, au. 
vii. 'ri' (_J is been used in the written form. But in the 
pronounciation is 'r* and 'ri' 
Consonants 
i. Velar: K, Kh, g, gh, q, 
Palatal: c. ch, j , jh, sr, y 
Pre-palatal: t, th, d, dh, r, rh, r, rh 
Dental: t, th, d, dh, n, nh, s, 
Bilabial: p, ph, b, bh, m, mh, v 
Alveolar: l,lh 
Glottal: h. 
ii. '3?' Sound is been pronounced as/yu/and the sound/n/ is 
been pronounced as/r/ 
iii. Pre-palatal sounds/n/ is absent. In place of it 7n/' is being 
pronounced. 
iv. In place of / I / and /d/, hi is being used e.g. 
thora - thora 
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durbel-duibaro 
V. In place of A'/ l]l Is being used 
e.g. yemuna: -jsmuna:, yesoda: -jesoda: 
vl. In the fricatives or u:sm sound /s/ is been used as-
des - des 
vises - bises . 
vii. Nl at the instant form been used at the primary and final 
combinations is been changed into /b/ 
/vinod/ - /binod/ 
/dev/ - deb/ 
/viva:d/ - /biva:d/, biba:d/ 
viii. There are ample examples of clusters in which consonant 
combinations found, but these clusters are not like prakrits 
and also not like: korvi. e.g.-
eka.dssi: - eka:d9si: 
dwa: dssi: - dwa: ssi: 
9rji: - 9jji: 
ix. There is also the elision of/h/ sound is found e.g. bairsh -
ba: ra:, behu: - bsu: 
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Grammatical level 
(a) Braj Bhasha Nouns are basically vowel ending as follows-
Basic 9 ending: e.g. ksthan, jobsn, C£n etc. 
Shortness of the vowel ending words; e.g. - gar), j9Sod, na:t etc. 
a-ending noun words: e.g. - chona:,tona:, bhena, etc. 
lending noun words: e.g. - egini, pa:ti, jegsti, sa:khi etc. 
i:ending noun words: e.g. - na:ni, kethni, dhsrani etc. 
u-ending noun words: e.g. - ambu, a:ju, na.ju etc. 
u:ending noun words: e.g. -gau: , da:u:, b9ta:u:. etc. 
e-ending noun words: e.g. - S9ka:re, dula: re, ha:re etc. 
£-ending noun words: e.g. - hiradc, abhe, bis£ etc. 
O and 3 ending: e.g. - ga:so - ga:sD, badglo - b9d9b, 
s9p9no - sapsnD etc. 
b. Feminine Affixes: 
-ini;- gwa:l - gwa: lini 
-ini:- na:g - na: gini (na:gini) 
-ni:- gi:dh - godhni 
- i : - ghora: - ghori:, chora: - chori: 
iya;- kutta: - kutiya:, beta: - bitiya: 
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Plural Affixes and rules 
1. Commanding singular number nouns are being used in plural 
form. 
2. By adding stable or unstable degree adjectives before singular 
words the plurals are made-
Kotienar], bshujanm, dasdwair etc. 
3. /e -e- / kuj - kuje, ba:t - ba:te 
/-ni:/risi - ri§ini, n in - nenani 
/-n/ gaw - g aven, ba:l9k - bailakan 
anuswar (•): chori - chori, gsiya: - gaiya: 
(nasality) - iy a: :na:ri - na:riya: 
d. Braj Bhasha; Suffixes (Vibhakti)-
karta:- ne, ne, nai -
karm - ku, ku, ko, ko 
karan - te, te, taT, par, pe, pe, su, seti, SD 
sampradain - ku, ku:, ko, ko 
apa:da:n-te, t£, te, so, SD 
sambandh - ki, ki:, ke, ke, ko, kD 
adhikaran - par. pe. ps, majha:r, mahiya, mih, majh, mahi, 
ma:hi, me 
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s9mbodh9n - sre!, 9ho!, ri!, re!, ho! 
e. Braj Bhasha, Pronouns 
purus va: cak - me, hD, tu: veh, so 
nij va: C9l<-a:p, 
nis cay va: C9k - y9h, V9h 
S9mb9nclh va:c9k - jo 
nity9 S9mb9ndhi - so 
pr9sn va: cak - kDn, (k9V9n), kya: 
f. Adjective: 
i. Adjective formation is just like Khari Boli 
e.g. ka:la: a:dmi=ka:ro. a:dmi 
acchibat=nikiba:t 
ii. Tliere is a differentiation in pronounciation in some degree 
adjectives, e.g. gyarali:gyara, ba:rah=ba:ra: co:d9h=c9de, 
C9uda:, C9ude; pandr9h=p9ndra:, pgndrs; 
9tha:r9li=9tha:re:, atlia:ra: 
iii. Braj Biiasha; Verb - forms 
i. The present tense participle are formed by adding 
l-\J suffix, e.g. ja:t, ma:jat, kha:t 
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ji. I-QI, /-yo/ are Masculine past tense forms e.g.: csia: 
-calo.- celyo. 
jjj. / - i : / , l-V.I are used in past tense participle (Feminine) 
e.g. csia: - csli: - csIT: 
iv. Future tense 'participle' are formed by adding /-ike/, 
e.g. ja:k9r- ja: ik£, kaiker- ka:ike 
V. In the formation of verbal nouns the 'riju vi bhakti' /-
no/ and /-ibo/are affixed, e.g. celna: - csino - celibo 
kha:na: - kha:no - kha:ibo 
In third vibhskti /-ne/ and /-ib/ affixes are used and 
conjoined e.g. parhne - parhibe, kha:ne - kha:ibe 
vi. The various forms of helping verb ho /hu: 
Present tense - ho, h£, he. 
Past tense (literary use): huto, huti:, hute 
Used in discourse: ho, hi, he, hato, hati, hate 
Future tense: 
/-g/form-ja:Qgi:, ja:ugo, ma:ru: go, ma: ru:g3. 
/-h/form- ma:rhie, ma:phi6; ma:ri h i 
vii. Conjoined Verbs: In the form of conjoined verbs at 
the most three verbs are used as-
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a. Forms made up of two main verbs-
bo perh S9k9t h£. 
bo ja:y sekat he. 
b. Forms made up of more than two main verbs: 
bo celo ja: ykare he. 
Braj Bhasa Indeclinables 
9b a:g£ KE na: 
piche t9u 
jyo koha: (kgha) sa.muhe hi ya: 
ka:he ka:e it jit 
9n9t J9ha: ut chin-chin 
kha: ka: (kgha:) cyo (kyo) ca:y-j9b jo p i etc. 
ja:ma:re peri 
k£ naT: 
3.2 Descriptive Analysis 
3.2.A Phonological Analysis 
The dialect of the targeted area is being analyzed on the basis 
of phonological level which could be done as follows: 
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In the phonemic pattern been developed by the I PA has the 
phonemes of any language and the combination of these phonemes is 
also been there. Except the supra-segmental phonemes the remaining 
sounds has been divided into consonants and vowels. 
3.2.A.i Vowels Phonemes 
The main sub-phonemes of vowel phonemes could be 
expressed in the form of cardinal vowels as follows: 
The Chart of Vowel-Phonemes: 
Front Central Back 
3.2.A.ii The distribution of Phonemes and sub-phonemes 
The distribution of phonemes and their sub-phonemes could be 
explained as such: 
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1. / i : / - This phoneme is the long varity of l\l. The further 
classification of this phoneme is being mention as under. 
There are two main sub-phonemes of this phoneme: 
[i:] This sub-phoneme occurs in the world initial, medial and final 
positions with the consonants, e.g. 
Initial Position Medial Position Final Position 
i:t S8li:ma: koli: 
(Note: i:t: This is sort of ant, and also sort of an insect of Goldish and 
ghee colours. This comes out normally in the rainy season. Its normal 
colour is red and also bites) 
[i:] This variant is slightly less long is comparison to main phoneme 
and also slightly-back from the original position. This occurs in 
its free form at the end of the word and also helps in forming a 
syllable when the previous vowel is long e.g. 
pa:i:, sa:i: 
[i:] This variant is even weak short and back form of (i:and i) is 
pronounced in the medial position e.g. 
kui: (kahi:), bhai, nai: etc. 
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2. I\l - This phoneme is less front close slightly back vowel. 
According to its distribution it has two sub-phionemes or 
variants. 
[i] This variant is less high situational i.e. less short front close 
vowel and also non syllabic. This comes in the medial position of 
the word and forms a diphthong coming after the vowel, e.g. 
seiya:, peiya:, gsiya: 
[i] This variant is a front close short vowel. This occurs in all the 
positions of a word. It occurs after a consonant in the initial 
position, medial position and final position, it also forms a vowel 
harmony, e.g. 
Initial Medial Final 
Inko petuliya: Isi, khai, pai, mai 
(pstela:, suha:ga:) 
3. lei This is a front Half close long vowel. This pronoun has two 
sub-phonemes as (e,e). Their distribution could be made as 
such: 
[e] This variant if Front Half-close and less than original 
phoneme, e.g. -
cera: (cehra:), pera: (pehra:), sera:, kera: (kela:) 
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It also occurs in the word final position as - csie, laie, paie, roe, 
etc. 
[e] This variant is Front Half close long vowel and it can occur in 
each position of the word, e.g. 
Initial Medial Final 
eta: bh§ter,.beter penhers sunhsre 
Keser, saber suthre, ghenere. 
8ber 
4. Id This is Front Half-Open vowel. This has to sub-phonemes as 
[£] and [e]. 
Id Its position is in between Izl and lei. e.g. 
Initial Medial Final 
ecna: p£na, SEhana C8i€ 
[£] e.g. 
Initial Medial Final 
£0 v£sa: 
k£sa: 
3b£ 
lob£ 
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5. IQI This vowel is half close central. It has three sub phonemes 
as: 
IQI This is a frontal central vowel. This is found in the initial 
position of the word. e.g. [sjbZi:] 
[a] This is a half short central vowel. The availability of this vowel 
could be seen when their is the situation of a diphthong. 
e.g. (gei ya:) = gei ya: = ga: y 
(kau va:) = kau va: = koa: 
[a] Short, central vowel, its occurance possibility in all positions of a 
word, e.g. - kar, ghar, kahat, gao. 
(i) The vowel [a] could not be pronounced clearly at the end of the 
word. The same situation has occurred in the medial position of 
the word due to the variation in language, e.g. 
"palata": and "pala." In both the words " I " is pronounced in the 
same time but one is the short form which is with the vowel and 
the other is without the vowel as it is been heard. 
The pronunciation of both banana: and banna: is not a much 
difference but their meanings are different. 
(ii) The elision of Ihl and lul is not been noted in the dialects 
because of the longness in the sounds of/i/ and lul. e.g. 
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<r- ka:nti — ka:nti: ->, <- kavi — ksvi: ->, 
<- sa:dhu — sa:dhu: ->. 
Normally the sounds of "he" and "u" are being eloped or their 
elision takes place and this could be seen in the region from 
before Ghaziabad to Ganga and even also from the crossing the 
Ganga to Ram Ganga and up to Pilibhit this elision could easily 
be noted. 
6. /a:/ - back open long vowel. This could occur in all forms of the 
word e.g. 
Initial: /a:r/ (iron - nail which the farmers used to dig in their stick to 
plough their fields by bullocks). 
Medial /ha:r/ (Field - The direction in which there are number of fields 
of a farmer is been termed as 'ha:r' e.g. - kslli to pscha: eha: r 
me. Khu: bai: oro paree: harupuma: cha: rme. gaee). 
Final /rehlua:/ - (bullock cart - It is also been termed as 'Ishar". The 
meaning of 'lehhar"). 
7. /u:/ This is a close back long vowel. It has two sub-phonemes 
as-
10] 
[u:] This is a sub phoneme of/u:/ and is much more shorter and 
back of the main phoneme. It occurs after a vowel in the Final 
position, e.g. ka.u, beya: u: bo u:, gama: rau:, etc. 
[u:] This sub-phoneme occurs in all the positions of a word e.g. -
Position 
Initial 
Example (Meaning 
u:eh9ro 
Medial su:p 
The part which is been visible 
upwards. 
The utensil which is been used to 
clean the wheat or could be 
Final bhaleu: 
Kaleu: 
termed as cha:j-
good man 
morning breakfast 
8. /u/ The phoneme is short close back vowel in comparison to /u:/. 
It has one main sub-phoneme or variant. 
[u] This sub-phonene can occur in all the positions of a word. 
Position 
Initial 
Example Meaning 
upa:r 
uple 
Ploughing of a field for the first 
time after giving water. 
kande or the things made from 
cowdung. 
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umas the heat after the rains 
Medial miduka: m£dh9l<-frog 
juro jura-hua- conjoined with 
Final ranju-duhkh The property of man's heart 
ja:u-ja:o Lengthening is found 
deu - dedo in ample is noun 
leu - le lo words 
9.101- This phoneme is half close back long vowel and it 
could occur in the word at all positions. It has three 
variants. 
Position Example IVIeaning 
Initial osaro ba:ri or chance 
osar The cow which becomes first 
time pregnant. 
Medial 
Final 
mohe, moku mereliye- forme 
usko, gao uskeliye - gaya: 
"gone for him" 
[6] Non - syllabic, if there is "e" in its end part e.g. 
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Kvela: (koela:) 'coal' 
Gsvo, pa:y6 'gone, taken' 
[0] Long back vowel. It Is syllabic and could be used at all positions. 
E.g. 
ha:l6- ha:lo This is been pronounced as such 
in the areas of babrala Ginnaur, 
Bisoli, Anvaa, beheri etc. 
S9ta:o 
dullo dula: ri - used in Dadri 
Minimal Pairs 
Vowels 
okhri-
potu-
The instrument to mash the 
wheat. 
used in Sikandrabad etc. 
/i/-/i:/ /khil/ 
/ki:l/ 
/sil/ 
/si:l/ 
It is the root formof/khilna:/ 
It is been prepared fro rice 
To mash the spices made of stone 
mohor - stamp 
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lel-lzl /nek/ acha: - good 
/nek/ thora: - small 
/per/ perna: to cut 
/per/ ta :g- leg. 
lul-luJ /bu ra.7 The opposite of good (scha.) 
/bu: ra:/ The object or thing which is sweet 
/a/-/a:/ /ch 91/ kapet - cruelity 
/cha:l/ per ki chal: crumbs of a three 
/chak/ chakna: 
/cha:k/ /kaleu/: morning break fast 
/a:/-/i/ /Chora:/ Masculine 
/chori:/ Feminine 
/0/-/0/ /Kol/ 
/khol/ - the cover 
/khol/ - to boil the water 
/8/-/a.7-/o/-/o/ /kal/ 'tomorrow' 
/ka:l/ 'time' 
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/kol/ 'name of a place' 
l\l-l\:l-lol-lol /kil/ 'name of a place' 
/ki:l/ 'screw' 
/kol/ 'name of a place' 
/khol/ 'cover" 
IV.I-lel-lzl /pi: la:/ 'yellow' 
/phel/ 'failure' 
/phEl/ 'to shout/stretchjng' 
lul-lu.l-lol-bl /lut/ 'to get empty of weath' 
/lu:t/ 'snatching' 
/lot/ 'to liedown' 
/bt/ 'to return' 
3.2.A.iii Diphthong 
This diphthong means the combination of two vowels but in a single 
syllable formation. Where there are tow syllables formed with tow 
vowels there is a component of "vowel harmony" occurs. In fact, a 
diphthong is a single sound in the pronunciation of which there is no 
highness or lowness in the sounds. They are in fact toward as vowel 
clusters in full. 
These are as follows: 
i. Rising diphthong (a:rohi:) 
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Falling diphthong (evrohi:) 
Rising Vowel Diphthong 
Following diphthongs starting with short vowel. 
/ai/ /bh - 9i - ya:/ bhaiya: 
/s - 9i - ya:/s eiye: -bi6hona: 
/I -9i - ya:/ teiya: These two words are been used 
/h-9i - ya:/ heiya: Idioms e.g. /eiya: i:na, eto heiya: i: ka: 
te hoi go./ 
I as 
/9u/ /h - 9u - va:/ h9u va: 
/p-9u - va:/ 
/n-9u - va:/ 
p9uva: 
h9u va: 
In the above two rising diphthongs could be indicated in the 
following form in a chart: 
Front Central Back 
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Rising diphthong 
The following diphthongs starting from the long vowel are vowel. 
/a:u/ 
/tik-a:u/tika:u 
/bik - a:u/ bika:u 
/pi - a:u/pia: u 
/sil - a:u/ sila:u 
/hil-a:u/hila:u 
/a:i/ /a:i - o/ a: io - (y - glides borrowing). 
The chart of Rising Diphthong 
Front Central Back 
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Falling Diphthong: 
/us/ /ph - U9 - riya:/ phu: her stri: 'uncltured wonnan' 
/ue/ /d - U9 - iiya:/ dobrikeliye 
/th - us - ri/ek vraks vises 'a kind of special tree' 
The chart of a falling diphthong: 
•Front Central Back 
/ui/ /c - ui - a:/cui ya: (Y glides borrowing) 'a type of small animal' 
/p - ui - a:/ puiya 'a small girl' 
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The chart 
Front Central Back 
3.2.a.iv Nasalized vowel 
The nasalized for of each and every vowel is found which are related 
to the pure vowels in contrastive relations e.g. 1,2,3,4,5, - Nasalized 
vowels with pure vowels. 
i - <—^ -(-) 
IVIinimal pairs: Initial Position 
Word Meaning 
8 - 8 8dh3 8dha: 
8dhD ni:ce - down 
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a: a: a: dhi: dust storm 
a:dhi: half portion 
T - i : Tc a ceremony 
iidhan fuel 
u - u ugsli fingure 
ugsli to bulge with speech 
UC3 at a raised surface 
e-e er to talk with proudness 
er to use your ankle while riding a 
horse 
a:-o 
eth 
eth 
a:g 
og 
proudness 
this place "ethaja:" 
to be put on the wheel of a car 
to be out behind the plough for 
ploughing the field made of 
wood. 
>D og used for sleeping 
39 used in dadri and sikandarabad 
for flame (a:g) e.g. pa:ni:, ke 
stha:n per pani ka uc cairari. vah 
a: ke gujaro me; bahutaiyat se 
pa:ya: ja:ta: h£. 
Minimal pairs: Medial Position 
sa:g 
O' 
sa.g 
pith 
pith 
petha: 
p i tha: 
ghota: 
ghota: 
a special type of arm 
vegetable 
back of the body 
e.g. vidyapith 'a committee' 
a fruit/ a sweet 
to enter with force 
to churn 
to be tied at the end of the saree 
The positions of various vowels 
Initial 
adho 
a:dhi: 
Tc 
T:dh9n 
uca:i: 
Medial 
kidha: 
sa:g 
dhTga: 
pT:th 
a:ugi: 
Final 
-
dina: 
-
gel: 
ra:ti u (whole night) 
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u:co 
er. 
£th 
6th 
mu:ku:g: 
gdu:a: 
mith 
hoth - hot 
rou: 
C9le 
hE-mehe 
soio 
og (sleep) pora: (gsnna:) ksho 
oga: (A type of lora: (lerka: 
special tree) 'a boy') 
3.2.a.v Vowel Sequence 
The Chart of Vowel Sequences: 
First Vowel 
e 
A: 
1 
1: 
u 
u: 
e 
£ 
0 
3 
Second Vowels 
a: 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
i 
+ 
+ 
i: 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
u 
+ 
+ 
+ 
u: 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
e 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
e 
+ 
0 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
0 
IQI pal:, geu:, ree, ssho 
/a:/ ca: a:, la:l, pita:i:, kha:l:, a:e, kh9va:o 
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I\l lia:, cie, pio, piore. 
I'v.l li:a:, p:i:, ri:u:, pi:e, /i:o 
/u/ phua:, sui:, gue, chuo 
/u:/ su:a:, su:i:, pue, ku;o 
lei lea:, le\, sei, deu, leu:, see,/eo 
/£/ sea:, I to 
lol /oa:, /oi:, poo, rou:, poe 
bl h3a:, C3i:, c^e, p^e, oo. 
3.3 Morpho-Phonemic Analysis 
3.3.a Structural Prefix and Suffix 
The Prefix and Suffix are been accepted in the bound 
morphemes. If the bound morphemes are termed as the bo "Affixes 
(Pratyay)" then before-Affix (Prefix) and After-Affix (Suffix) in the forms 
can be divided. Some usually used Prefixes are as follows: 
(1) Prefix-
Absence Indicator - IB -, en -, ni -, nir -, etc./ 
e.g. -9chu:t, 9nja:n, anben, nihetta:, niksmma:, 
Importance Indicator - /se-, su-, etc/ 
e.g. -sejjen, sura:j etc 
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Shortness indicator - / a - , sejjsn, sura:j etc/ 
e.g. - egun, kemuta:, dubala: etc. 
(2) Suffix -
Some of the suffixes are shown as follows -
/-9i:/- e.g. from the village /gsv/- /gevei:/ 
/mskka:/ - /makei:/ 
/k9ttha:/-/k9tthi:/ 
/-8kkar/-e.g. -/ghumakkar, bhujekksr, bhulakkar etc./ 
/-a:/ - e.g. -/ucakka:/, /gsth ka\a.l, /gheskhuda:/, 
/cerkata/: (wise man), /satta:/, /batti:sa/, /ata:ra:/, /ccra:ha:/ 
/-a:i:/- e.g. -/parha:i:/, /suna:i:/, /saca:i:/, /sughana:i:/, /luga:i:/, 
/a:u:/ - e.g. -/utha:ucu:/ha:/, /bika:u:/gira:u:/, /barsa:a:/ etc. 
/-a:ku:/, -e.g.- /Iara;ku:/, /sanna:ta:/, /arra:ta:/, /picha.ri:/, 
/-a:ta:/, /khila:ri/ etc. 
/a:ri:/ 
/ia:t/- e.g. -/mera:t, hava: la:t, kh£ra:t etc./ 
/a:n/ - e.g. - /cala:n, laga:n, ghasa:n/ 
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/-a:na:/- e.g. -/seja.na:, pekraina:, sirha.na:, dosta:na: etc/ 
/-a:ni/ - e.g. /jetha:ni, m9hetra:ni etc./ 
/-a:ba:/- e.g. - /bshnaiba:, kutna:pa:/ 
/-a:yan/- e.g. -/6odhra: yah, pahdita: yan/ 
/-a:lu:/ - e.g. -/jhagra: lu:, brjja: bu: etc./ 
/-a:la:/ - e.g. - /patiya: la:/ 
/-a:v/ - e.g. -/ghuma:v, jhuka:v, baca: v/ 
/-a: vat/ -e.g. -/thaka: vat, mila: vat/ 
/-a: vana:/-e.g. -/sara: vana:, suha: vana:/ 
/a.var/ - e.g. -/dila.var/ 
/-a:va:/ - e.g. - /dikha:va:, bula:va:/ 
/-a:s/- e.g. - /ara.s/ 
/-a:s/-e.g. -/mitha:s/ 
/iyat/ - e.g. - /a: dmiyat, /insa:niyat/ 
/-iyal/ - e.g. /ariyal, mariyal/ 
/- iya:na:/- e.g. /ciciya:na:/, /sathiya:na:, lathiya:na:/ 
/- iya:ra:/-e.g. -/ghasiya:ra:/, /dukhiya:ra:/ 
I-\:I - e.g. - /C9ha:ra:, buhairi:, kenesteri:, rajestri:, vsgeri:/ 
/-i:la:/ - e.g. - /reti:la:, k9nti:la:/ 
/-u/- e.g. - /bhodu:, rettu:, pitthu:/ 
l-el - e.g. -/lote, hukke/ 
l-el - e.g. - /k9tha:e. begeme/ 
/-era:/e.g. -/sljhera:, bakhera:/ 
There are some more suffixes but each one can't be shown at 
this place. The words are formed on the affixing the suffix form Arabic, 
Persian and English. 
Other free forms or morphemes can be divided into grammatical 
categories as - Noun, Pronoun, Adjective, Verb and indeclinables First 
of all we are taking noun forms post position Pra: tipadik). 
Noun: 
Noun post position (pra:tipadik) could be expressed according to 
word endings as follows: 
1. Consonant Ending-
i. Basic Post Positions 
jwa:r-, kuma:r-, (kumha:r), /ca:k9r-/, /pane-/, 
/khet-/, /ghar/, /ba:r-/, /khaAt-/, /ta:/-/,/ga:y-/ 
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/jins-/, /l9tth-/, /kh8s-/etc. 
ji. Coined or Developed forms (post position) 
/Ismbar-/, /da:r-/,/c9m-/, /a:r-/, /pec-/, 
/lela:- in/, /kumbh-/, /kumhta:r-/,/kumha:rtin/, etc. 
2. a:-ending 
i. Basic former (post position): 
/ja:ra:-/, jenha:-/, /kengha:-/, basta:-/ 
/cu:ra:-/,/ma:ia:/etc 
ii. Coined or Developed (post position forms: 
/br-a:/, /gab/h-a:/, /vardh-a:/, 
/ca:c-a:/,/ma:m-a:/,/merh-a:/, 
/bh£s-a:/,/ra:j-a:/,/ghor-a:/,/k9dh-iya:/, 
/ge-iya:/,/b8ch-iya:/,/m9rh-iya:etc 
3. i:ending 
i. Basic forms: 
/n9di-/,/k9ha:ni-/,/ha:ti-/,/moti-/, 
/pa:ni-/,/kha:di-/ 
ii. Coined or Development forms (post position): 
/chor-i:-, tel-i:, sa:ri:-, rot-i:, -pendit-a: ni-, seth-a:ni-/ 
4. u-ending 
Basic forms-
/r9ta:lu:-, bha:lu:, - C9l<hu: -, jor-, koJahu:-/ 
5. e-ending 
/cov-e,gha:v-e-, pa:u-e-/ 
6. o-ending 
i. Basic forms (post position) 
/ta:ro-, ma:tli- bsniy-rsst-, etc/ 
Tliere are been usually used in tehsil, khurja, anopshshar, 
Because in Badaun, Bareilly the o-ending forms are 
found. 
ii. Coined or derived forms: 
/b£l-o-, b£d-o vyu:t-c/. 
Note: 1. it is been used in the meaning of noise/ sorgul/. 
2. /vyu:to/- In Pilibhit it is used for recently born calf. 
Gender Decision: 
1. At the sentence level: 
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i. a. jedha:m8ccho-e (This place is nice) /yedha:ac6ha:h£ 
b. jevot9CC-£ (This vote is good) /yevot9c6hi:h£/ 
c. vergh ecchoe (The bull is good) /bElacchis/ 
d. kita:baccie. (The book is good) /kita: bacchie/ 
e. ma:la:9cchi£. (The garland is good) /ma: 9cchih£/ 
f. ca:ca. 9ccha. (Uncle is nice) ca:ca: 9ccha:h£/ 
ii. According to the context: 
a. gun gadhan ku: bh9ga:ideu. (und9ghd9ko bh9ga:do) 
b. in bheraan ku: bhaga: ideu (unbharo bhaga.do) 
The Gender Discrimation of Gender Derived Post position: 
1. Noun Basic post positions or derived post positions the 
conjoined gender derived suffices decides the gender of derived 
post positions e.g.-
ca: c+a Masculine Derived Post position-ca: ca: 
bagh:iya: Feminine Derived Post position- baghiya: 
icr-iya: Feminine Derived Post position icriya: 
moc+i: Masculine Derived Post position moci: 
chor-i: Feminine Derived Post position chori: 
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On the basis of usage or non usage of derived suffixes the noun 
post position could be divided into two groups as-
A. Noun - basic Postposition - In there types of postpositions no 
affixes are joined. 
B. Noun - Derived Postposition - In these types of Postpositions 
one or more than noun derived positions are formed derivational 
affixes are joined and then they are been further divided into 
sub-groups as-
a) Gender derived postposition 
b) Other 
The above groups and subgroup could be shown in the following form. 
Noun 
Basic Position Derived Postposition 
Gender Derived Postposition Other Derived Position 
Masculine Derived Postposition Feminine Derived post position 
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[This tabular representation has been adopted from the book of 
Mahavir Saran Jain entitled "khurja tatha: bulandshashar 
kitehsilokasekaidhikedhyayen" - in its first edition published in 1967] 
3.3.a.i Noun Conjunctives 
When the conjunction used for making noun conjunctions, and is 
added to the basic postposition or derived postposition then from that 
case and number both are simultaneously expressed. 
In our analytical area two number are found as -
(i) Singular (ii) Plural 
There are some Noun postposition of this type that they won't 
change on the basis of the number e.g. -
du:dh, ghi:, eendrama:, su:r9j, kresasn, ra:m, rghi:m, etc the 
plural forms are not found. 
(i) In dadri, sikandarabad, sayana centres only two types of cases 
are found as - Indeclinable and decline. 
(ii) In other regions as - Badaun, Moradabad, Rampur, Bareilly. At 
some places three or two cases are found. Indeclinable, 
declinable and sembanden (relative) cases. 
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Simple Structural Table 
Noun conjunctives simple structural table can be illustrated can 
be illustrated: 
• Present participle /rehano/ (in Post Tense): 
The example from all the thee areas are given as follows: 
m^ dekhQ to raho-rghyc 
tu: dekhato rahyo 
u: dekhatD rahyo-
me: dekhau rec 
tu:dekh9tu rao 
gujo, dekhatu rao 
m£: dekhata: raha:/ rahya:/ ria: 
tu:dekhata: rao:/ rahya:/ riha: 
bu:dekhata: raha:/ rahya:/ riha: 
Western Area 
Eastern Area 
North-eastem Area 
Present Pariciple/raho/ (in Present tense) 
m£:dekhata: raha: 
tu: dekhato raho 
u: dekhat raha 
Western Area 
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mi: dekhet rehu 
tu:dekh9t rehs 
bu, dekhat rahe 
North-eastern Area 
m^: dekhsta: rshu: 
tu:dekh9tu: rehavE 
jo:dekh9tu: rehetvj 
Eastern Area 
Principal IVIain verb's past participle, secondary main verb 
/a helping verb/. 
m^ C9lya: gaya: he 
ham cala h£ 
tu: calya: gaya: ha 
u: calya: gaya: ha: 
m£ calogao o 
tu: cala gao o 
tu: cala: gao o 
jo calo gao o 
mE cala ga:ha: 
tu: cala ga:ha: 
bu: cala: ga:ha: 
Western Area 
Eastern Area 
North-eastern Area 
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In the Western Area the future tense verb §/i/ suffix is not found. 
For instance, cslika / cslbhu: / li ka bh u: etc. 
• In simple verb form, principal main verb /secondary main 
verb/ helping verb. 
mc: cslsno ca:u: hu 
tu: deleno 6a:e: he Western Area 
u: caieno ca:e he-
me: c9leno hatu: 
tu: csleno ca:h8t e Eastern Area 
jo ju celsno cahst e 
me: csleha: ca:u: hu-
tu: CGlena ca:e he North-eastern Area 
bu: caJana ca:ehe-
Principal main verb in the form of verb indicator participate. 
/Secondary main verb/helping verb 
me use ghare kharo u: 
tu use ghare kharo e: 
u: use ghare kharo e:-
me use ghare khara u: hu:. 
tu: use ghare khara: he 
bu: use ghare khara he 
'Western Area 
North-eastern Area 
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m£ va:i ghsre khera: u: 
tu: va:i ghere khsro e ^^..Z^'Eastern Area 
ja: va.i ghare kharo e 
In the eastern area where in the form of complete verb indicator 
participle nasalization is found but in western area dadri, sikandrabad, 
sayana etc this is not found, e.g.- ghsE - gahe 
• In the form of incomplete verb Indicator participle principal 
main verb/second main verb is found-
Active voice verbs 
Eastern Region 
Singular Active va:su: ka:mu:karat na:i behs 
Masculine <! 
Plural Active va:su:ka:m karst na:i ban£ 
Singular Active va:su: ka:mu karat na: i bane 
Feminine <r 
Plural Active va:su: ka:m karat na:i bane 
Western Region 
Singular Active us se ka:mu karat na:ibane 
Masculine "C 
Plural Active us se ka.mu karat na.i bane 
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Singular Active usseka:mu karat naiibsne 
Feminine<r 
Plural Active us se ka:mu ksrat na:i bene 
In the compound verbs of the above regions - bene, beme are 
tidant morphemic verbs. On these verbs there is no impact of gender 
but their forms change according to member. 
• Noun/verb 
me kha:na: kha:yo karon 
tu: kha:na: kha:o kari 
tu: kha:na: kha:o kare 
• Adjective verb phrase 
a:pke a:ra:m karne ka:samay sama:pt ho cuka: 
mere ba: har ja:ne ke utsa:h par pa:ni par gaya: 
In the above sentences the under lined adjectival phrases 
looking at the completion form we can identify the qualifier quality 
rather than dividing it into short parts. 
Three verbs combination Principal main verb/Secondary 
Main verb/Secondary main verb. 
Singular- me kassi tei: bha:r da:r sakat; 
Plural- ham kassi tei: bha:r da:r sakat e 
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tu: ksssi tei: bha:r da:r sskstu e 
Eastern Region turn kessi tei: bha:r da:r seket o 
gu jo kdssi tei: bha:r da:r sskatu e 
msbe ksssi tei: bha:r da:r sskat e 
Western Region 
Masculine me kessitei: bha:r da:! seku: 
Feminine me kessi tei: bha:r cla:l seku: 
IVIasculine tu: kessi tei: bha: r da: I S9k£ 
Feminine tu: kessi tei: bha: r da: I sake 
Masculine u: kassi tei: bha: r da: I S9k£ 
Feminine u: kassi tei: bha: r da: I sakE 
In the western region the form won't change according to the 
subject's gender in verb phrases. 
3.3.a.ii Verb conjoining in Phonological: Echoed forms 
karo - dharo 
chero-cha:ro 
dekho - bha:lo 
p io -pa : o 
bhugte-bhugta:e (ham to bhaiya: bhugte bhuga:e parae) 
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i. In the verb phrase group there are five action particles which 
come at special position in special concordance. According to 
structure the verbal words have five forms as- dha.hu (kha:), 
Action (kha:na:), Complete (Kha:ya:), Incomplete (kha:ta:), 
Future (kha:ega:). 
ii. Verb Phrase Group-
1. (Word-Dictionary) 2. (rsnjQk) 
(ko) (rs) 
3. (Voice indicator) 4. (ssk-group) 
(va:) (S9) 
5. (h-group) 
(ha) 
iii. Except these above five components two more are there, which 
normally position free. These two components are: 
a. Negative [nisedhak] (na, nahi, mat) 
b. [avha: rak] conjoiner/container (ar, maitra, hi, to, bhi, tak) 
In can be explained with one or two examples, e.g.- The usage 
of /hi/ normally, it occurs after 1,2,3, 5 components as-
After 1 kha: hi liya: 
After 2 kha: liya: hi 
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After 3 Kha: liya: ja: hi 
After 5 Kha: liya: ja: ssksta: he hi 
• The usage of nahi. It occurs before 1 - 3 and not else where, 
e.g.- nehi kha: liya —, before 3 - kha: liya: nehi —, 
1. Dictionary verb (First Position) at this position any verb 
can come. 
2. Intensifier/Explicator (Second Position) at this position - le na:, 
dena:, a:na:, psrna:, da:lana:, pshu, cena:, tepekena:, dekhsna:, 
bethsna:, la:na:, uthena:, gujsrena:, marena:, pa:na:, du:b9na:, 
rakhena:, catena:, jalana:, milana:, banana: etc. 
From these the idioms are formed as - kar guzarana:, ce du: 
bana:, a:mar9na: etc. 
Voice indicator (Third Position) At this position /ja:na:/verb as 
has been used. In Hindi/jana/verb has two types as -/ja:na:/, The verb 
which is coming before voice indicator/ja:na:/is in its fall participle form 
as - /kha:ya:ja:ta.7 hd I ja:na:/ (voice indicator) the full form is IqQ.^a.l 
and I^QysJ. But the voice indicator /ja:na:/, any verb coming before it 
as/ja:na:/ then its form is l]a:ya:l e.g. ja:ya: ja: ta: h£. 
4. /sak/- group (Fourth Position)/sakata:, saka:, cukata:, cuka:, 
raha:, ca:hie/, these verbs are at the fourth position /sakana:/ 
and /cukana:/ are Round verbs and they are not been used I 
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place of dictionary verb. All other type of verbs can be used in 
place of dictionary verbs. 
Indeclinable Phrase 
Sometimes one Indeclinable word can explain the feeling of 
many words. These are basically the sentential embeddings.e.g.-
ra:m/u:p9r/h£ 
ra:m/ch9t keuiper /he 
ra:m/maka:n ki chat keu: per/he. 
ra:m/sa:mne va: liimaka: n ki 6h9t ke u: par he 
/u: par/ is locative Indeclinable, then the wordings which are 
using in place of it are also termed as the Indeclinable then we can 
term it as Indeclinable phrase. 
The Meter in the Sentence 
The meter component of the sentence is very much important. 
According to the genre in the sentence the denotational meaning is 
been developed. It could be expressed with the genre and stress in the 
sentence. In the simple discovers the genre is falling, e.g.-
Ibtu: kadi bi: ighe ku: na:a:vega = kabhi bhi:idharko 
naha: vega: 
abtu: la: lpa:ni laiyo = la:l pa:ni la:na: 
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But the indicator for the question is completely different from 
rising and falling e.g.-
tu: 6h9ta:ri ki p£ th ku: celego? 
nshi: bhai = nshi: (Simple discourse) 
tu: chata: ri kipeth ku cslsga:? 
nahi = kya: nshi 6a\ega:7 
Sometimes there are sentences in which except the question 
there is the component sing of exclaimation. Here the genre is un 
enlarged, e.g.-
Ha:y deiya:! eb k£se hoigi:? 
Sometimes the presence of question word in the sense of 
meaning it remains as a simple sentence. We can consider un 
enlarged genre. 
ab tote bol keha: kshe: 
Sentences are used with the stress markers, e.g.-
me a: jga: vja:u: = kya: me ga:v ja: u:? 
m£ a: jga: vja:u: = kya: me a: j ga: v ja: u:? 
me a: jg:v: ja:u: = kya: me a: jgav ja:u:? 
In the above sentence /ja:u:, ga:v and me (impereon)/ /koga: 
vja:ne/ the consent is been seeed. In this question the feeling of a 
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consent is found. In this way, on tlie basis of genre simple, 
interrogative and exclamatory etc. type of sentences are formed. 
Singular Plural 
Indeclinable case 
Declinable case - Conjunct Suffix 
The above table is of Dadri, Sikandrabad, Sayana and Hapur 
In Other Regions 
Singular Plural 
indeclinable case 
Declinable case - Conjunct Suffix 
Sembodhsn - Conjunct Suffix 
The inference could be drawn from the above structural table 
that there is two faced discrimination found in the area of Dadri, 
Sikandrabad, Sayana i.e. a discrimination singular between 
indclinable, Declinableand Plural Indeclinable, Declinable. In other 
centers it is three faced discrimination i.e. singular Indclinable 
Declinable, sembodhen and plural Indeclinable and also a 
discrimination found between plural declinable and plural sembodhen. 
At a particular position conjunt suffix at every situation in two types of 
simple formation table in this way is of Dadri, Sayana and Sikandrabad 
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Regions in deficiency to it and in the remaining centers the 
defincientss and it comes in the second conjunct contrast form. 
3.3.a.iii Posposition at Final and Conjuncts 
In the Dadri, Sikandrabad, Sayana Centers 
In these centers at the end of postpositions there is no 
discrimination in the conjuncts. The declinable plural conjunt 
morpheme lol is added in the house over ending noun basic 
postpostion or noun postpostions. There is only one allomorph of -6-
morpheme i.e. - 6- e.g. 
Post position 
(Final Form) 
Consonant 
ending 
Consonant 
ending 
8-ending 
a:ending 
a.ending 
i:ending 
i:ending 
u;ending 
e-ending 
Noun Post 
Position 
Kumha:r 
Bh£s 
Jins 
Loda 
Teli 
Betti: 
Kolhu 
Ccbe 
Declinable 
Plural 
Conjunct 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
e-6 
Noun 
Morphemic 
Structure 
Kumha: ro 
Bh£sd 
Jinso 
Loda.oe 
Ca:ca: 6 
Teli.yo 
Betti:y6 
Kolhu:6 
Ccbeo 
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In other regions: 
These centres could also be divided into two types as-
i. Those in which declinable case plural and sembodhen case 
plural conjuncts forms are always different. In this sub-group 
Khurja, Tehsil, Shikarpur, Dabai, Babrala, Ginnaur, Bisoli, 
Aanvaral etc., comes. 
ii. Those in which the addition in i-ending all other type of final post 
position they exist in the contribution of Free variation of 
ssmbodhen plural indicator conjunct in addition with declinable 
plural indicator conjunct are placed in Hapur, agDta:, 
Bulandshahar, Sambhal, milik etc. 
On the basic of noun conjuncts the whole region is been divided 
into the following form as:-
Whole Region 
Dadri, Sikandrabad, 
Sayana 
Hapur (Samther boundary part) 
Agota Bulandshahar, Sambhal, 
Bilari, Mithik 
Remaining Other 
Centers 
Khurja, Shikarpur, 
Anoopshahar, 
Dibai, Badaun, 
Bareilly, Pilibhit etc. 
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The conjuncts which are placed or added after the postpositions 
can be described In the other regions and could be arranged in 
following groups as-
The conjunctions according to the post position endings 
Post position 
Consonant ending 
9-ending 
a: -ending 
i:-endlng 
a:-ending 
u:- ending 
e-ending 
c-ending 
A-1 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
B-2 
-an-6 
-en-6 
-en-6 
-eh-y6-ne 
-en-6 
-en-6 
-en-6 
-en-6 
C-3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
A1 This symbol is the indicator of Indeclinable singular or plural and 
declinable or sembodhen singular. 
B2 This symbol is the indicator of the position of declinable plural. 
C3 This symbol is the indicator of the position of sembodhen plura. 
e.g. 
Post position 
ending 
Consonant 
ending 
Consonant 
ending 
a:-ending 
a:-ending 
i:- ending 
u:-ending 
e-ending 
Noun post 
position 
CDpa:r 
Kumha:r 
jins 
ca: ca: 
mo ca: 
Kolhu: 
CDbe 
Declinable 
case plural, 
conjunct and 
morphemic 
structure 
en- 6 (ccpa;reh) 
en-6 
(kumha:reh) 
en- 6 (jinsen) 
en-6 (ca: cen) 
en-o (mociyen, 
mociyo, mocin) 
en-6 (kolhuen, 
kolhuo) 
eh-6(yDven-
CDbo) 
Sembodhen 
case plural 
conjunct and 
morphemi 
structure 
- 6 (CDpa:r6) 
- 6 (kumha:r6) 
- oQinso) 
-6 (ca: -ca: 6) 
-6 (mociyo) 
-6 (kolhuo) 
-6 (cDbo) 
1 
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• 
Following are the all morphs of the noun indeclinable case plural 
conjunct morphene 
en- is placed after the final post position in other types of i:-
ending in all the centers. 
6- is being placed at the other type of extra final noun post 
position in i:- ending at the centers of bulandshahar, agota, 
sambhal, hapur, bilarietc. In these centers it is being distributed 
with the free variation as an allomorph sn. in these centers the 
position is en- 6. 
ne- Dankaur, Khurja, Dibai, Ginnaur, Bisoli etc. in the centers it 
comes after the i:- ending post position. 
yen- Dasri, Sikandrabad, Agota, Bulandshahar, Shikarpur, 
Khurja. In these centers it comes after the i:- ending noun post 
positions. 
Y6- Hapur, agota, Bulandshahar, Sambhal etc. in these centers 
it comes after the i:- ending it is an allomorphs and comes with 
yen in the above changes. 
6- It is a morpheme which is noun sembodhen case plural 
conjunct. 
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3.4 Sentence Structure 
3.4.a The concept of structure 
In all languages, sentences are structured in certain specificity's. 
What is syntactic structure, and what does it mean to say that 
sentences are structured? Like many other question that can be posed 
about human language, it is difficult to answer this one in any dissect 
fashion. In fact, it is impossible to answer the question what is 
structure? Without actually constructing a theory of syntax and indeed 
one of the central concerns of current theories of syntax is to provide 
an answer to this question. Thus, it must be stressed that use cannot 
define the concept of structure before we study syntax; rather, our 
study of syntax will be an attempt to find a definition (however 
elaborate) of this concept. 
To begin to find such a definition, we will adopt the following 
strategy: let's assume that sentences are merely unstructured strings 
of words. That is, given that we can recognize that sentences are 
made up of individual word (which we can isolate), it would seem that 
the minimal assumption we could make could be that sentences are 
nothing more than words strung out in linear order, one after the other. 
If we examine some of the formal properties of sentences in light of 
this strategy, we will quickly discover whether our unstructured string 
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hypothesis is tenable or whether we will be forced to adopt a 
hypothesis that attributes greater complexity to sentences. That is, we 
do not want to simply assume that sentences are structured; rather, 
we want to find out whether this hypothesis is supported by evidence. 
It we adopt the hypothesis that sentences is unstructured strings 
of words, then almost Immediately we must add an important 
qualification. One of the first things we notice about the sentences of 
human languages is that the words in a sentence occur in a certain 
linear order. Although some languages display considerable freedom 
of word order (standard examples being Latin, Russian and Aboriginal 
Australian languages), in no human language may the words of a 
sentence occur in any random order whatsoever. No matter how free a 
language is with respect to word order, it will inevitably have some 
word order constraints. Furthermore, in many languages the linear 
order of words plays a crucial role in determining the meaning of 
sentences in English, the horse bit the dog means something quite 
different from the dog bit the horse, even though the very same words 
are used in both. Hence, we might say tat sentences are unstructured 
strings of words, but we must ensure that we specify at feast linear 
order for those words. 
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3.4.a.i Word-Order and Word-Strings 
As in a word there is the order of Phoneme and morpheme in 
the same way there is a word linear order in the sentence structure. 
Due meaning wise stress the word order could also change. 
(hem) S9b ere hot i: (hi:) unkedhcregre. Ke! bsra; mefielo. 
f'y.l (hi:) here there is stress particle which has been put after the 
form (word) or words who need to be stressed. 
Gender Number Strings 
mero bachro 
mere bechre 
meri bachri 
3.4.a.ii Phrase 
3.4.a.ii.A Noun Phrase 
The words which are been used to enlarge the noun are termed 
as "noun-phrases" Normally /usually this is been done by the adjective 
meaning of a sentence i.e. why we have done its analysis with the 
adjective e.g. 
a; min:n ke bojh te nsbi bhsi: da:r bhala: cDne girti: 
guto sil£ti rang ki khaddar ko kurta: pahane bhao o. 
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(unne) tel pia:i: bhai: Isthiya: nika:ri. 
3.4.a.ii.B Verb Phrase 
In the verb phrase tow or more than two verbs are included. In 
which one verb is the principal main verb and the second one is the 
secondary main verb or helping verb. There are also the combined 
verbs of three forms as in which the first is primary main, second is 
secondary main and third is the helping verb. Sometimes in dialects 4 
verbs are been used, then in that case the numbers of helping verbs 
won't increase rather the internal verbs are divided into principal main 
and principal secondary etc. Instead of principal main verb the number 
of secondary main verb could increase. 
1. Principal main verb normally comes in the form of a Participle, 
Adjective of a noun and the helping verb comes in the form of a 
tense-demotion. Sometimes when the helping verb is not there 
then the secondary main verb performs the work of tense 
demotion e.g. 
Gu uthi: ke celo. 
Gu uthi: k£ cslo gso. 
Gu uthi: ke celogeo e. 
c9lo is the singular verb of the first sentence, but in second and 
third sentence the verbs are compound, uthi: ke celo, uthi: ks 
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c9lo gao and uthi: ke cslo geo e, in all the three there is a 
considerable tense denotion distinction. In this /celna:/ is the 
principal main verb gso and gao e are related to it. Hence, in 
verb phrase the principal main verb's meaning is to be decisive 
and orderly. 
2. Without knowing the internal fact or part of the meaning of verb 
phrase it is difficult to differentiate beteen singular verb and a 
verb phrase e.g.-
Standard Hindi Dialect of Bareilly 
Muh jorne ko to ho gaya: maha jonne ko to h£ gao 
Bisoli, Badaun) 
vah tum ha:re ghar par ho gaya: o tuma:re ghar p£ to t£ gao 
(Bisoli) 
In the first sentence the verb hogaya: (hegao) in reality is a verb 
phrase because /hona:/ verb in the sense of meaning of the main, 
/gaya:/ is only indicating to the past tense with its impression. If it is 
been viewed with the basic meaning then /hua:/ and /hogaya:/ there is 
no considerable difference in meaning. In /hogaya:/ verb the /gaya:/ in 
its our meaning form has last, /vah muh jorkar gaya:/ the meaning of 
this type is not been conveyed. That is why, /hogaya:/ or /hegeo/ are 
verb phrases. 
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In the second sentence /veh tumha:re gher per ho gaya:/ the 
meaning is that /vah par hogeya: or hoksr cela: geya:/. In this both 
/hona:/ and /ja.na:/ verbs are separate /ho/ is the short form of verb 
/hokar/ which is qualifying the /gaya:/ verb and is doing the work of an 
adjective. 
3. Verbs can also come in the complex forms e.g.- /Ia:ya:/. In this 
/hona:, a: na:/ verbs are complex. The meaning of /la:ya:/is/ 
lekar a: ya:/. 
In the regional dialects of Hindi the free and much usage of verb 
phrase are found. These verb phrases are founding the form of 
idoms e.g. - kapar gujarno; gul khiino etc. 
The verb phrases which are formed by the addition of two forms 
then they are divided into five parts according to participles-
i. Present tense participle 
ii. Past tense participle 
iii. Future tense participle 
iv. In complete verb indicator participle 
V. Complete verb indicator participle 
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I. Principle IVIain verb in present participle with one helping 
verb 
Present Participle /eel/ in present tense 
Person 
First 
Person 
First 
Person 
Second 
Person 
Second 
Person 
Third 
Person 
Third 
Person 
Singular 
m^Ceismhu: 
m^csiomhu: 
tu: calehEe 
tu: cslEhee 
u: celch£ 
u: C9l£he 
Plural 
h9nnc9l9h£' 
h9mc9leh^ 
humc9lchc 
humc9lchc 
oc9leh£ 
oc9ieh£ 
Gender 
e-masculine 
e-feminine 
(masculine) 
(feminine) 
(masculine) 
(feminine) 
Region 
Dadri, 
Sikandarabad 
Sayana, 
Bulandshahar 
Bulandshashar 
Bulandshahar 
Bulandshahar 
Bulandshahar 
Eastern region, Badaun, Bisoli, Ginnaur, Bareilly (Aanvala, 
Baheri) Pilibhit's Eastern part, Moradabad (Chindausi). 
Personal Participle /caleno/ in present tense: 
Person 
First Person 
First Person 
Second Person 
Second Person 
Third Person 
Third Person 
Singular 
m£C9l9tU 
m£C9l9tiu'; 
tC9l9tV£ 
tu:c9l9tiy£ 
jUC9l9tV£ 
jiC9l9tV£ 
Plural 
h9mc9l9te' 
h9mc9l9tie' 
tumc9l9to 
Tumc9l9tio 
jec9lcte' 
jec9l9tie' 
Gender 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
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North eastern, region Moradabad (Sambhal, Bilari), Rampur 
(Tehsil Milik): 
Person 
First Person 
First Person 
Second Person 
Second Person 
Third Person 
Third Person 
Singular 
mc£8l9ta:hu' 
mec9l9ti;hu' 
tudaieta; h£ 
tucaloti h£ 
bucalata; h£ 
bucalati; h£ 
Plural 
h9mc9l9h^ 
h9mc9l9ti^ 
tumc9l9teho 
tumcolo ho 
bOC9l9h^ 
bOC9l9tih£ 
Gender 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
II. Present Participle /ca/ano/ in past tense (Western region) 
Person 
Third Person 
Third Person 
Second Person 
Second Person 
First Person 
First Person 
Singular 
m£C9l£ha:ho 
m£cal£hi:hi: 
tu.calE ho 
tu:c9l£ hi 
u:c9l£ ho 
u:c9l£ hi 
Plural 
h9mc9l£h9m 
h9mc9l£hii: 
tumc9l£he 
tum69l9hi 
0C9l£h£ 
0C9l£hi 
Gender 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
The verb of this area won't change according to Gender number 
and remains as it is. 
Person 
First Person 
First Person 
Second Person 
Second Person 
Third Person 
Third Person 
Singular 
m£C9l9t0 
m£C9l9ti 
tu:c9l9to 
tu:c9l9tii 
jejuc9l9to 
jec9l9tii: 
Plural 
hamcalate 
hamcalatie' 
humc9l9te 
humcalati 
jec9l9te 
jec9l9te 
Gender 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
(Masculine) 
(Feminine) 
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North Eastern Region 
In this region and western region there is no big difference. Western 
regins /9c/£ha:/ becomes here /cetata: ha:/. 
• Present Participle (in Future tense):-
In all the three regions the future tense verbs are not changed 
but in o-ending and u-ending the change occurs. 
a. me' dekhstc rehedgc 
m£ dekhati rehedgi 
Western Region 
b. m£ dekhat rahadgo 
me dekhat rahudgi 
Eastern Region 
c. ma dakhata rahuga 
me dakhati rahugi 
North-Eastern Regon 
The sequence of Nasalized Vowels 
1. Nasalized Vowels Non-Nasalized Vowels 
I i: 
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a: i -pa: i 
a: i -da: i , ba:i: 
a : e - ka:e 
2. Non-Nasalized Vowels Nasalized Vowels 
ie = heie 
ou = roQ:, hoQ:, sou: 
3. Nasalized Vowels Nasalized Vowels 
a: a: 
ai: = sa:i 
u: 
£a: sea:, s£u: 
Three Vowel Sequence: 
9 9 I O 
a: a: I 0 
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i = pia: o 
i: = pi: io 
u: = ru:io 
Vowel Sequence and Glide: 
The word meaning of Glide or "Shruti" (Hindi Terminology) is 
that which could be heard. The literary analysis of 'Shruti' isbeen done 
by Dr. Vishwanath Prasad. 
1. y - vowel sequence with glide 
2. V - vowel sequence with glide. 
Sometimes y/v is been used at places in the word where in 
spellings pure vowels are been used usually or generally and it is very 
much acceptable, e.g. -
In place of hui: -huyi: 
In place of roi:- royi 
In place of hua: - huva: etc. 
Y-vowel sequence with glide-
I. 8, a: or O In addition with them e is joined e.g. 
e e - g 9 e, n 9 e 
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a: e - a: ye, bsna: ye, a: yega: 
But the forms like a: ve, ja: ve are found in the dialects. 
Somewhere in the original pronounciation its use is very short there 
also it written marked is been visible e.g. lata: ye: bha: §a: ye 
oe - boye, khoye. But in the Conditional Future tense in the singular 
medial or third person bove, khove etc. are also found. In simple future 
tense the form 'hovega' is very much used. 
II. In addition to i:3, a: o or e are used-
ia - piya, siya 
ia: - diya:, kiya: 
ie - die, kie 
io - bha:iyo; sa:thiyo 
III. In addition to e; a is used-
e.g. kheya;, seya: 
IV. Any uncommon vowel/i/ is joined e.g. a, i. 
ai - gayl, nayi 
a:i: - laga: i:, a: yi: 
ui: - chuyi:, muyi: 
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ei: - kheyi:, seyi: 
oi: - khoyi:, soyi: 
2. v-Glide 
Except IQI after all the back vowels it is been used-
I. 0 9 - dhoven 
oa: - khova;, kova: 
But in addition to 101 in /a:/ sequence y-glide examples are also 
bound in verbs e.g. khoya: roya: etc. 
u: 9 - su:v9r 
ua: - huva:, chuva: 
II. In addition to /a:/; /u/ is used 
a:u - ra:ut > ra: jputra 
III. In addition to /u/; lei is used 
Ue - huve, chuve, suve etc. 
IV. Except l\l any other vowel joined with lol e.g. 
a:o-a:vo, ja:vo 
uo - kuvo, cuvo 
eo - khevo, sevo 
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V. In addition to e with e 
e 9 - kev9 ra:, nevela: 
General vowel sequences is been as follows 
Vowel Sequences and Glide 
Vowel-I 
3 
a: 
i 
u 
u: 
£ 
0 
Vowel - II 
e 
y 
ya:v 
y 
V 
ya:v 
a: 
ya:v 
ya:v 
y 
V 
y 
ya:v 
i 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
u 
V 
e 
y 
ya:v 
y 
y 
ya:v 
ya:v 
o 
V 
y 
V 
V 
V 
3.5 Consonants 
The distribution of the consonant phonemes and its variants or 
sub phonemes: 
1. IVJ In pronouncing the common variation of /k/ the air 
passage is completely blocked by raising the back f the tongue 
to touch the fore part of the soft palate, the soft palate bgeing at 
the same time raised so as to shut off the nose passage. The air 
is compressed by pressure from the lungs and when the contact 
of tongue with the palate is released by lowering the tongue, the 
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air suddenly escapes through the mouth and in doing so makes 
an explosive sound; the vocal cords are not made to vibrate. 
The formation of the principal Hindi IVJ may be expressed shortly 
by defining it as anunaspirated voiceless velar plosive 
consonant. Its main variant is [k], e.g.-
/keri, ikeri, tamek/ 
2. /kh/- The formation of the principal Hindi IVhl may be expressed 
shortly be defining it is as aspirated, voiceless, velar, plosive 
consonant. Its main variant is [kh], e.g.-
khari, takhsri, ma:nikh. 
3. /g/- The principal Hindi /g/ is formed exactly like /k/ except that 
the force of exhalation is weaker and the vocal are made to 
vibrte so that 'voice' is heard. The formation of the principal 
Hindi /g/ may therefore by expressed by the sound as an 
unaspirated, voiced, velar plosive consonant. The main variant 
of/g/is[g], e.g.-
/ganda:, laigar, pa:g/ 
4. /gh/- The formation of the principal Hindi /gh/ may therefore by 
expressed shortly by the sound as aspirated, voiced, velar, 
plosive consonant. The main variant of/gh/ is [gh] e.g.-
gha:l, oghet, ba.gh 
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5. /p/- In pronouncing the principal member of the Hindi p-
phoneme the air passage is completely blocked by closing the 
lips and raising the soft palate; the air is compressed by 
pressure from the lungs, and when the lips are opened the air 
suddenly escapes from the mouth, and in doing so makes an 
explosive sound, the vocal cords are not made to vibrate. The 
formation of the sound may be expressed shortly by defining it 
as a voiceless, unaspirated, bilabial, plosive consonant, the 
main variant of /p/ is [p], e.g.-
paleya:, rshpata:, siya.p 
6. /ph/- The formation of the sound may be expressed shortly by 
defining it as a voiceless, aspirated, bilabial, plosive consonant. 
The main variant of/ph/ as [ph], e.g.-
pher, l9mpha:ri, liha:ph. 
7. /b/- The principal Hindi Ibl is formed like the principal Hindi 
/p/except that the force of exhalation is vowel and the vocal 
cords are made to vibrate so that 'voice' is produced during the 
articulation of the sound. The formation of the principal Hindi Ibl 
may therefore be expressed shortly by defining it as a voiced, 
unaspirated, bilabial plosive consonant. The main variant of Ibl 
is [b], e.g.-
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bakksl, lebra:, ssb. 
8. /bh/- The formation of the principal Hindi /bh/ may therefore by 
expressed shortly by defining it as a voiced, aspirated, bilabial 
plosive consonant. The main variant of/bh/ is [bh] e.g.-
Bha:ru:, e^ambho, labsbh. 
9. IM- The main variant is [t]. This could be defined as unaspirated, 
voiceless, dental, plosive consonant, e.g.-
taJa.b, peta:, ha:t. 
10. /th/- The main variant is [th]. This could be defined as aspirated, 
voiceless, dental, plosive consonant, e.g.-
tha:p, jsttha:, ra:th 
11. 161 - The main variant is [d]. This could be defined as 
unaspirated, voiced, dental plosive consonant, e.g.-
da:v, unmda:, da:d. 
12. /dh/- The main variant is [dh]. This could be defined as 
aspirated, voiced, dental, plosive consonant e.g.-
dha:r, udha:r, dhudh/ hund. 
13. IXI- In pronouncing the principal member of the Hindi lil 
phoneme, the air passage is completely blocked by raising the 
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soft palate and raising the tip of the tongue to touch the teeth-
ridge, the air is compressed by pressure from the lungs, and 
when the tongue is removed from the teetch ridge, the air 
suddenly escapes through the mouth, and in doing so makes an 
explosive sound; the vocal cords are not made to vibrate. The 
formation of the sound may be expressed shortly by defining it 
as a voiceless, unaspirated, alveolar, plosive consonant. The 
variant is [t], e.g. 
ta:t, sipatter, kha:t 
14. /th/- The formation of the sound may be expressed shortly by 
defining it as an aspirated, voiced alveolar, plosive consonant, 
e.g.-
tha.li:, b£tho, latth. 
15. /d/- The Principal member of the Hindi /d/- phoneme is formed 
like the principal Hindi /t/ except that the force of exhalation is 
weaker and the vocal cords are made to vibrate so that 'voice' is 
heard. The formation of the principal Hindi 161 may therefore be 
expressed shortly by defining it as a voiced, unaspirated, 
alveolar, plosive consonant. It has two chief subsidiaries or 
variants. 
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[d] It is been used in the initial, nnedial position in regular -
Borrowed words, with consonant - clusters and is final 
position used in borrowed words and with consonant 
clusters. It has no contrast with 161 as such. 
[d] It is been used in word medial and final positions different 
from the above variant. 
In the sequence of segmental phonemes following regular words 
are available. 
odaru:, nider, poda:, peddu: etc. In some of the there is the 
component of nasalization has been used. There is a small juncture 
been used in some words, e.g. ni-dsr. As these words are used and 
pronounced without any hinderance every here and there. 
Note: This borrowed words fro English like Radio, Road, soda etc. 
This is been used. In Braj there pronouncing will be reriyo, sora:, 
ror. 
The distribution of Ixl sound is unaspirated, voiced, alveolar, 
approximant consonant. 
16. /dh/- The formation of the principal Hindi /dh/ may therefore be 
expressed shortly by defining it or a voiced, aspirated, alveolar, 
plosive consonant. It has two chief subsidiaries or variants. 
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[dh] It is been used in tiie word initial and medial position with 
other consonants, e.g.-
dhsksna:, gsddha: 
[dh] It is been used in the word initial and medial position with 
other consonants, e.g.-
dhskana:, gaddha 
[rh] This is aspirated, voiced, alveolar, approximation 
consonant. This comes other than the consonant /dh/ 
distribution e.g. 
marhiyo, ba:rh 
When they come after nasalized words these two variants are 
distributed with free variation, e.g. 
Ma: dh - ma:rh 
17. Id In pronouncing the principal member of the Hindi Itl 
phoneme, the air passage is completely blocked by raising the 
soft palate and raising the tip and blade of the tongue, that is to 
say a closed position in which the main part of the tongue is 
shaped nearly as for /s/; while the stop is being held, air is 
compressed by pressure from the lungs; when the tongue is 
removed from the teeth ridge, the air escapes through the 
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mouth; the removal of the tongue is performed in such a way 
that the effect of the homorganic fricative /§/ as audible from any 
following sound is reached; the vocal cords are not made to 
vibrate. 
The formation of Itl may be expressed shortly by defining it as a 
voiceless, unaspirated palate-alveolar, affricate, consonant. It 
has only one chief subsidiary or variant as [6] e.g.-
/crca:, brcca :, srca/ 
18. [eh] - The formation of /eh/ may be expressed shortly by 
defining it as a voiceless, aspirated, palate alveolar, affricate, 
consonant. It has only one chief subsidiary or variant as [eh], 
e.g.-
/eha:kat, paeheha: [ehoti karha:i:]/ 
19. / j / The principal member of the Hindi A/ phoneme is formed like 
lei except that the local cords are made to vibrate so that Voice' 
is produced during the articulation of the sound. The formation 
of the sound may therefore be expressed shortly by defining it 
as a voiced, unaspirited, palate-alveolar, affricate, constant. It 
has only one chief subsidiary or variant as [j] e.g. 
/jetua:, bija ro:, a:j/ 
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20. /jh/ - The formation of the sound may therefore be expressed 
shortly by defining it as a voiced, aspirated, palato-alveolar, 
affricate, consonant. It has only one chief subsidiary or variant 
as [jh], e.g.-
/jha:r, jhanda:, bojh, bujhaina/ 
21. /m/- The principal member of the Hindi /m/ phoneme is formed 
as follows. The mount-passage is completely blocked by closing 
the lips; the soft palate is lowered so that, when the air is emitted 
by pressure from the lungs, it posses out through the more; the 
tongue is held in a neutral position; the local cords are made to 
vibrate so that Voice' is produced. The formation of the sound 
may be expressed shortly by defining is as voiced, bilateral, 
nasal consonant. It has only one chief subsidiary or variant as 
[m]. e.g.-
/ma:la:, k9-ma;l, ka:n/ 
22 /n/ - The principal member of the Hindi /n/ - phoneme is formed 
as follows:- The mouth - passage is completely blocked by 
raising the blip of the tongue to touch the teeth - ridge; the soft -
palate is lowered so that, when air is emitted by pressure from 
the lungs, it posses out through the nose; the local cords are 
made to vibrate so that, when air is emitted by pressure from the 
lungs, it poses out through the nose; the local cords are made to 
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vibrate so that 'Voice' is produced. This formation may be 
expressed shortly by defining the sound as a voiced alveolar 
nasal consonant. It has four chief subsidiaries or variants. 
[o] - The distribution is Aleve-Palatal nasal consonant and is been 
used before Aleve - Palatal phonemes only. 
[n] - The distribution is velar plosive nasal consonant and is been used 
before velar plosive sounds. 
[n] - The distribution is Alveolar nasal consonant and is been used 
before alveolar consonants. It is been only phonetically 
important in the northern part of Bulandshahar as a separate 
phonemic entity. The free-variation could also be shown as -
Prana:m - prana:m 
Pen - pen 
Pram - pra:n 
23. Id- This consonant is primarily articulated by the trip of the 
tongue touching the teeth-ridge in such a way that though there 
is complete closure in the middle of the mouth, yet a passage for 
the air is left one or both vides of the tongue; soft palate is in its 
raised position; the vocal cords are made to vibrate so that 
'voice' is produced. This formation may be expressed shortly by 
defining the sound as voiced lavender lateral consonant. It has 
only one chief-subsidiary as [I]. 
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Note: In some northern part of the analytical area another variant [I] 
which has alveoli-palatal quality is been used, 
e.g.- /eot, ea: ldha:l, kha:l/ 
24. /r/ - The chief subsidiary or variant is [v]. This could be defined 
as alveolar later approximant voiced consonant, 
e.g.-/ra:sta:, khe'-re, us'-ppe'-r/ 
25. Is/- It has chief subsidiary or variant as [s]. This is termed as 
alveolar voiced fricative consonant. In the sub-dialed in its 
southern part this is been used in place of/§/. e.g.-
/s8-nt9-ra:, ms'-ssa:, bhus/ 
26. /si- It has chief subsidiary or variants [s]. This is termed as 
Alveolar, Palatal, Fricative consonant, in its pure form 
pronounced in Moradabad, Meerut, Rampur, and Bareiily. 
In the effected area of Braque in southern dialect this is been 
used as /s/. 
27. /h/ - The letter /h/ denotes the sound of pure breath hearing a 
free passage through the mouth. This letter is used in 
transcribing Hindi and many other languages to represent any 
one of the sounds produced when the mouth is held in a vowel 
position and air is emitted through the Urdu open glottis. The 
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different varieties of /h/ are known as breathed glottal fricative 
consonants, since the friction produced by the air passing 
through the glottis is the feature common to ad of them. It has 
two chief. Subsidiaries or variants. 
[h] - This is glottal voiceless fricative consonant. Which is been used 
in the word initial position and in medical position between vowel 
and consonant and consonant and vowel, e.g.- /h9|, ma:h/ 
[h] - This is glottal voiced fricative consonant. It has been used in 
between the two vowels as - e.g. -/ma-hila:, m9-hi:na:/ 
Normally, in the end or final position of the word the sound /hi is 
been eloped either or seems to be heard like a vowel. This property is 
variable in the dialect of this area. 
28. M - It has two chief subsidiaries as -
/w/- Bilatrial, voiced, semi-vowel consonant. Which occurs in 
worid initial position as a second member of a consonant cluster, 
/v/- Latria - dental, voiced, consonant, which occurs 
elsewhere, 
e.g. - /vEsa:, S9-va:l, ta:v/. 
/y/- It has only one chief subsidiary as [y]. Its distribution is 
Palatal, voiced, semi - vowel, consonant, e.g. -
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/ya:r, pya:r, pa:y/. 
After the vowel and conjoined with it y and form the diphthongs 
which is been discussed earlier in this chapter only. Note: In the Urdu 
speaking area [q,kh,G,2,f] the phonetic analysis of these is not been 
viewed. In the khariboli dialect there phonological importance has 
been highlighted but its southern part of sub - dialect these are 
pronounced just like as - [k,kh,gj,ph]. 
3.5.a Pronoun 
The words which are used in place of Nouns are termed as to 
be pronouns. Now-a-day this definition has becomes quite debatable. 
But at this place not indulging in the debate related to the pronouns 
rather the analysis is been done on the pronouns used in our 
analytical area from west- Dadri, Sikandrabad, Bulandshahar to 
Moradabad, Sambhal, Bilari, Chandausi in Badaun - Ginnaur, Bisoli, in 
Bareilly Aanvala, Bahethi, Pilibhit, the rairnes of Nainital which is 
touched by the Sadar Tehsil area and up to the Mithik Tehsil of 
Rampur district. 
One point is to be remembered in case of pronouns is that like 
in Noun morphs forms the words are available for the derivation of 
Feminine words it is not usual or rather not available in pronouns. 
Always they are in neuter gender and their gender decision is made 
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on the basis of the sentence and also on Adjective, verb as well as 
related to the context in which are used. 
3.5.a.i Gender Decision- On the level of sentences 
From the Adjectives 
i. m£ tote chota u: (-me tumse chota: hu:) 
ii. me tote choti u: (-m^ tumse choti: hu:) 
From the Verb: 
i. tu:go ka:m keb ksrego? (-tu:v9h ka:m keb kerega:?) 
ii. tu:go ka:m keb keregi? (-tu:v9h ka:m keb karegi:?) 
According to the context only: 
i. me to hemesa: esei: keru: (me to hemesa: esehi: keru.) 
ii. me to hamesa: esei; karu: (-Feminine sentence - me to hemesa: 
esehi: keru:) 
From the above analysis we derive that the pronoun words won't 
inflect for gender. 
There are two types of pronouns (Singular and Plural) cases 
(Indeclinable and Declinable). 
Hindi personal pronouns distinguish three persons (First, 
Second and Third), two numbers (Singular and Plural) and two cases 
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(direct and oblique). Second person plural pronouns distinguisfi two 
different degrees of respect (familiar and polite). Third person personal 
pronouns may further be specified as either proximate or non-
proximate. 
First Personal Pronoun 
Basic form or Derived Post position - me - e.g.- m£ ja:he, m£ 
ja:ta: hu, m£ ja: tu. 
Basic/Root Singular Plural 
Indeclinable-/m9-/ 
Declinable - /ma-/ 
/ -£ / 
/o-i/ 
h 
h 
Derived Post position - /ham/ 
Basic/Root IVIorpheme Singular Plural 
Indeclinable - /ham-/ 
Declinable - /ham-/ 
h 
h 
h 
h 
Relative Pronouns with Relative Adjective: 
l-ol 
l-ol 
/-£-9nu-9ne-9nne/ 
Gender Root Morpheme Singular Plural 
Masculine- Indeclinable /mar-/ 
Feminine-Indeclinable /mar-/ 
/-a:-o/ 
l-ol 
h 
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Masculine-indeclinable /mar-/ l-el 
Feminine-Indeclinable /mar-/ l-i: 
Masculine-Declinable /hamair/ l-el 
Feminine- Declinable /hama:r/ l-v.l 
Second Person Pronoun 
Derived postposition- /ta/- e.g.- bheiye/ tu: ka: ja:ga:? 
(bha:i:tu:k9ha:jayega:?) 
Root Morpheme 
Indeclinable - /tu:-/ 
Singular 
/U.7 
Plural 
/urn/ 
Declinable- /ta-/ /oeoi/ /-um um-e/ 
Basic Second Person Pronoun with relative Adjective 
Root Morpheme Singular 
Masculine Indeclinable /ter-/ /-a: 6/ 
Masculine Indeclinable /ter-/ /i-e/ 
Feminine Indeclinable /ter-/ / i : / 
Feminine Indeclinable /ter-/ l-v.l 
Root Morpheme Singular 
Masculine declinable /tumha:r-/ 
Feminine declinable /tumha.r-/ 
Plural 
h 
h 
h 
h 
Plural 
/-6e/ 
l-v.l 
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Third Person Pronoun: Distant Proximate Pronoun 
Derived post position - /gu-vu/^ 
Root Singular Plural 
Indeclinable- /ge-/ /be-/ /-u/ /-ve el 
Declinable-/ge-//be-/ /-va.7 /un, unan, a: 
ne, unke/ 
This pronoun could also be used as an adjective but this usage 
is only in singular form, e.g.-
gwa: (bua:vba:) a:d8mi£bula:e 
gu (bu) a:d9mimoti:bur6se 
gwu: a:d9mi£ bula:o (In Badaun, Bareilly etc.) 
guvcriteric? 
Nearest Proximate Pronoun: 
Derived Post position- /ye, vo/ 
Root Singular Plural 
Indeclinable - /ge-/ /je-/ /ye-/ /be-/ l-el f-e/ 
Declinable- /g3-//]9-/ /-ye-/ I-MQ-IJO a:u:/ /o a:u:/ /-in, - unn£ 
Interrogative Pronoun: 
The interrogation Pronouns are of two types as-
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1. Person or alive 
2. Object/thing or non-alive 
Derived Post position- /ko, ken/ 
e.g.- /koa:o/-/kcn a:ya:/ 
Root Singular Plural 
Indeclinable- /ke-/ /kcn/^  l-ol, l-ul l-ol /-(p/ 
Declinable- /ke-/ /ken/ /-a:/, /- 9/ /-in/, /h/ 
2. Objective/thing or non-alive interrogative Pronoun-
Derived Post position -/ka:, ksha:/ 
Root post position Singular Plural 
Indeclinable-/ke-//ken/ /-a:~a:y/ /-a:/~a:y/ 
Declinable- /ke-/ /-a: / /-in~in he/ 
Indefinite Pronoun: 
1. Person indicator indefinite 
2. Object/thing indicator indefinite 
Person indicator indefinite Pronoun 
Derived Post position /koi:, kouVe.g.- koi:gir6e. (koi:gira:h£). 
Root Singular Plural 
Indeclinable /ke/ /oi.ou:/ /-oi: a.u;/ 
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Declinable/ke-/ /a:l: a:u:/ /a:in a:u:/ 
a:o yoisifio 
isi: inhlyo 
inhl: ka:usln 
Object/Thing indicator Indefinite Pronoun 
Derived Post position- /kechu, seb, sag/ e.g.-/k9eheu gh cpeo cpusoE/ 
(k9chr9kkha:he) 
Root Singular Plural 
Indeclinabie-Zkachu:-/ /sab-/ /sag-/ /-cp/ 
Declinable-/k9chu:-/ /S9b-//-(p/ /-oyoairnje/ 
The special usage of/ka:i: and kau:/ is also found, e.g.- in tehsil, 
Khurja- mejab k9:i: m£ j9b k9lli a.yo ka:o. These two /ka:i: and ka.u:/ 
respectively seenns to give the meaning of/thi:- tha:/. 
Each form of Indefinite pronoun is used as an adjective. 
Relative Pronoun: 
Derived Post position-/jo/e.g.-jounne kahi: soburi: kahi: 
Root Singular Plural 
Indeclinable /ja-/ l-ol l-ol 
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Declinable /Ja-/ /-a:/ /in inan anne/. 
Reflexive Pronoun: 
Derived Post position- /so/ e.g.- jokha:tta:sopitta: 
(jokha:ta: ££opi;ta: he) 
Root Singular Plural 
Indeclinable-/sa-/ /-o/ /-o/ 
Declinable- /ta-/ /-a:/ /-e in inan/ 
In the northern part of relative pronoun it is been helped as a 
form, e.g.-
Indeclinable-joja:ne so tame 
Declinable- ja:kekha:eta:ke ja:e gi:t 
ja:ne j£ so karoe ta:ne £soi:bharo£ 
j£so kanno t£Soi: bhanno 
Interpersonal Pronoun 
Derived post position- /a:p/ - e.g.- /m£a:psibha lu:ga:/ 
(m£a: psambhal ja: u:ja:). 
Root Singular Plural 
Indeclinable /a:p-/ /- cp/ /- (p/ 
Declinable /a:p-/ /- (p/ /- cp/ 
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Declinable /Je-/ /-a:/ /In Inan Qnns/. 
Reflexive Pronoun: 
Derived Post position- /so/ e.g.- jokha:tta:sopitta: 
(jokhaita: ££opi;ta: h£) 
Root Singular Plural 
Indeclinable-/S9-/ l-ol l-ol 
Declinable- /te-/ /-a:/ /-e in inen/ 
In the northern part of relative pronoun it is been helped as a 
form, e.g.-
Indedinable-joja:ne so ta:ne 
Declinable- ja:kekha:eta:ke ja:e gi:t 
ja:ne je so keros ta:ne £soi:bh9ro£ 
j£SO kenno t£soi: bhgnno 
Interpersonal Pronoun 
Derived post position- /a:p/ - e.g.- /m£a:psibh9 IQ:ga:/ 
(nn£a: psembhsl ja: u:ja:). 
Root Singular Plural 
Indeclinable /a:p-/ /- (p/ /- cp/ 
Declinable /a:p-/ /- (p/ /- cp/ 
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/a:p/ is also been used as a personal pronoun. But it remains the 
second of third person and when used as interpersonal then /a:p/ 
comes in all the three persons. 
Personal Pronoun Interpersonal Pronoun 
First Person - hhhhh First Person-m£a:psibh9/u:ga: 
Second Person- a:p kajaiiree^? Second Person- tu:a:psibh9lle 
Third Person- a:pja:i:j9ggor9h9t£ Third Person- thua:p sibhalega: 
This Is also forms Relative Adjectives as-
Masculine singular 9pno, gpna: 
Plural 9pne, 9pne: 
Feminine gpni, gpni: 
e.g.- /gpna: ka.mu a:p kenno ca:hie/,/9pne vgrdh ka:e/ 
3.5.a.ii Compound Pronoun 
The combination structure of pronouns is been found as follows: 
1. Relative Pronoun- Indefinite Personal Pronoun: 
e.g.- jo/koi: -jokoi: 
ja:/ka:i: -ja:ka:i: 
ja:/ka:u: -ja:ka:u: 
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2. Relative Pronoun- Indefinite Illative Pronoun: 
/-kschu/e.g.-
Jo/k9chu - joksChu 
3. Indefinite Pronoun- Indefinite illative Pronoun: 
sab/ kefihu - seb kechu 
ssg/ keChu - seg kschu 
4. indefinite Pronoun- Indefinite Personal Pronoun: 
S9b/ koi: - seb koi: 
sag/ koi: - sab koi: 
Interrogative Adjective- eso, VESO, JESO, jeso, keso, t£SO 
Illative Adjective- itta:, - itnc (itta: - ittc/, utna: - utnc (utta:-uttac): 
itna; - jitnc (jitta:-jittc), kitna:- kitnc (kitta:-kittc). 
Number Adjective- tte, utte, kitte, jitte, titte, itne, utne, kitne, 
jitney, titane, kitek, jitek, titek, jE, kEu: 
e.g.-
jE -jE ca:hclE leu 
kEu: - mopE kEu: ciJE 
3.5.a.iii Gender 
With the Noun and Pronoun the gender decision is also been 
made earlier normally from conversion of Masculine to Feminine 
following Feminine affixes are been added- i:, in, iya:, eni:, ni: 
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I-V.l Feminine words formed from this suffix-
/ghora:/- /ghori:/ 
/chora:/ - /chori:/ 
/gora.7 - /gori:/ 
Kumha:r/- /kumha:ri:/ (kumha:ri: bsni) 
/-in/ - na:i: - na:in 
puja.ri - puja: rin 
C9ma:r-C9ma:rin 
ma:la-ma:lin 
/-iya:/ - vit era: - vitcriya; (uple rskhne ka: stha.naur prska.r) 
Buddha: -burhiya: 
cu: ha: -cuhiya: 
gujha: - gughiya: 
/-a:ni:/- seth - setha:ni: 
jeth-jetha: ni: 
/-ni/-ja:t-ja:t9hi 
J9ma:da:r-j9m: da: r9hi: 
m9zdu:r-m9zdu:rni: 
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In the muslim dominated areas like Sambhal, Bilari, Rampurthe 
muslim people add /a:/ to form feminine words as - e.g.- kha: lu: -
kha-.la:, maliken - melika:, sa:heb- sehaba: 
In some words of conversion the whole word changes e.g.- ner -
ma:da:, beta: -bahu:, sa.la: d-sarej (serhaj). 
3.5.a.iv Number 
In Sanskrit there are three number but in Hindi according to 
grammarians there are only two. Some general description as follows: 
a:- ending Masculine words into plural-
Singular 
ghora: 
Other Masculines 
sa:dhu: 
l-ending Feminine 
sa:dhu: 
ghori 
Other Feminine 
Singular 
ciriya: 
Plural 
ghore 
sa:dhu: 6 
sa:dhu: 6 
ghoriya 
Plural 
ciriya: 
Affixes 
Singlaur Plural 
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6riya: ciriyo - 6 
kita:b kit:b6 - o 
bahu: bahuio - 6 
/-en/ and /-ne/ Plural affixes are also been used In this region. 
Using /-an/ affixes the plural can also be formed as-
e.g.- geva:r-geva:ran, gama: ran Affix 
kumha:r-kumha:ran, kumaharan /-ah/ 
e.g.- aji: un, gama: ranta kahdeu kahdeu kiul leg ku: 
bhagi a: ve, nahi tobca.re ma:re jadabe beka:r mei: 
in kumha.ran tevclei: kahT: kit urn log hiya: 
ca:ku caka: mat gharo karo, pari geulli: kepatth: 
ka:e kO: ma:nT ge gab tak ki inaki thu: thari: na kuti ja: igi: 
Arabic, Persian Plurals are also used, e.g.-
Affix 
fari:k - fari:ken (Arabic word) en 
va:lid - va: liden en 
sa:hab-sa:hava:n a:n 
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mskain - m9ka:na:t a:t 
p9tva:ri - p9tva:riya:n a:n 
kaiggj - ka:g9ja:t a:t 
deh - deha:t a:t 
ha:kim - hukka.m a:m 
3.6 Case Suffixes 
The form of a Noun or Pronoun which after relating to the other 
word in as sentence is been termed by the scholars as case. To 
express the case relations the word parts ne,ke,s£ etc are been used 
they are been termed as Persarg or Anusag, which is in reality the 
word to word translation of Post position. 
In reality, parserg is a bound morpheme i.e. why they are never 
been used in the free form, but they occur in the conjoined form with 
the declined case forms of Noun, Pronoun and Adjective. 
The suffixes could be divided into two main groups as -
(i) With Transformation 
(ii) Without Transformation 
1- With Transformation - It is a relative meaning indicator suffix 
which is been attached to the Pre-morpheme l\l has two atmosphere -
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IVJ This comes with small differentiation 
/ I / Occurs Elsewhere 
According to Gender and Number relative meaning indicator root 
morpheme is attached with the Vibhekti' with these allomorphs 
Gender 
Masculine 
Feminine 
Number 
Singular 
/-a:o,9/ 
Iv.l 
Plural 
l-el 
Iv.l 
e.g. S9ya:m / ka.becchra: 
§9ya:m / kebschre 
mera bachero 
mero bschsro 
S9ya:m / ki b9chri: (b9chiya) 
meri bacri 
Without Transformation 
Learning Relation showing suffixes other meaning indicator 
suffixes k9rta:, karan, S9mpr9da:n, upa:da:n, adhikargn are without 
transformation. 
/ne/- It express the meaning of a subject e.g.-
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/object and the person meaning indicator/. 
/ku:/ /ku:/- These are been used in Dadri, Sikandrabad, 
Sayana, Bulandshahar, Shikarpur, Dibai, Anupshahar, Badaun, 
Ginnaur, Bisoli, Anwala, Baheri and Sambhal, Bilari, milik etc. 
The example from Badaun is as follows - "criomehc jonn ku: to heg 
OE." Leu ji dhaddsi t roti vijhsra: kituma:re kha:n ku: Jahangirabad 
(Anupshahar)- ca:de cori: kQ:g9e. va: ku: rehdi: me kyu: na: vitha: 
deta:? In Dadri, Sikandrabad is used d3va:l kha:ne ka: bi:gct tsm khu:b 
p9rha:ya:. In milik (Rampur) after all consonant and vowel ending 
words /ku:/ or /ku;/ has been used, e.g.- /seya:m ku;/, /hsm ku:/, / mo 
ku;/, /ya:ku://he/- insgcta:, hapur, Ghaziabad etc. 
/£/ - In Dadri, agota after other consonants and in Khurja, Dankaur, 
Anupshahar, Dibai, etc. after the vowels.e.g.- Dadri-
Kis/e kise 
Bi£/£ vise 
Us/e use (usse) 
In Khurja, Dibai etc-
ya:/ e ya:e 
va:/ e va: e 
mo:/e mo: c 
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Imz/ in Anupshahar, Khurja, Badaun, Bareilly, etc. 
unsn/ne unenne 
vinsn/ne vinenne 
ba.lksn/ne bailkenne 
It/ - In Khurja, Anupshahar, Bisoli, Aanwala, Baheri etc. After other 
consonants. 
hsm/t hamt 
haman/^ hamanne 
tuman/e tumaanne 
The meaning expressing of karan and apa: da:n -/ su:, se, se, te, 
t£, t£, etc. / 
/su:, SE/- Is used in Dadri, Sikandrabad, Agota, Sambhal, etc. 
e.g. - meresu: to usse pslEi lara:i: calri£. 
Jahangirabad a:gesu:a:igai: ci:ti: 
Bisoli apni: kita: bsQ: ccnarho karo 
Shikarpur ma:ma: se kallpi: to mene jhai: ekitum 
va:i:s£ rupiya: kyona; olet? 
/te, t£/- is used in Khurja, Dibai etc e.g.-
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BJsoli 
Khurja 
'sa:re ku: let th te na: dda: rego' 
'un kita; ban tei: kQchu perhi leu, nei: 
To ya: sa; I pa:s - pha:s9u, na:l houge, ya: 
Teto khch £sl:i: ma:lik par rsi: £kl 
turn na: ihou ge pa:s'. 
The suffix used to express the menaing of adhikersn: 
Khurja 
Shambhal-
Sikandrabad-
Badaun-
/me/, /pe/, /par/ 
va:ke ghar me I: ghusoperoe 
'aude pei: sa:ma:n kyu: na: rakh a:ya: 
havya: a:ya: e bhaga:' 
'yu: yojha: to kallu: kasir pari; pargiya': 
'vo Bhiriya: o so roju va: p£ to chiriya: 
ma:go kare, par, va:ke ka:nan m6ju:ena 
r£ go kare. 
3.7 Adjective 
The word which confines and finalises the boundary of the 
meaning of a noun e.g.- ghora:baktad, kahdene s.e pu:ri: p£l ja:ti: me 
keral ghore p£l ka:hi: si:mit arth kabodh hota: h£. This is how the 
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boundary finalises of adjective with a! sortaj nouns. In personal noun 
the adjective with several specialities idendifies with taking only one 
form as- in Nehru ji: maha.n, Nehru ji: was a personality of diversified 
and auspinious character and his personality is been confined to 
g reatness/meha: n/. 
k£sa:, ken sa:, kitna:, kitne (amount and Number) 
kiska: k9ha:ka:, kobka: etc. questions, the answer could be 
sorted out from adjective works, e.g.- jsse, kEssa: (kesa:) Icra: £? 
Chora:, ka: rochora:, etc. Feminine adjective as - bhsli chori, chotic 
chori etc. 
kcna:- kcnsa: lemda: e? /chella: lameda:, u:, 
ti.sera: lamda: etc. kitno - 'kitnogehu; tama.ri: tspsriya: 
me bhso menbher bijhara: la:ideu. Kitne (kitte) legare 
va; kharE ? Kiska: Icda:? Baibra: mka: lcda:n thei: 
khsda: e? kaha: kedhor? jangsike dhorgi:ina: rat bata: oto 
bhala: kabki: £? Puraine j9ma;ne ki:ima: rat£. 
On the basis of meaning the types of Adjectives are as follows: 
1. Adjective of quality 
2. Adjective of quantity 
3. Adjective of number 
4. Adjective of Relavity 
5. Imperative Adjective 
1. Adjective of Quality: Which reflects quality of a noun or 
pronoun e.g.- berhiya:, rcfiha:, bura:etc. 
2. Adjective of Quantity: From this the quantity or amount is 
been reflected e.g.- itta:, kitta:, jitta:, itno, kitno, jitno etc. 
3. Adjective of Number: From this the Definite, Indefinite 
number reflected e.g.- pa:uva:, tiha:i:, cctha:i:, ek, ca: r, ch 
etc. (The number indicating the group) 
Podi:, gsnda: (case group) davjQn, kori:, (bi:s) sera:, 
(to know the sequence first, second) 
Quality Wise- dugni:, ccguni:, ethguni 
Indefinite- dgsiyo, etc. 
4. Adjective of Relativity: The Adjectives which establish the 
relation between jo and isi with its jis etc forms. 
5. Imperative Adjective: In this sa:, j£sa:, i:-affixes are added 
and form the words as j£ st:, £si: and S9n:l kha:etc. 
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The types of Adjectives on the basis of usage 
Qualifier-Adjective: ©echo chora: roj gh6ta:i:lia: tmehc dhoi: letve. 
Joccdhc bhihu l<a: bheobolen ca: Jenko. 
(Tehsil BIsoli Badaun) 
Adjectival Adjective: bhct khapsu: ret, kemkhapsu: ret. 
Khcu: tebhct cpsu: rstE. In this way one adjective is showing 
the quality of another. 
Predicate Adjective: This is also termed as equal weight age adjective 
(S8nna:n edhika: rviSesan). It also expresses the quality religion, 
introduction etc. of nouns e.g.-
p8kka:a:m mitha:hota:h£. 
The types of adjectives in the sense of structure: 
1. Root Adjective Word: e.g.- eccc, buro, bheddc etc. 
2. The Adjective which are formed by the addition of affixes and 
suffixes e.g.-jhagera: lu:, parhekku:, mohen, ka: gharetc. 
3. Affixes joined adjective: dublo, parhakku:, mohen kagharetc. 
4. Compound generated adjective: adh mara:, b9lhi:n etc. 
5. Phrasal Adjective: jaldi - jaldi bha: gato bar ghu vovati bhai: 
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Iuga:i:a:gei:ja:irai:e 
The adjectives are formed with each and every word. 
i. Special Noun Usage: /ts/ comes in the adjectival usage fo 
noun words e.g.- boro bhegi: £. (bsra: nikristv yekti) e.g.- sent 
kebi: rda:s, vibhisend etc. 
'votonira:v£l£' nipet geto sa:v bilkuf bhimu 
'E. In this be I and bhi:m are functioning as adjectives 
ii. Many adjectives are formed while adding prefixes, affixes 
and other words with nouns e.g.-
a. Prefix+Noun- /-pre/ - /presidh, pervel (prebsl), /nir/-
niguni:, nirdhen/./dur-/durjen/. 
Similarly other prefixes are used to form the word form-
b. Noun+Affixes - /iK/- /senik/, /in/- /k9sa:in/, I'v.l- kesaii:/ etc. 
c. Compound formed Adjectives: By addition the other 
words in the starting and ending of nouns the 
adjectives are formed e.g. 
dherma: tma:, dukha: nt, du: rsndesi:, dukhda:i: etc. 
d. By adding /sa:/ in the sense of comparison with nouns 
adjectives are formed e.g.- ca: dsa: mukhra:, ka:ka: ki-
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darhi: ka:r6 - to bhisend, tse- so ka:r6 ru: s (ru:i:) so 
narem vi6chu:ko sodenku etc. 
e. sariikha:, S9ma:n, bara: bar etc. are joined with the nouns 
and behaves like adjectives e.g.- gu to terc ba: pusari: 
khoe. are! paggal tu: yu: kyu:na: sikijhata: ak bha:bhi bi: to 
ma: koi: barobar hovs, tave ke sama: n ka:ra: cr mcra: £, i: 
tu: khab aprie manma simili.jo. (This types of sentences 
are normaly been used in Dadri, Sikandbad, Hapur, 
Sayana, agota etc.) 
f. The case form of noun relatedness is also an adjective 
e.g.- asok kila:t, pa: davo ka kila: etc 
From the pronouns to adjectives except first and second person 
pronouns all other types of pronouns are used as adjectives e.g.-guto 
bilkul gadha: z. Tumhe k^n si: kita:b ca:hiye. 
Sometimes accorss the river Ganga in Badaun this type of usage of 
found. aresa:b! buma:e va:i:t bhala: kabau: bhula:i:ja:tie. 
From Verb to Adjective: The adjectives formed form are termed as 
participle adjectives. These are of several types as 
i. Present tense participle: By adding (-ta:) to the form e.g.- voto 
ram dilha: na, rotha:, kha;tta:, pi:tta: aru: lara tta: hua:i: margiya: 
(In Dadri, Sikandrabad, Hapuretc). 
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ii. Past tense participle: /a:, i:, el after adding, 'dsb daba:i:bh9i: 
a:khin te je sei: nriEnegu dekho to kshon Isgoki geya: bakhet phir 
ksbs u: ha.'t na:l a:vc. 
[The adjectives can be used in this forms in Khurja, Dibai, Rajghat, 
anupshahar and access the river Ganga]. 
iii. In the general forms of verbs - ba:la> va:ro etc. are been joing to 
form adjectives as-
kha;na va:ro, pimanva: ro, Kama: n8va:ro, in the same way kha:u:, 
ksma:u:, lera:u: etc. 
indeclinable: By adding affixes and some indeclinable words are 
used in root form as adjectives. 
e.g.- from ba:hsr to ba:h9ri:, bhiter to bhiton:, etc usne to is ka: aur ka: 
aur metlab nika: ra:, 'ka cacr ru: ppenT: cee aur 
(this type of sentences are used in Dadri, Sikandrabad, agota, Hapur, 
etc) 
From Adjectives only some other types of adjectives are formed. 
i. From number to sequential, frequentative to community wise 
and other types of adjectives formed. 
e.g.- from /do/ to dugna:, du:9ra;, do - do etc. 
ii. The usage of Definite in the for of Indefinite number adjective-
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a. By adding in complete number adjective lol e.g.- ti:no, pa: 
CO etc. 
Isd- It gives are group indication /se/- e.g. 'bi:siy6 
e. Using one (ek) for indefinite meaning- e.g.- eka:vb£ eru: 
duissra: ji:vbE yu: sCcha: gsr dia: vka:t rekkha:, k9di, 
eka:dh milet to C£h s£ bethene de. 
This type of uses are also found at the time of survey-
e.g.- 'ere saibleppeki: to ba:t9i: du:sari: he bhela: meri: kya: 
h9Sti: hejo ms a: pka: muka; bila: keru:.' 
(Tehsil Milik, District Rampur) 
'ecche- scche ku: hsmne ek-du: serete (a:ps9me.) I9r9t 
m9t dekhee.' (Khurja) 
f. /s9b, behut/, etc are used as adjectives with plurals, e.g. 
S9b gur gob9r h£ geoe. (Bisoli) 
g. In definite quantity indicator nouns, plural affix 161 is added 
to form indefinite indicator, e.g. 'per (kh9liha:n) me meno 
9na:j vikhi rcp9roe, va: cgmri ya:l; te kehdeu ja:ike silo kilo 
bi:n Igkhegi; ngi: to gi dheronajcso i: ja.igo (Khurja South). 
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Adjectival phrase- the word group which functions as an adjective is 
termed as adjectival phrase. 
a:mi:n- (a:m6) kebojh tenehi: bh9i:da:rbhala: cche girti: 
i. mere nek ba:hir rahbe mei: tumpe kechu bi:juri:p9ri: gei: 
ii. gu to siJEti: rang kiikheddar kokurta: pshne bheo o. 
V. tuma.esoibe ko bekhetsb na.l rahyo. 
V. unne vobhct dinente tel pia:i: bh9i: lethiya: nika:ri: 
aur phir £si: C3la:i: kesab ga:kui: tama: sea: igayc. 
vi. arevo saimrie diva:ra:i lagi: hui: ghari: dikha:i:na: dethi: £sa: 
andha: 
These adjectives are analyzed on the basis of the dialects of our 
analytical area. 
3.8 Verb 
In Hindi languages spoken area there are several regional sub-
languages or dialects are spoken, whose verbal words are basically the 
structural properties of tense, voice, meaning, person, number and 
Gender indication. Each verbal word has any one or more than one 
quality among these. 
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In our analytical area the verbs according to morphemic structure 
can be divided into two as simple and conjunct verbs. 
According to the above viewpoint any verbal word can be put in any of 
the groups as-
i. Form (Zero vibhakti- with affixes) 
ii. Form (Number person indicator vibhakti affixes) 
iii. Form (Gender number indicator participle affix) 
iv. Form (Participle affix and helping verb) 
The above points are to be discussed in full and elaborately, 
i. Vowel ending 
ii. Consonant ending 
Vowel ending 
Root and conjuncts are two groups in which they could be 
divided normally forms and in long vowels. 
Vowel ending: Root 
Non-nasalized vowel Nasalized Vowel 
ja: 
pi: sT 
p£-po (voti pona: ya: ssnana:) te (to hurry up) 
kho (khona:) kho 
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Vowel ending: Conjunct 
prersna: thek affixes- /a:/ or /va:/ and name 
From affixes- The combination with /ya/ 
csbu: /a: - Ssba: cab/ or / va: - csbva:/ 
ksr/ a: - ksra;, ker/ or /va: - ksrva:/ 
Root- Consonant ending 
In these forms the root vowel is of both types as long and short 
e.g-
/pa:t/ (-pa:t9na:), /ka:t/, /da:l/ (phcksna:), /bhck/ 
(-ghuserna:), /bor/ (duba:na:), /gir/, /eel/, /ker/, etc. 
Short Consonant ending forms 
These forms an be divided into two the softness of-
Consonant ending forms- e.g.-
/sa:dh sadh/ - sa:dh9na: - ssdhena; 
/li:p lip/- lipsna: - lipna: 
/pi:s-pis/- pi:s9na:- pissna: 
/pu:r-pur/- bhsrsna: - bh9rja:na: 
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/poc puch/ - saifkerarna: - sa:fho ja:na: 
/pi: pib/ - pi:na: /ksh ke/ -k9h9na: 
/ga: gsb/ - ga:na: /pe peb/- rati: pcna: - banaina: 
/chu: chuv/- chu:na: 
/kho khub/ - khona: 
/sT: sim/- si:na: 
The sandhi rules can be established in both short and long 
forms of vowels in this form as follows-
a: 9 
(:,e i 
u:,o u 
e i 
In the standard Hindi these short forms are normally not 
available. The active voice meaning expression is taken by conjoined 
verbs. In the analytical area these forms are used in ample. 
gsb/ va: gsthba: (ga:neva:le) 
gsb/ ve gsvbu: (ga;neva:li-va:la in both genders) 
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g9b/9iya: gebiya: (game va:ia:) 
gab/a:J: geba:!: (ga:neva:la:) 
g9b/a:i: gsba:i: (the reward of singing) 
g3b/a:ut gsbaiut (gsvaina:) 
Note: /g9ba:ut/- an example from pilibhlt is as follows-
"jack suni leteki jog a:v9t 
acchohe va:se jabajajti: g9va:ute:. 
"jotc S9sur ma:rima:ri keg9ra:ut£". 
The two forms of verbs: Transitive and intransitive the verb which 
has no object is termed as to be intransitive verb, e.g.- "vah g9o" 
The verb which has an object is termed as to be Transition verb, 
e.g.- "voghargao" 
3.8.a Helping Verbs 
There are also helping verbs which are used to substantiate the 
principal verb which is taking up the load of a subject or object. On 
their functionality can be divided into three parts as:-
i. The verbs which are used to help the expressions used to 
indicate several meanings and tenses, e.g.- hi, ho, h£, but all 
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are with gender, number, vibhskti - dsvys. These are sometimes 
used as main verb e.g.-
guparhohE - V9hvidva:nh£ (main verb) 
gunne perhohe - usne perha: h£ (helping verb). 
ii. The assistance of /ja:, ho/ is also been found by the language. 
To express the active voice meaning tiran t:y and participle 
affixes are been used in connection with. 
iii. These verbs except giving their independent meaning, 
sometimes in consonance with the main verbs the give an new 
look to the expressions i.e. in combination with main and helping 
verbs they form the conjoined verb forms. 
Here the first group is been realized as the helping verb-
i. Present Tense Form-
First person 
Second person 
Third Person 
ii. Past Tense Form-
Singular 
hu: u: 
he, £ 
h£, £ 
Plural 
he, £ 
ho, 0 
h£, £ 
Singular Plural 
Three persons tha:,ha:,o, the,he,e 
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hstuo hstae 
iii. Future Tense Form-
Singular Plural 
First Person hou:ga:, hega: hoyege, hovege, hoge 
Second Person hoga:, hovcga:, hoysga: hoge, hovege, hoyege 
Third Person hoga:, hovEga: h6ge, hovege, hoyege 
These forms come in the form of helping verb but these are not 
as a dha:tu form but are the compound forms of dha:tu. In these the 
first part is /hou:, hove, ho ho etc. and the second part as /ga:, ge/. In 
this way adding the future sense the helping verbs are /ga:, ge/. These 
/ga:, gi:/ only are used in other forms as /kha: yega, celege/. 
In reality /ga/ forms in fromed with two bha:tu:e but now /ga/ is 
been used as an affix i.e. why these forms are not as compound 
sonsidered as roots. 
Singular Plural 
First Person hou: ho, hove, hoe 
Second Person ho, hove, hoe ho, hoo, hovo 
Third Person ho, hove, hoe ho, hcve, hoe, hoye 
Approximate Past-
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Singular Plural 
In all these Persons hota; hote 
This is been termed as appreoximate past or approximate future 
can also be said. 
Tense structure: 
The tenses are of three types as past, present, future and the 
verb in any tense may be complete or incomplete. According to mood 
the verb may be definite, approximate, commanding suspicious, 
indicative etc. may be of many types. 
According to the structural pattern tenses are of two types as-
past tense, conjunct tense. 
3.9 Socio-linguistic level 
3.9.1 The Borrowing 
a. Phonetic or Phonological level 
Many Hindi speakers employ several other sounds (k, kh, g, z, f) 
that are not part of the indigenous inventory of consonants, these 
supplemental consonants have come into Hindi as a result of the 
borrowing of vocabulary from non-lndo-Aryan languages. The source 
languages possessed consonants not corresponding to native Hindi 
ones. When the vocabulary items were adopted, some semblance of 
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the pronunciation of the sounds in the language of origin was also 
adopted, some employ them only in particular words; others use them 
in precisely thoe instances where they are stymologicaly justified; still 
others pronounce them not only where they are etymologicaly justified 
but in the place of the sounds that would be signified were the 
subscript not present. Thus, many Hindi speakers pronounce [i\ not 
only in Persina -dervied words such as hafta but also in native Indo-
Aryan forms such as phekna. 
In the Urdu speaking area (q, kh, G, z, f) the phonetic analysis of these 
is not been viewed. In the Khari Boli dialect there phonological 
importance has been lighlighted but its southern part of sub-dialect 
these are pronounced just like as -(k, kh, g, j , ph). 
b. Word level 
In Hindi there are lots of vocubalry items which are been 
borrowed from not only urdu language but also from the English 
language as well we can highlight certain examples as followes: 
renjh - 'dukh' 
'rsjastri' - Borrowed from English Language 
mubarak ho - 'badhai ho' 
ret - 'mitti' 
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begum - 'wife' etc. 
These type of borrowings are common both in Khari Boli and 
Braj Bhasha dialects and sometimes these words are being 
pronounced much lil<e the Hindi words in the general speech. 
3.9.ii Code-Switching 
In Hindi language specially in Khari Boli and Braj Bhasha 
dialects certain examples are found as part of code switching in the 
both the dialects themselves. For example: 
• pe-psr 
mez par pustak he 
chat pe sheela khadi he 
• £0 
yehitha: 'In khurja or ery near to Braj' 
-yah - In Khari Boli specially in Dadri Sikandrabad etc. 
Mene usko eo to dekho tho veh kahan gayo 
EO to vahi ladka he jo abhi yahin tha. 
• bh9leu: - bhsle hi: 
turn bhaelu na yeh kam karo men to karungo 
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bhale hi veh na aae main to Jaungo 
Tiiese are been commonly used in Aligarh, Etah, Mainpuri, 
Sikandrabad and create a sort of some times meaning change. 
• su:p - cha:j 
These two words are used in the sense of good thing in the 
usage of wedding ceremonies in the folk literature specially folk songs 
which are sung by women specifically. 
• uple - kende 
These words are being used for denoting the same thing 
prepared by cowdung in Khari Boli and Braj Bhasha but not at the 
same time and in the same sense. 
uplon ke proyg se bimariyan door rehti hain. 
kendon par khana banaya jata he. 
• umss-ghsmss 
umes ke karan dam ghutne se unko pareshani ho rahi thi. 
ghamss ke mosam main anek smassyain utpan hoti hain. 
• miduka: - medhgk 
barsaat ke mosam main bahut sare medhak nikal aate hain. 
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Miduka ko uchhaino achcha na mano jato he. 
• keleu: - kelevsr 
• a:ega: / a:vega.7 a:vego. 'to come' 
• lia:vega: / l£a:vego / lea: vga: 'to bring' 
Standard Hindi Dialect of Bareilly and adjoining areas 
• muhjorne kotohogeya: - mehajonna ko to hegao 
V9h tumha: re gher per hogsya: - o tuma:re ghar pe to he gao. 
3.9.iii Convergence 
In Hindi language the process of convergence is very much 
prevalent in the areas of the dialects where they are spoken specially 
khari boli and braj bhasha are normally conjoined that form they are 
being pronounced some what in the same manner as a-ending or o-
ending dialects as there speciality of pronounciation. We can highlight 
some of the examples from the convergence of kanauji with braj in the 
areas of near about kanauj region or the bareilly dialect. For instance 
the process of going is been described with the help of the gayo - gao. 
Some more examples are: 
In Khurja, Dibai etc 
ya:/£ya:e 
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va:/ £ va: £ 
mo:/ £ mo: £ 
/m£/ in Anupshahar, Khurja, Badaun, Bareilly, etc. 
unen/ne unsnne 
vinen/ne vinsnne 
ba:lk9n/ne ba:lk9nne 
HI - In Khurja, Anupshahar, Bisoli, Aanwala, Baheri etc. After other 
consonants. 
h9m/£ h9m£ 
h9m9n/£ h9m9nn£ 
tum9n/£ tum99nn£ 
The meaning expressing of k9r9n and 9pa: da:n -/ su:, s£, s£, te, 
t£, t£, etc. / 
/su:, s£/- Is used in Dadri, Sikandrabad, Agota, Sambhal, etc. 
e.g. - meresu: to usse p£l£i l9ra:i: C9lri£. 
Jahangirabad a:gesu:a:ig9i: ci:ti: 
Bisoli 9pni: kita: bsu: ccn9rho k9ro 
Shikarpur ma:ma: s£ k9llpi: to m£ne jhgi: Ekitum 
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va:i:se rupiya: kyona; olet? 
/te, t£/- is used in Khurja, Dibai etc e.g. 
Bisoli 
Khurja 
'sa:re ku: Ist th te na: dda: rego' 
'un kita: ban tei: kechu perhi leu, nei: 
To ya: sa; I pa:s - pha:s8u, na:l houge, ya: 
Teto khch esl:i: ma:lik per rsi: £ki 
turn na: ihou ge pa:s'. 
The suffix used to express the menaing of edhikeren: 
Khurja 
Shambhal-
Sikandrabad-
Badaun-
/m£/, /pi/, /per/ 
va:ke gher me i: ghusoperoE 
'eude p£i: sa:ma:n kyu: na: rekh a:ya: 
havya: a:ya: e bhaga: 
'yu: yojha: to kellu: kesir pari; pergiya': 
'vo Bhiriya: o so roju va: p£ to chiriya: 
ma:go kere, par, va:ke ka:nen meju:en9 
r£ go kere. 
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3.9.iv Elision 
Normally the sounds of "he" and "u" are being eloped or their 
elision takes place and this could be seen the region from before 
Ghaziabad to Ganga and even also from the crossing of Ganga to 
Ram Ganga and upto Pilibhit this elision could easily be noted. 
• In simple verb form, principal main verb /secondary main 
verb/ helping verb. 
m^: csleno 6a:u: hu 
tu: coleno ca:e: h£ Western Area 
u: celano ca:e h£. 
me: csleno hatu: 
tu: calano ca:h9t e Eastern Area 
jo ju Calano cahat e 
m£: calaha: ca:u: hu-
tu: calana ca:e h£ North-eastern Area 
bu: calena ca:e h£-
Principal main verb in the form of verb indicator participate. /Secondary 
main verb/helping verb 
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me use ghere khero u 
tu use ghere kh9ro e: 
u: USE ghere khero e 
me use ghere khara u: h 
tu: use ghere khera: he 
bu: use ghere khera he 
m£ va:i ghere khera: u: 
tu: va:i ghere khero e 
ja: va:i ghere khero e 
"Western Area 
North-eastern Area 
'Eastern Area 
In the eastern area where in the form of complete verb indicator 
participle nasalization is found but in western area dadri, sikandrabad, 
sayana etc this is not found, e.g.- ghee - gehe 
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004310-Qme^f^Mme (^iu4;^ ^ 
e&terfi/ 
CHAPTER - 4 
SOCIO DESCRIPTIVE STUDY OF THE DIALECTS OF 
WESTERN HINDI: FOLKLORE AND PROVERBS 
This chapter provides a description of foll<lores as well as the 
proverbs and idioms, which are being used freely in the western 
dialects of Hindi. They are being used in the folk literature in the form 
of symbols for denoting culture and ethnic diversity of that particular 
area and region. Attempt has also been made to classify the use of 
folklore and proverbs in terms of gender. 
4.1 Why study Folklore? 
Folklore has assumed significance for both pedagogical and academic 
reasons. It provides a description of and makes a reflection on the 
cultural, behavioural and mythical ethos and context of the group 
which have hitherto not being given any importance in the study of 
civilization. Besides pedagogical considerations, folklore as a means 
of generating social engineering makes an interface with mass media. 
Different founds of folklore like folktales, folkdramas, riddles, proverbs, 
etc. have been effectively used in mass media either to communicate 
a moral lesson in an amusing way, or to serve as a good device for 
memory testing (through the use of riddles) or to create an outlet for 
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mental tensions (through the use of folksongs). The study of folklore 
has received much attention and it is regarded as one of the most 
important and effective Instruments of social engineering, teaching and 
research. One may, in fact, observe a significant change in the 
teaching and research of Indian civilization in the U.S., change, 
because regional languages, like Tamil, Bengali etc. were added as it 
was felt that no longer were Sanskrit and classical India deemed 
enough to represent the "many Indias". Ideas like the "Great and Little 
Traditions" became important in anthropology, and the controversy 
over them stimulated the search for finer detail and more adequate 
conceptions. This necessarily meant two thinks: 
(a) deepening our understanding in the regional languages, to go 
beyond literacy and text to the pervasive, non-literate, verbal and non-
verbal, expressive systems: tale, riddle, dance, game, curse, gesture, 
design, folk-theater, folk-healing and folk science; and 
(b) integrating this knowledge, with our knowledge of classical systems 
carried both by Sanskrit and by the standard regional languages. 
This academic pursuance of the study of folklore may force us to 
re-examine the notion of the Great and Little traditions carried by 
Sanskrit as a "father-tongue" and by the standard regional "mother 
tongues", on the one hand, and looking into the complexities of 
difference and interaction as a result of dialects, or the so-called sub-
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standard, sub-literary world of folk materials, available at the disposal 
of the literate and the non-literate, on the other hand. Such an 
exploration would enable us to understand whether there are just 
broken-down classical mythologies, garbled versions of what we 
already know, or there are alternatives, as well which have not been 
acknowledged by the written texts? In this we might find co-existent 
"context-sensitive" systems, held and used deftly and pervasively to 
perceive and solve the culture's special dilemmas. 
Since folklore displays similar surface structures, with different 
functions, uses and meaning, it provides useful means for making 
comparison between cultures. For instance, a proverb like /diya tale 
andhera/ "It's dark under the lamp" occurs in hundreds of versions, 
within and outside India, and it means different things in different 
cultures, even in different contexts within a culture. 
Such contrasts with other kinds of materials, like written 
literature, historical records can also effectively provide a means for 
testing certain schemes of representation. For instance, universal 
schemes can be contrasted and compared with the other kinds of 
materials. South Asian folklore is a good place for such testing. From 
teaching and research point of view such a comparison between South 
Asian and Western materials as well as comparison between folk and 
classical materials, would be instructive. 
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4.2 Folkdrama and mass media 
Of the different forms of folklores, it is the folkdrama that plays a 
crucial role in mass media. It has great appeal to all sections of a 
society because of its audio-visual character. All are drawn to dramatic 
forms, and like the Nigerian proverbs, folk drama combines more than 
one objective. Different forms of folklore serve different purposes, but 
folk drama in particular performs several functions at the same time. It 
is not only of great appeal, but is also closer to the psychology of the 
people. In traditional societies like India, where modernity is still 
confined to the upper strata of the society, the traditional media of folk 
operas, drama, ballets and so forth, are more appealing to the masses 
than the modern media like the radio, cinema, and television, which 
the lower strata do not have access to. One might take advantage of 
these ways as traditional types of communication are more effective 
and appreciated by the masses. 
As an instrument of mass media, folk drama is more effective in 
such societies because it easily combines entertainment with 
instruction. It easily reflects past history of a particular region. Its 
performance is also very economical, for it costs almost nothing to visit 
a folk theatre in Indian villages. Its staging does not require great 
expenditure. This is the reason why hundreds of men, women and 
children assemble to participate in folk performances whether it is the 
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Jatra of Uttar Pradesh, the Khayal of Rajasthan, the Swang of 
Maharashtra, the Bhawai of Gujarat, the Ykshgana of Karnataka. 
These folk performances last throughout the night and the spectators 
do not show signs of fatigue even after a whole night performance. 
This also explains how close such forms of folklore are to the minds of 
the folk. 
4.3 Types of Folkdramas 
Indian folk dramas, according to their subject matter, can be 
classified into three broad categories: 
a) The religious type of dramas. These are a sacred means of 
communication. 
b) The socio-religious type of dramas. These are semi-sacred 
means of communication. 
c) The social type of dramas. These are secular means of 
communication. 
4.3.(a) The Religious type of Dramas 
The Ramalila and Raslila of Uttar Pradesh and the Yakshgana 
and Terukutta of South Indian may be said to belong to the first 
category. They are a sacred means of communication because of the 
dominance of religious themes in the subject matter. The Ramlila is 
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basically on opera. It Is a musical drama where main events of god 
Rama's life are performed by many characters. 
The Raslila is a dance-drama centred around the romantic 
episodes of Radha and Krsna who are immortal gods of love. Although 
very popular in the western parts of Uttar Pradesh, it can also be seen 
in other parts of the country. It is known for its circular dance action in 
which the cowherds narrate and sing the themes of Krishna's love and 
the pain of separation. Throughout this regions Raslila was the chief 
instrument for carrying the message of the great religions movement 
known as bhakti during medieval times. 
The Yaksagana of Karnataka state is based on the sacred 
stories of both Rama and Krishna, with inspiration from the great 
puranic scripture, the Shrimadbhagwat. The ten incarnations of Lord 
Vishnu are mostly performed in open air. However, the incarnations of 
Matsya (tortoise) and Narashmha are most popular. 
Also performed in open air is the Terukutta of Tami Nadu. 
Popular gods of the Hindu pantheon like Ganesa and Siva are 
propitiated in the beginning followed by the anecdotes of child Krishna. 
4.3.(b) The Socio-religious type of Dramas 
Under the type of folk drama we may consider the Jatra of 
Bengal, the Khayal of Rajasthan and the Maach of Madhya Pradesh. 
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This type is partially sacred in nature. It is an admixture of religious 
and non-religious material. 
The Khayal of Rajasthan in quite well known for its excellent 
use of dialogues and the folk speech, so much so that several poets of 
the 18''' century used it for philosophical purposes to preach ideas of 
immortality of the soul. 
The Maach of the Malwa region in western Madhya Pradesh is 
also semi-sacred in character and communication, although it 
developed under the religious influences of 19'^  century. The regional 
background remain predominant in this art form. Older Maach were 
composed around the episodes of Raja Gopichand who renounced the 
world under pathetic circumstances. Stories of the devotees like 
Prahlad were also the main plots of maach. Presently the maach are 
composed on the mythical themes of Pauranic personages or around 
epic characters of Ramayana and Mahabharata. 
4.3.(c) The Social type of Dramas 
Also referred to as a secular means of communication, this type 
includes the Tamasha of Maharashtra, the Bhawai of Gujarat, the 
Nautanki of Northern India, the Bandi Father of Kashmir and the 
Swang of Hariyana and Himachai Pradesh. These secular forms of 
folk dramas have wider acceptability and they can be channelized into 
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a strong means for the propagation of quick socio-economic change in 
the society. 
The Tamasha of a traditional form of drama in which the female 
dancer is the main centre of attraction. It was patronized by Maratha 
royalty during the 18'^  century. Songs of lovers and of dejected 
heroines were its common themes in the past and it was known for the 
use of "Lawni" meter. 
The Bhawai of Gujarat is still in its older form, serving mainly as 
a means of entertainment. All the actors enter the stage dancing and 
the theme is introduced through juicy dialogues in the beginning. 
The Nautanki of northern Indian was once famous for its 
amorous themes and was popularized by the Parsi theatre. Its gaudy 
costumes and lively folk tunes were a source of entertainment. The 
actors used to deliver long speeches in verse while entering the stage. 
Now, however, the popularity of Nautanki is decreasing. Its thematic 
elements have been utilized for the higher, the literary type of drama. 
The Bandi Father of Kashmir is intended to depict social evils 
and social inequality and its lively satire is superb. It is still popular 
because it has served as a media of strong satire. 
The Swang (or song) form used Himachal Pradesh and 
Hariyana, literally means performance based on imitation. The 
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situations or persons imitated can be either adapted from social life, or 
taken from history and romance. It is a metrical play in which prose is 
inserted as a stylistic device, in what is otherwise a play in verse. The 
prose-verse mixture carries over the theme in an interesting way. 
Swang are generally composed on social themes, hence it is easier for 
them to attack the evil in society. They are a true mirror of the 
movement toward social realism in literature. The theme of the swang 
is loosely constructed; it moves slowly at the beginning and the tempo 
builds as the story reaches its climax. They either have moral intent, or 
cast satire on many several evils. The songs, the dances, and the 
prose narrative carry the whole theme and there is no division into 
various scenes as such. It is performed in an open theatre. 
Swangs are usually performed during birth ceremonies or 
marriage ceremonies or at festive occasions, especially the winter-time 
festival of Diwali. There are independent professional parties who 
perform the Swangs. Actors are called "Swangis", i.e., the persons 
who enact the Swang. The members of the party are mostly farmers 
who work on the field most of the year. They are free after Diwali, and 
hence have time to move from one village to another performing 
swangs. Besides entertaining, swangs depict salient features of local 
culture, popular beliefs and superstitions of the people. 
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In a study, carried out by Trilochan Pande from the University of 
Jalalpur and his colleagues, it has been found that an item presented 
in a swang consisted of the following five episodes: 
1. the episode of a sadhu; 
2. the episode of kanchan; 
3. the episode of ranjhu and phulmu; 
4. the episode of garad, and 
5. the episode of gaddi. 
As a leading form of folk drama, it is also most popular in rural 
areas in the adjoining states because of its secular character. Its lively 
scenes and folk conversational style attract much attention from the 
audience. If compared to other types of folk drama, the swang is less 
expensive and more appealing, and, therefore, combines most of the 
qualities of a powerful mass media. 
4.4 Prose Narratives 
There are basically three types of prose traditions among the 
Lok-Sahitya specially related to the above five dialects. These are as 
follows-
1. kahani 
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2. katha 
3. kissa 
4.4.(a) Kahani 
Kahanis are stories, which are often humorous, are not explicitly 
religious work, though they may contain morals such as, "do not overly 
indulge in sweets", "treat your father-in law properly" etc. 
4.4.(b) Katha 
Both Kathas and Kissas are myths, however, they occur in two 
different types of religious performances. As a result they are told by 
different sets of people and their contents and structures show marked 
differences. The katha is a mythological story usually recited or read in 
conjunction with a particular ritual form, for instance the fast (vrat). 
There are different fasts for each day of the week and for many days in 
the monthly or annual cycle. Each fast contains thee basic elements: 
the actual abstinence from food, the reading of the appropriate katha, 
and the worship (Puja) of the deity honored on that day. The katha 
then, is a fundamental part of a more complex rite. 
4.4.(c) Kissa 
Examining Kissas reveals different characteristics. Kissas are 
also mythological stories, but they do not occur in the context of a 
ritual. So whereas the telling of kissa is a religious performance, it is 
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not a religious ritual. Rather, kisses are told as entertainment and 
instruction, either to while away boring hot summer afternoons when 
there is little field or housework, or to fill the winter hours of darkness 
before sleeping, or whenever time and circumstances allow. Like 
kathas, kisssas are peopled by gods and goddesses. But whereas a 
katha is concerned with providing justification for ritual acts and 
focuses on a main character who becomes a devotee to a particular 
deity, kissas provide no ritual justification and focus primarily on some 
type of hero or heroine. For example, one kissas begins: "So above 
the earth in the sky and above the middle world is the village of 
Hastinapur. There lived five Pandavas- Arjun, Bhim, Nakul, Jujishthar 
and Sahdev." The kissas continues with one of the many adventures 
of these famous brothers. 
The ritual/non-ritual orientation of the kathas and kissas is 
reflected in both content and structure. Kathas are based on a 
narrative framework of distress/happiness: within this framework, the 
distress of the individual is relieved by the action of the deity. That is, 
humans worship the gods and receive boons from them. Gods and 
goddesses who do not give boons are considered unworthy of 
worship. This narrative structure can be schematized thus: 
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gods 
distress > boons/worship • happiness 
men 
In contrast, while kissas often have the narrative framework of 
distress/happiness, happiness is achieved by human actions, not by a 
God's boons. Thus, kissas do not present the same picture of the 
relationships between humans and Gods. Several factors result. First, 
kissas lack concern with and terms for devotional religion. In the katha 
of Tuesday, Hanuman acted from his daya (mercy) a critical term in 
many kathas. Likewise, kathas emphasize vrats and other acts of 
service and worship. These terms and their associated ideas are less 
evident in the kissas. 
Other contrasts to kathas are also evident. Kissas are longer, 
more involved and more redundant than kathas. Any little or great 
traditional mythological episode can be a kissa and any kissa can be 
told at any time. Further, with the exception of some kathas read by 
priests, kathas and kissas are read or recited in sexually segregated 
groups. 
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4.4.(d) Differences between Kathas and Kissas 
To summarize the differences between, kathas and l<issas, it 
may be mentioned here that the l<athas have the following 
characteristics: 
1. a fixed narrative theme: namely a devotee finds happiness. 
2. • devotional (bhakti) themes and terms are prevalent. 
3. present an explicit model "for" social action 
4. Transmitted by a ritual specialist or woman 
5. use of pamphlets to guarantee authenticity 
6. a limited number of katha, determined by the weekly and 
annual cycle of rituals. 
The Kissas on the other hand, have these characteristics: 
1. a story about some hero or heroine 
2. bhakti is not a dominant theme 
3. do not urge particular actions by humans, more common with 
model "of reality 
4. (usually) transmitted by male story tellers who can be also of 
any caste and occupation 
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5. use of pamphlets merely to add to one's repertoire (The 
pamphlet is not read aloud) 
6. any mythological event can be the basis for a limitless 
number of kissas. 
4.5 Poetic Narratives: Songs 
Religious traditions, which are sung as part of the poetic 
narratives are much more varied, whereas the religious traditions 
which are part of the prose narrations are relatively easy to distinguish 
and handle. Some poetic forms are connected to rituals, such as 
women's songs at life-cycle rites, but may not have overtly religious 
content, for example the songs of abuse sung by the bride's female 
relatives at weddings. Others have religious content, such as the 
ballads, honoring mythological heroes but are only marginally related 
to ritual activity. 
The most prevalent songs are songs of devotion, called Bhajan 
and Kirtan. These are sung by both men and women, though in 
sexually segregated groups, on auspicious occasions. For instances, 
on the night of krsna's birth, these bhajan or kirtan are sung. There is 
some variation in content and theme between men's and women's 
devotional songs and a great deal of stylistic variation, especially 
between upper-caste males and all others in the village can be seen. 
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The singing of devotional songs is a group activity, wliich is often led 
by locally acclaimed singers. Although bhajans and kirtans are sung to 
acknowledge devotion to the deity of the song, there is often no other 
religious activity associated with them. Singing them is the ritual. 
Collections of these devotional songs are readily available in pamphlet 
or book form and are used primarily by the upper caste men. 
4.6 Prose Narratives in Bra} Bhasha 
4.6.1 LokKatha 
In Braj Bhasha to narrate the stories there are many ways as 
well as various manners in which stories are narrated in Braj Bhasha 
for the purposes like recreation, self knowledge etc. These are 
basically told by maternal grandmother and are generally referred to 
as "Nani Ki Kahani". The tales or stories which are being told on 
certain occasions or for having certain motives can easily be described 
into seven types as: 
i. Dev Katha 
ii. Camatkaron ki Kahani 
iii. Kaushal Ki Kahani 
iv. Jan Jokhim ki Kahani 
V. Pashu pakshi Ki kahani 
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vi. Bujhoval ki Kahani 
vii. Ji vat ki Kahani 
The above types could easily be divided into four major categories as-
a. Anusthanik: These are stories narrated especially on vrats and 
are related to women. For instance the stories narrated in the month of 
kartik everyday; others related to different Gods & Goddesses. The 
stories on Bhaiyadu:j, Ahoi, Athe, Karva Chautha, etc. are necessary 
to be heard in the above mentioned festivals. 
b. Vishwas Gathayen: The stories on which story teller has full 
faith and are being told on the completion of the work and are being 
termed as ethological in English. 
c. NitI Gathayen: The stories which are being formulated for 
certain occassions. 
d. Manoranjan Sambandhi: The stories which are for 
entertainment for young children narrated especially by grandmother. 
4.6.1(a) Types of Lok Katha - Some Description 
In Braj the enlarge form of folk in general people is with the help 
of Lok Gathayen or Kathayen. Hence, we can say that the stories in 
Braj in one section are found in which the historical relatedness and its 
proof is being found till date. These tales or folk forms which are being 
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narrated on certain festivals or vrats are called as Anusthanik tales. 
These tales are being narrated and heard by women with full fervour 
and obedience for that particular occassion. For example we can here 
narrate some of them as follows-
A variety of texts about, vrats are used in this study. The most 
popular is the Sri Satyanarayan vrat Katha. This manual is used by 
the priest when asked by clients to perform a katha, usually to alleviate 
some difficulty, but sometimes to accrue merit. It is also the most 
popular vrat katha among Hindus residing outside India. This manual 
comprises a Sanskrit text and a Hindi translation. Most publishing 
houses of religious literature have their own version under one rupee. 
The pandit reads the Hindi kathas to his clients during the ritual 
performance. 
A second text is the Sukravar Vrat Katha. This manual contains 
the rules and katha for the performance of a vrat in honor of santoshi 
ma, the contented Mother. This katha is given only in Hindi (or other 
vernaculars). Along with santoshi Ma rapid ascendance as a popular 
Goddess is a proliferation of manuals for her worship. The rules and 
kathas are read by the worshiper herself (or by some literate female). 
Moreover, in north India, worship of santoshi Ma is an exclusively 
female practice. 
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Similar to these two manuals is the Saptvar Vrat Katha. This 
contains the rules and kathas for the vrats of the seven days of the 
week. I have not seen version with Sanskrit renditions of the rules and 
kathas and would guess that none exists. The vrat kathas for the 
various days of the week can also be obtained individually. 
These types of manuals are remarkable for their consistency: 
aside from dialectical differences they present the same rules and 
stories, that is, they are almost totally standardized. The other set of 
texts used here is not standardized. These are manuals containing the 
rules and stories for the vrats and festivals of the twelve months rural 
(Barah Mahine Ke Vrat Aur Tyauhar). Stories, rules, dates, and so 
forth, all vary rather dramatically. Because these larger manuals with 
many stories, cost considerably more than the ones discussed above 
they are less popular and not every publisher has produced a version, 
of although there is evidence of its growing use, especially as 
households begin to prosper under the green revolution. 
Another group of devotional songs is distinguished from the 
bhajans and kirtans because they specifically honor devi, the goddess. 
There are three categories of songs for goddesses: here again both 
text and context are critical in distinguishing then and only when we 
know their use and users we can properly interpret them. Of the three 
types, jas, chand and sumire, only jas are used in a specific ritual 
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context. But all three types are not normally sung except on occasions 
in honor of a goddess. All of these songs are most prominent in the 
spring and summer when goddess worship is prevalent, as people 
attempt to obtain protection for the hot and rainy months ahead, (see 
Babb 1976). 
We have then seven categories of songs: bhajan, kirtan, chand, 
sumire, jas, phag and varni. Women with their special concern for 
goddess workship, are the prime singers of chand, whereas men know 
the sumire and jas. Lower cast males, with few exceptions, sing the 
Holi songs, and women sing bride's" songs. 
All of these songs are religious songs associated with specific 
concerns and groups: the transmitters, who are in fact religious, 
specialists, are not recognized as such by great traditional hinduism. 
Most of these songs are not yet recorded or published, yet they are 
critical to understanding the symbolic significance of these rituals. 
Even if these texts were recorded, we would need to examine their 
ritual context and the concerns of their users in order to fully 'read' 
them. 
4.7 Poetic Narratives in Braj Bhasha 
4.7.1 Bhajan 
Your memory comes [to me]. Listen to my entreaty, 
knahaiya. Take across the boad of this traitorous one. In 
the world, you liberate devotees, where are you, give 
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your address to me, oh kanhaiya! Take across the boad 
of this sinner. In this world, there is no one- no kind of 
companion, The songs of the world they are your songs. 
You are mother, father, you are swami and friends, you 
are brother The world is full of sinners. You are coming 
for them, Harari. Shyam, giv dasan. Give knowledge of 
the road, oh cowherd. 
II. The example when Khsna's and Radha's mothers 
are arguing. Your son is black, I will not arrange a 
marriage with you're black son. Your son is as black as a 
dark night. My Radha is as white as the moon shining 
among the stars. Don't say black gopi, mine brightens the 
world. Typing the nose of the snake in the water. To kill 
him, the snake hissed and his body filled write. He is the 
one who graze the cows in the streets of Always begging 
better to eat, how evil he support my Radha? Surdas 
says this: Now my son is small. Keep Radha sitting in the 
house, Leave my Krishna unmarried. 
III. The theme which provides immodest for flog. As 
represented by this very proper sample: 
The sound of Narad plays Holi in the lanes of 
Mathura. In the banes of Mathura, in the lanes of Gokul. 
Filling his of sprayers, he sprayed and all the saris were 
drenched. Oh, he broke jars of curds, n the lanes of 
Mathura. From which direction beloved Radha fom which 
direction Krishna-murari, From which direction Radha-
Shyam in the lanes of Mathura from the east beloved 
Radha, from the north Krishna Murari, and from the west 
Radha-Shyam, in the lanes of Mathura (Wa# 01-1) 
IV. The wiser provide a less proper version, seeing by 
the village dancing woman. 
Bhagvan Krishna is playing Holi in Braj. From 
which direction did the beautiful Radha come, And from 
which direction did Krishna come? They are playing 
phagu [Holi] on the floor with great love. This beauty 
cannot be described by anyone. And in the house of 
Nand, rejoicings are heard. Bhagvan Krishna is playing 
Holi in Braj. Beautiful Radha came from the east. And 
Krishna came from the east, And Krishna came from the 
west. Both are playing phagu on the floor with great love 
for each other, the beauty cannot be expressed by any 
ne...(WC:612) 
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V. The twelve Months of Lalita, 
Who can find a way for me my friend? Shyam has 
gone off with Kubri. In the month of Cait, I am tormented 
by love; In the month of Baisakh, I am filled with sadness. 
In the month of Jeth, heat overulelms my body: I can't 
wear even a light cloth. In Asrk, the dark clouds gathered, 
In savan the east wind blow. In bhadon I could not see 
the hidden path: The ponds and lakes are filled with 
water; In the month of Kvar, shyam did not come to the 
house, In Kartik the sky was lit by lamps. In Aghan, 
Shyam submitted to his first love; My husband was 
taken away. In pus, I suffer from the cold, In Magh, 
without my lover, the cold remains. Pharun comes: who 
will be my companion in playing phagun without shyam 
and withoug babram? Who can find as very for me, my 
friend? Shyam has gone off with Kubri. 
Note: This brief poem known as Barahmasa (ba rahmasi, barohmasi; 
"song of the twelve Months") is representative of a popular poetic form 
in north India. Barahamsa are found in most north Indian languages-
Bengali, Gujarati, Hindi, Rajasthani, Bihari, Punjabi, etc., as well as in 
the folk poetry of the aboriginal tribes. Moreover, the barahamasa 
exists both as a popular form of folk poetry and as a common form of 
classical vernacular literature. The barahmasa draw upon elements of 
both the climatic and cultural calendars to tell a tale or to depict 
emotions. Each month and the relevant action image associated with 
it is described in a line or perhaps in a stage, depending upon the 
authors. 
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4.8 Prose and Poetical Narratives in Khari Boli 
4.8.1.A Folktales 
a. A folktale from district Meerut 
cfTT ^ cfT t 3fhf ^ M ^3Tef chdcll^ v J H ^ I 41>i6|d ^ i f ^ ^ 
3^TT 3 i k f ^ r R 3TM c^ 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^?T I efF^ eTef cj5t e f t ^ ^ 3 N ^ 
H^ ^ ^ f ^ ^ 3TM eft ^ 6[FT 6 f ^ #cT ^ i T ^ t l 3TM ^ vJtM ^ 
cfTT ^ ^6f ^3Tr ( f ^ ^ ^ 3Fr^ cTTTT ^ 5^?7r 3T^ erFT 3TFJr ^ ^ ^ 
H^ cm" ^ sldiuil rfT? ^ 1 f ^ ^ ^ ^ c f j ^ cjTt 6||ci>HI ^ c f j ^ c|?r c^ eft 
efcR" ^ " ^ eTT "^ ^ c j ^ cfTte^ i f f^fcfJc^W I ^ ^ ^ ^ c f j ^ 
f^PTT 3fr? ^ F ^ ^ c^ 3TFIT ^ STR ^ ?^TF ^ ^TITTTI e f t ^ ^ c f ^ 
^ f ^ v j f t ^ c f t ^ ^ e n c T ^ i ^ l ^ c ^ f W ^ ^ #?WcT ^3^ 
^ I ^ f3TT| 
^ f ^ cT^ cfJT f3TT cfr ^3^ e f t ^ ^ c^ cfJTTT WU cf§t 3 ? ^ ^ ^fR 
f^FTR cf5^ 3fR cTFtcT 3 T ^ T M T ^ t ^ ^ ^ 3fr^ c j ,^ cfjtr^ ?TaT ^ ^ c^ 
6||c|>HI c^ f ^ c^ 3TFt c^fefcf j^ uFRT ^ ^ ^ | efl^W f ^ ^ ^ '^ 
WT^ cfTt ^ cfT? ^ 8^1 3?^56f? ^ ^ ^ ^ cfft 4)x!cld cf5t e f t ^ eT^ eft 
^ t l cTRTrr ^ e f t ^ ^ 5 ^ m ^ ^ e f t ^ 3TTvJT c^ff c l ^ ^ cT^ gcf^  
ef^ ^ftcpr 3n^ t l 1upr ^3^ c f r ^ ^ cf j^ c}?r WT^W 3 T M ^ sfr TTC^  
eTgcm ^3fT 11 Wrq^W ^ ^ ^ 3 T T ^ ^ f i ^ ^ 3 r 5 t e f t ^ TeTT ^ 
^ ^ ^ e f t ^ t r ^ ^ t l e f t ^ ^ ^ f j ^ ^ efTcTHT >^TW c f ^ r^ 
cf^ c^ i f t ^ ttcTT - ^ t l f ^ WT^W ^ ^ c^ cb-cj^s^ ^ ^ t l 
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if cfj^ cfJT " ^ I #?6[er ^ c f j^ cfft WRW >MdHc1 ^ eft cfjcf cPgc^ €t 
e f t ^ c^ T^ST ^ f ^ 2TTI WT^W CB; cF^ cfteT ^ 3TFTTI 
Translation: 
One day the Emperor Akbar told Birbal to bring home some 
bullock milk, 'otherwise' said he, 'I shall have you flayed alive'. Filled 
with anxiety as to how he was to comply with this- order, Birbal went 
home and lay down on his bed. His daughter wondered at his 
condition, and asked him what was the matter. 'Nothing', said he. She 
persisted in enquiring the secret cause of his evident trouble, and at 
length he said to her, 'the Emperor has ordered me to bring him some 
bullocks milk, "or else", says he, "I'll have you squeezed in an oil -
press". I had no reply to make, and I have come home after having 
accepted 'the task.' Said she, 'father, this is a matter of very slight 
importance. Don't worry i t ' So birbal got up and went up and went 
about his daily business. 
Well, early next morning, what did this girl do but dress herself 
up in all her ornaments and fine apparel, and cary a lot of soiled 
clothes down to the bank of the Jamna, where it flowed below the 
Emperor's fort. The emperor was taking a walk on the battlements and 
saw birbal's daughter washing clothes in the river. 'My girl', said he. 
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'why have you come out to wash clothes so early in the morning?' 
'Your majesty, she replied. 
A Folktale from district Muzaffarnagar: 
Wr^ ^ %^^ WQ\ ^ ^ ^ cft^ 3TTcr % sftF 55t ^\ f ^ ^ ^ T^TeT 
^ «rts f ^ i?tt i r t ^ sTtt f ^ qrc^ ^^ cfj^ ur CR .c^  ^ g c ^ ^  
c^TeTT 7PTT afr? cf?T # 3Tqn[T Tfjef c j r iq^ ^ ^ f ^ | fuTW ^ sft? 
Ft ten 1 ^ vjff \:l>Hydcb ^ ^ >Hl^ cbK c^ vJTTeFTTI T 3 ^ s M ^ J ^ 
^ ^J||c|u| i^ vSvHTI ^5#7F ^^ TTF^ afr afcfj TjJW # W)cHchf ^ ^ ^ f 
^ WT^ c^ f^ f>cT^ ^ft^ c | ^ f ^ t l 3R ^ c r r n j ^ 3RFTPT cf^ t 3N 
^ F v ^ ^ W ^ !^IcTT ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ vJ^TTT ^ ?^FT STcfj #?T ^^3T 
^ F T ^ I 5 ^ 3 r q ^ %|r$t ^ ^ X?cf5 cjTt ^TeT CRT I 
Translation 
One man of two sons were. Them in from the-younger-by-the-
father-to it was said that, 'father, whatever share property-in-from my 
in-share is-coming that to-me give,' When him by property to-them 
dividing was-given, the younger son-by a-few-days after all together 
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made-having distant country-into it-was-wasted-away. When that all 
expenditure-in was-brought, then that county-in famine fell, and he 
hungry became. Then that country-in one rich-man to going got-
himself-engaged. Him by his own fields in swine to feed he-was-sent. 
To him this desire was that, 'whatever husks swine are eating those 
with my own belly I may fill'. Those even to him anyone not used to 
give. Then sense in come having it was said (by him) that, 'my father 
of how many servants to bread is given and I hungry die. I arisen 
having my own father near will go and him to will say, "O father, by-me 
Heven of the and thy presence of great sin was done, now I this for 
worthy not remained that thy son I may be called. Me thy own servants 
in from one of like make". 
Prodigolson's tale from district Bijnaur: 
^ ^ f l ^ c|ft " ^ % ' ^ W^ ^ inw T 3 ^ - ^ 3 ^ f l ^ cFJT HTef 
sTT^  f ^ j 8ff^ f ^ eTK I 5 t ^ tST '^T^ WeT cfj ^ cfv? X R ^ cf^ xRTT 
f^PTT 3 t k cf^ NFTW THeT ^^TTef ^ ^ R>Hi|l 3 i k ^ ^ 3 ^ W^ ^ ^ 
' ^ ^ l "^3^ gccfj Tf ¥fTfr cfjlef ^T^ # 7 cl^ cbJJId ^ cFTT I cR 3^RT ^ 
c^ ^ 3 r ^ c^ W^ c^TcTT ^TRJIj ^ 3 ^ 3 T ^ ^ M ^ ^cR zp^ "^ 
afh? c ^ 3TT^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 f ^ uR ^ 3 w r ^ 3n^ ^ 3 ^ 
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Translation: 
One man of two sons were. Them in from the younger by the 
father to it was said that 'whatever my share of thing is to me dividing 
give." Then him by his share of property having been divided \was 
given. A few days after the younger son all property taken having 
foreign land to went away, and there all property evil conduct in was 
wasted, and him of near anything not remained. That country-in heavy 
famine fell and he indigent to be began. Then that country of me rich 
man of near he went. Him by his our fields in swine to feed he was 
sent. And he those husks with he used to fill and any man to him 
anything not used to give. Again when him to sense came, then him by 
it was though that, 'my father of many labouers to eating for is, and 
that saved remains, and I from hunger dying am. I my own father of 
near will go.' 
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A folk song: Sisram 
v^ fcR3T cp>R cfJT 
cpff f^^m cpT^ ^ 
7f^t g ? c^ "cfFP 
f ^ 'W^ ^ 
^ fcrST cfv?^ ^ 
cpff 3?^T^ 7 ^ 
cF^ rt ^I?^ c f^ ^ 
cpff ^#cfj T#cp c^ %?TT 
o o 
^ f e R ^ c f j ^ cfJT 
cPJt ^ M ancTM ^ 
eft ^T^ ^T^ cf5t ^g^T^ t 
TTfTfoy cf^ t c l W 
# fcRgr ^f^^ cfJT 
Brahman of district n/leerut 
eft ^ ^ ^^66 
cfzff Gftl ' f ^ BfTcft 
f ^ cPT^ cfft TTTcTT 
3TFT W cPT cPTW 
T?cp TtcT "ll^ilcll 
^ ! ^ ^ cf>M ^ f ? ^ 
f ^ uTFTT ^R 6 f ^ 
vJIT c^ ^TeRI uPTTcr 
c f ^ uffTFt ^ 
f^ Wm ER i f ^ 
^^ t% ^ ^TTM 
c g ^ FPT ^ 3 T T ^ 
cfR cfR c^ ^\^i\\ 
31cRI TTR d'tJI^JII 
f ^ i^TFTT ^R t ^ ^ 
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Translation: 
Why, thrust here and there, dost thou, O horse, wander about in 
Illusion? That which is written in thy fate will come equally certainly to 
thee, though thou sit at home. 
Why dost thou tie up they matter hair, why dost thou bind the top 
knot (of a faqir)? In this world have hundred of shaveling ascetics 
shaved their head and died. Why holdest thou under thine arm the 
ascetic's gourd and mace and cup? Why wrappest thou (an insect 
strainer of) fine cloth before thy mouth, and becomest thou a Jain? If 
the heart be not clean then art thou worthless. That which is written in 
thy fate will come equally certain to thee, though thou sit at home. 
Why dost thou cover they today with ashes, and why dost thou 
wear the ascetic's deer skin? Why dost thou torture thyself, and burn 
thy body black in the fire? There is but one and one only path for 
finding the Lord. O one-eyed vain one, tear the veil of ignorance form 
off thy face. That which is written in thy fate will come equally certain to 
thee, though thou sit at home. 
Why with loud cries dost thou endeavour to awaken the invisible 
one? One he sleeps, then who is there who can awaken Him? When 
thou soundest thy tongs, to whom art thou addressing thy cries? It is 
the voice of each heart that he heareth, as is sung in the Vedas 
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themselves. O thou vain, one son of a barren woman, ask thou the 
manner of asking. That which is written in thy fate will come equally 
certain to thee, though sit at home. 
4.9 Lok Sahitya: Classification on the Basis of Gender 
4.9.A Khari Boli or (Kauravi) 
Gender based classification is discussed particularly with reference to 
Khari boli or (Kauravi). 
4.9.A.i Prose Narratives 
Prose narratives in Khari Boli or (Kauravi) are found in the form 
of stories and proverbs, which has its own glamour and usage in 
general concerns. For instance, the stories narrated by maternal 
grandmother (na:ni ki kaha: niya). In these folk stories the notion of 
modality and originality is not found as compared to the literary stories 
written by the eminent scholars of literature or literateurs. They are 
about the souls, lords, kings and queens etc. that is why they are 
consisting of abnormal acts, or supematural and impossible acts were 
been indicated. Almost 65% of the stories start from the wordings as 
"ek raja tha" - there was a king. Some other stories, which are been 
narrated on some specific festivals to mark their significance, are also 
narrated by women. These are Hariyali teej, karva chautha, ahoi etc. 
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These forms of folk literature are basically women centred and 
not male specific. As normally in these narrations the women are 
completely or directly involved in making the festivals more specific 
and authentic through these stories. 
Some mythological stories are also prevalent which are been 
narrated specially by men but women also sometimes take the 
privilege in the way of providing information. These may be related to 
the stories of rebirth, reincarnation, supernatural powers etc. They 
also come a under a part of story narration. 
4.9.A.ii Poetry Narratives 
4.9.A.ii.a Lok Gatha 
Lok Gatha is being termed as pava:ra:. They are for warriors, 
lovers, local or mythical lords and they are so much descriptive that 
many of them require weeks in full narrations. 
They are all women centred as this particular line from a:lha: 
denotes: 
Vi:r parampara: viiregi:: ve, :ransu:rsun£citla:y. 
Some others examples are as follows: 
ciritoy cavriya: bhave (re), chiritoy. 
gharme sundamar, balamtoy pama:rib haivsre 
firanginal matgarvave (re), firangi. 
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Ja:ko pa:ni bho:t bum, meritebiy&t ghabra:ve (re) 
ja:ko pa:ni kuro: piyat mero hivra: ghabra:ve. ciri. 
da:kt9r samrak mati a:ve. 
ten surat mere piya: kl surat, men hi/ki badhya: ve. ciri. 
Suirajmal kaiyath ka: larka: (re). 
Gore badan pe a:y pasUna:, phuilo ka.pankha. 
che challa: dhea.rsi, (sokoi) challo bhari para.t. 
bhavarji: dhallobhari para.t. 
ik dhalla: keka: ran£, (sokoi) 6hore bhai a:p. 
jitia.j do dim su: a.e. 
unme bathe ragrut, khabarmerepi: tarn ki la:e. 
The over all sense of these Gathas denotes the courageousness 
and also a sense of attraction towards the warrior husband and also 
sense of pride in being their wives, since they act in such a manner. 
4.9.A.(ii).b LokGeet 
These include the songs sung in the month of shraivan 
(melhair), ba:r9h ma:sa: and niha:lde. They are been sung by women 
and also by some poets on the thoughts expressed by women on 
certain occasions or in general forms. For instance. 
tiari:, sa.su paini: to btiamemacali, 
hari, sa:su: ku:a pe klieie ka.n na:g, 
majlietodas leiga:. 
hari:, eri: bi.bi: mene toja: na: devta:, 
eri:, biibi: ma:vas ki mage mujhsekhir, 
majhe to das leiga:. 
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The overall sense of these songs denotes the dialogue between 
daughter-in-law and nnother expressing the former's feelings with this 
piece. There are also some lok geets which are said to be depicting 
the love for the country and its well wishes for the countrymen. 
mera: p9tla:ga:t, gha:ghra:bha:ri:se.mera: 
ga:t mera: laijejese larje kadiya: ghais.mera:. 
or 
ca:le ca.ladhar se, ja: nu: hojelpsr ki murga:i:. 
or 
me spni: la:do kujaine ne deu: gi:, 
parhe tota: si:, rate mma.si:, ri.la.ro leduva: si:.mE. 
These songs are sung in which the love for mother nature and 
also for the younger brothers and sisters with a mother daughter 
relationship are indicated. 
4.9.A.(ii).c Dance Songs 
Compared to the simple songs, the dance songs run on a little 
faster track. 
Dance songs can also be differentiated in terms of gender. Both 
use these songs on different occasions. The men's dance songs can 
be seen in swang, nukhad natak and in the songs sung during Holi. 
The females dance songs, on the other hand, are very common on 
wedding occasions, festivals or religious rituals. 
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There are some songs sung by males farmers for better crop yields. 
They are addressed to rivers and tributaries so that they could help 
them: 
msne seb bidh tuhi: msnaii:. 
men sunio nsher tu: max. 
pela: onna: o: dhrsi: e, 
tele ri beholera: ptrraiie. 
tha:i: da:ti:g9i:ri lusen me; 
ka: tta: rijeka: ba: dha: ri bharotta:, 
ca: rQ: tarafme dekh rei. ti:. 
The dream of a labourer: 
me tolle pe khod rei: gha:s, 
ke suser maha: rea: wege. 
susermeha.re a: wege, kega.di: la.vege. 
ga:di:k£ bu: rhe bel femei: lawege. 
With regard to women, songs of seasons are generally available 
in their verbal repertoire. For instance in the month of sa: vsn the 
following types of songs can be seen: 
(i) a:b kid a: li risi riyel parihs peja: li. 
(koi)jhu: lenja: yren ba:s, miya:. 
(ii) a: te ko sa: su: men hema: di kha: u: ri, kebi na beta: u: ri, 
ja: to ku du: gi dikhia:., miya:. 
lili si ghorija: bar, dhole dhole kepre ri, 
a:e he a.dhji sira.t, miya:. 
(Hi) uth uth sa:su merijanm ki beren, seda.i.ki dusmen, 
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Tere mehllo ke cor bha:geja: ye, miya:. 
ba: chal (vstslekshmi) is a widow wiio was the wife of ja:har, she is a 
daughter-in-law of siriyal (mother of jaiher). She is been suspected by 
her mother-in-law. In the above song the lover's eternal thoughts for 
her life partner has been indicated and in various swang's this song 
could be shown in theaters. 
Holi, pstaka: 
This is a male-oriented song which is as follows: 
(i) sr u:dhe nega: de su: dhe hoy, jinki ghor gagan ghahra: ni. 
(ii) kahe candan si h p'r.p ke ka:, men rangat sahaj dale na:. 
During Holi a group of men sing these songs which have the sense of 
making descriptions regarding their heroic deeds and a notion of 
celebration. 
Female Oriented 
ra:jja: naike va:r maciholi. ri maci holi, e macio. 
hampe to raijja: silva: vi nahe. 
ma kaihe ku pahar khelu:gi ho holi. ekhelu: gi. raija: nal ke. 
ab ke has gori holi khe lyo, 
(to) parku: garha: du: sairheno: jori, sa: rheno.jo ri.o. 
This song signifies the act of playing Holi in the house of king nsl and 
all sorts of various acts performed during the festival are been 
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highlighted. There are some more songs which are sung on various 
occasions in kauravi or khari boli which can easily be differentiated on 
the basis of gender. However, these songs are, at times, sung by both 
men and women. In fact, together they perform and sing those songs 
on certain occasions as well as festivals. 
4.9.B Gender based Classification is discussed here 
particulary with reference to Braj Bhasha 
4.9.B.(i) Prose Narratives 
The prose narration in Braj Bhasha could be divided into various 
parts, which are as follows 
(a) Lok kathayein 
(b) Lok Natya 
(c) Lok subhasit 
4.9.B.(i)a. Lok kathayein 
Most of these stories have ethical and moral intent in which an 
epic of mahabharat is been narrated by some saint, specially men. 
Some other narrations like brsht kstha: of guna.dhdy, katha: sarit 
sa:gar of somdev, are based on ra:ma:yan. 
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4.9.B.(i)b. Lok Natya 
Since the earlier times tiie nukkad nataks have occupied 
important constantly position providing enjoyment to people and also 
conveying some values and message to the general masses. These 
nukkad nataks are mostly performed by men, but women also take 
part either in the form of audiences or singing and reciting some songs 
as and if required during their presentation. Some of them are referred 
to as na:grik, r9i:si:, dim, i:ha: mrig, vithi, prehsan etc. 
4.9.B.(i).c Lok subha:sit 
They are basically the song form of the folk literature these 
include the lullabies, small childs, actions while he/she want to amuse 
or communicate with his/her mother. These also include the songs of 
tesu:, jha:jhi: which are sung by the small children before the dsshera: 
(festival of victory of good over evil). 
4.9.B.(ii) Poetic Narratives of Braj Bhasha 
Some examples of poetic narratives could be seen and 
classified as such-
Female Oriented 
The song of god-bhera:!:-
tu:to gerbh dasa: mebari peya: ri la: geri, 
teri mohni mu.rati beri naya: ri la: geri. 
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ja:ko god bhara:!: ki hama: r badha:i: ri. 
The song signifies the beauty of the pregnant woman and wishing her 
on the auspicious occassion. 
soher-geet:-
angana: mejaL ynandia: I ra: ni ko: salya: ne. 
Sa: sul a:v£ carue dharaivE, earned harai:, nag ma:g era:ja: dasrath 
jise. 
The song significies the occassion of seven month of pregnancy 
in which the woman has to perform the various acts for the well being 
of her child. 
For Example song as -
"a:gan dhol dhama ke. Daivas garje, 
uhz bakariya: ra.ja: dasrath to ra.ma: kejaney. 
The song signifies the occsasion in which the groom is being 
compared with Ram the son of dashratha. 
The explanation of Rasa -
kaL to la: gore devariya: mo pe gel calonaja: ye. 
tine sa:ri kama:i: gavaii: rasiya:, gava.i: rasiya: 
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9da: let me da:va: karu: gi rasiya:" 
The song signifies a notion of laugther and making fun of the 
husband or the lover by his partner. 
Some more songs prevalent are -
Maiha:r 
sun sa.sul ri ki sa.ven ke din car viran mere lene neaiyeri, 
sun behuarri mat karsoc vica:r hi dolo tare ghar hi gadha: dau:ri. 
phsgua: 
mast- mahi na: phagun koto koi.ji: vejo khele hori pha.g 
ra:ja:ji koi:ji:v€Jo khele hori pha:g. 
ra.jaji tumse hori jab khelu: mere ti.ka: me nagjan/a: o. 
All the above songs are women centered but in some of the 
cases sometimes men and women both take part in not only singing 
but also dancing on certain special occassions. 
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4.10 Proverbs of Khari Boli 
Hindi 
sT ^ cfJT c f re r 
3fTt ?T8T ^ ^ 
crtcT PlMl>JHI 
and Braj Bhasha 
Englisii Translation/Meaning 
to worship 
to enlighten the surroundings 
to reveal the secret 
the person which can't be believed 
to beangry with 
a type situal 
to get ready for 
to give a good beating 
to take not in a good way 
to be above the world 
to agree with 
to annoy anybody 
to request 
to be angry with 
to be afraid of 
to be hungry of 
versel of a pickle 
to think variously 
to blow the seep in pouring it. 
very heavy beard 
to be friendly with 
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^ ^ vdc1l>!HI 
^ IT? cTFT ^ 
a type of situal 
to evade form 
not ready to do the work 
just see your face 
to request 
to be ashamed of 
to labour hard 
to do the work for achiement 
to be proud of 
to be free from 
wife of blind man 
labour without achievement 
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4.10.i Gender Wise Classification of Proverbs 
4.10.i.a Male Oriented 
<t>^ |c|Of (Prouerb) 3Tst (Meaning) 
2 3f#? ^^FT^ ^qW? 7MT ZcfTf ^ Tjoif 3TcZTcrfeTT F t ^ 
4. 3T^ vT c^  i t ^ eTcra^  feP? f ^ 
5. 3TcPcr ^ ^ ipr qFEfFTT W^KTT t 
6. 3 T c ^ xpTT cfqr "^TTS ^ 
8. sT^ arr (^3TT) ^ ^ , q ^ ^ ^ 
10. 3Tq^ i ^k f^cPf f ^ ^ ^ 
clot cfTT • ^ 
12. 3ng ^ )M, H^lcbM 3T^ RT f^^ Ff 3 T ^ 3TTCT f t ^ W F t ^ 
t 
13. "3TTeRT-^ f ^ j ^ ^ ^ 3TTeRT f^T? ^ f^># cfTt ^FS 
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' ^ ^ F t # " tcfr 1 1 ^KPfr ^ ert^ ^ F^T 
r n f ^ l fcTETcTT clot t ^ "^^ Ft 
14. 3TRT f i^fTit vifr cf5 ,^ vjft ^s f l f ^ ^ c^ "^^^ t ^ ^ eft ^3?rf^ 
15. "^^TR W t 3ff^ ^ TTRrrr ^^ 1^5^ ^ '^cfr( 7^^ PichldHI 
16. 3T^ # amt ^ ^ # amt wj^ m ^mm ff 3TT^ ^m^ 
3TKTT t 
17 3nT=Tt TJcT T T ^ dc^J|x! 3 N ^ ^ cfjt ^3TR c f j ^ ^ cT8TT ^ ^ 
18. 3 T ^ t ^ "jvJTT^ eTcRT cf5t ^ ^m^ F ^ i j f t c f j ^ c^ feT^ 3TTpft 
19. 3 1 ^ FTST, VJ1JMI«T cf^ t 3TTcT 3 ^ FT8T cPT cfjPT ^ f^TcltcrFT 
?tcfr t l 
20. SJk ^ cPt^ ^fecfSft t^FT f ^ ^ ? ^ STPER^ ^ c f j ^ ^ ^ c^ 
21. 3Tcc]T ^ ^OT^ cf| ^ cg^ c^fJT TiTT^ g^cT " ^ cpt f ^ eft cf5TTT^  cjft^ 
22. 3tRR ^ ^ t ^ ^ n t -^r^ TfT^ cne?t ^5R ^ ^ ^ J^TR^ t 
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qcTTcT ?ft ^ ^ Ftcfr? «lcncr T I ^ cFTcfr t 
23. 3 ^ 5 , ^l<^RiJI, ^^ TT^ vj?r ^ ^ 3TT ,^ J|>^R'UI 3 fk T^TTJ^  3T^HT ^ 
f ^ cpra^ IcfTJft cpt "iff ^ siacliri 
24. 3Tt?fr cf^ r 3TFT, ^JScft ^ ^FT ^ ? T ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ cTTHc^mcb ifT 
25. 3TFI 'T^ ^ R ^ ^ F t ^ T ^ C^ efR ^ ^ "jft ?tcfT 7 # 
26. 3 n t ^ ^ ^^TcTFT^ cfcT efyTlt c2jat cf5t ifTcT ^ J ^ ^ 
27. 3TT^ TH^ ^ ^ i r ^ ^ Id l cb ^frf ^EI^ ^JTf^ 
28. cfrrpT ^ ^arr, afR ^^ ^^ ^ ^^  T ^ ^ f T^ J^  aik ^ f M if f^fTcrr 
^3TT 6r|cT -clldlch ^ f 
29. 3TFT ^ eft ^ ^ fRm^ ^ f^^ ^ 'fT W^PTT 3 l k ^ ^ cf^ t cR^ 
^ ^ ^ ^ w r ^ 
30. STFT f ^ fpTQ\. IfNT ^ ? ^ c m uft ^ TFTcTT t , cfF ^ ^ ^ c^ TT 
• ^ 
31. 3Tr? eRW ^ TfR vJTH^^Tc^ 3TNJ?T feTHT 
32. 3TFT ^^Ft c^ ^ f^Ff^ 3Fr^ cfTR ^ Hcldel 
33. 3m[ ^ ^ T v ^ cfft 3fte^ eft ^JcT^^^T^ cfTRj ^ c f j ^ ftfT^ 
cptTTcT 3 T ^ cfJT^ cfTt d J H M I 
34. 3rTFr^ oLII l^^  cTJviTT ^ ^ % J H # ? ^ t ^ f^fcf>fxT ^ 
35. •^ 3CfN ^ 3 i k e t ^ ^ TJETK ^ c ^ ? ^fPFt ^ ^ ? ^ ^TFRT 
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36. vJe^ ^ cfTlcT ifTcT ^ ^ ^ M t 3 f k # : T T V J M W^ 
37. T?cP I ^fcRTT c^ ^ T ^ 6 f ^ ^ H^ef TT^ ^ te v^TFTT 
39. ^ '^TH ^r ^ cIdclK ^ cTfg ^ ^ cfJT sri^Icf^R ^ 
BtcTT 
40. T?cf) ?? FrJIT, ^ F? tfTtr #c?r c^ NFF^RT ^ cfj^ T ^RT t c?t^ 
Ff ;^Mr, c^fiF? ?^r3T 
41. ^ %T ^ T c S J ^ ^ ^ f^TTETR^ ^ T ^ 
42. 3Jt5TT 3 T f ^ , ^ f^v?TH 3 n ^ t c f ^ E^HRt fcTqlcrr c^ cfy\^ % 
43. 3TRfK c^ ^ET^ Rh>HH s f k ^5R STcRT? ^^clr^ ^ T^NT Ft vmcTT t 
44. cfjt eft c^f^R fm -^ " ^ ^cra^ ^ ^ ^ cfjPT ^ c R ^ 
45. cblRiji ^ ^PT wtf^ w r ^ 3 T ^ antor f r m crfg cf^ r #TT 
47. c R ^ efrf^ W^ qf^ ^ ^ K ^ T^J^ TeT 3Tx^ FtcfT t 
48. c R ^ T ^ #cf r ^ efTET TT^  # cb4^H ^ c f ^ i?r cfjpT f^T^ ?JcT ^ 
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vJTTZf " ^ ^ ^ t 
52 . ^ I c f j cJJT ^ cf5tcfR cPT c l ^ c^cTeT ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
53. dp\[^4\ ^ ^3ft cfr M c^bKci f t f ^ '^^ ^ f ^ ^ cf^ m ^ SRCTT 
I vJ!T3fr 
54 . cPRt 6 f c ^ c p ^ eft c ^ ^ "^ ^ eft cf5Ft ^ c f r ^ 
55. chxlc^^l ^ - ^ f^ TffhJT ( f M ^ ) 3Tqit #FrT ^ ^ f ? ^ 
56. " ^ cf>t ^ , cTf%% cf>f ^TcM f^lef Hcldel c^ ^^ TR 
57. ^ 3 7 ^ c^ ^?T?cfr, xT^ ^ c | ^ T ^ gq=cT ^ ^3HT 
58. 3Tc^ ^^TT^ ^  t r ^ PldctHI 3 ? ! ^ W ? - ^ q 7 ^ n^cT 
59. " ^ mi ^ ^TufRT ^3cfR c ^ ^3c1R CPT4 ^ c^ q ? ^ ^ cf^ t 
60. ^ 6f% -^R^RR •% ^ ^ c|7t ^?cR ^ ^ 6 [ ^ i TR^ f 
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f%TTiT vJTTc?r t 
63. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ c h ' l cf7 # ^ ^ TJcfj "jft tcT c^ ^ ? t ^ ^ 
v ^ 3?1f f ^ ^ ^ 3 ^ ^ ^ eTfTFT ^ e f ^ ^ 
^ cPT3Tt ^ fcP? f ^T?^ I 
64. "drTcfT ^3^7^ ^ F # ^ ^ g ^ 3 T f ^ WTcT c f ) ^ cfT^ ^r^ cf^t^ ' f t 
65. qx!^>rfl c|5t iftcT, 'Ttcf CFJT CTFPTT ^ P I - U O : ! ^ F t ^ 
f ^ c f j ^ TTT%, ^ 'WT 3TFHT 
66. v ^ cf5t sllPfr c # ! ^ 3TRTT^ ^ cf^t^ CPT4 l^ TRwr cfT?^ ^ T^ i ^ 
67. ^ ^ c ^ 3Jt? ^ 3Tlf, c f j M c|| ^ m ^ cf^ ^ f ^ i f t 3 M cfrn" ^ 3 f k 
RKC|X!I ^ cF>m c f j ^ c^ fcpr 3 r ^ cftTT 
68. ^ W ^ , ^ ^ F M cfJFT v3TT^  ^ ^ c f j ^ cfTt ^fcRf^f 
69. ^cF^ ^ # ? ^ ^ ' f t ^ cfy?^ 
70. W ^ ^ ^ 5^TTcTr iTRT ^ ^^TTcT ^H^T^ cqcftcf F t ^ ^ ' f t f^TcT ^ 
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72. T^m ^ ^^ FrST3Tt % ^ - ^ ^ T^TcT TTFFTT 
73. eqt ^ ^ R t ctt ^ g ^ WWsfT ^ eft eTPT v J ^ ^ ^ ^ 
74. TJS ^^TcRT f 3f1^ ^ cf^ PT c^ ITRWT ^ e fM ^ ^ ^ 
75. ^ f ^ cfJT ,^ q n ^ T T ^ TTpt ^ M T ^ N ^ ?TTf% ^ 3^?f^ PT I^fFFT ^ 
76. uft f ^HKI eft^ ^TefT c^ ^ eKfTT^ft cf^ T cF^ T fcT^cfRT 
77. ^ cff ^3TT ^ ^^FIT W T cfT -^^ TRT ^STT viffg^ ^ cf>^ # Y?cTT 
78. ^g#fH cfl" * i td^ ^ , qf^ ^ ^ cf>r cR^aff c^  arrT ^ CPCTT sr^jfr t 
5 ^ Ft m^cTT t 
80 . ^Hef f ^ ^ , C - M I ^ K C^ f ^ ^ cfcf^ XT^ cPFf ^ F t ^ 
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4.10.i.b Female Oriented 
cr)6Wci' (Prouerb) STsf (Meaning) 
1. afeff ^ cfjPTT ?^TvJTT ^ ^ xjcfj ^ x f ^ 
2. 3T^ M ^ arrat t g ^ cf^ r F^ cfTcT cj^ r w^m ^ 
4. afen ^ ^cr|t f ^ f ^ ^i\^^ ^ ^ cfj^  3TTT^ efPTf ^ err>T 
7. «ft^  w^ xidi^ci #cfr czntfR ^ ^ 3ik #cfr ^ ^ 
8. 3 n t ^ Ff%^ i^ f ^ ?fr^ ^FRRT Ft W^ 
9. 3 ? c f j ^ cf?r F f ^ ^ cfr ^ FTf^ cfr ^  ^ 3r?TfeRRT W ^ 
10. 3TTfrr cfTT i : : ^ # 3 r ^ ;5R ^TcT ^ arfcT c f ^ cTTcTT ^Tm c^t 3?TO FTcTT 
12. ar^ ToUT^  cfTt ^ efTEfcT fcH czn^ ^fn^ ^ f^r tfr cf?r 3TT?RI 
13. ^ ^?TT^ sfTfT cfTt H ^ H H T^?TT ^^ TJIT ^ M c f j ^ crTeTT 
14. 3T^-3Ttr^ ^qcft s m T - a m r 3TXRT f^cTTsf te ^f5^^ 
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16. 3 n % ^ % TcRfr ^ ^ vJTRr 3 T M ^ ^^gcfT? f r fcf^sM FICTT t 
17. arfRtcfr ^ m ^ c^ STFTt 3FR ^ ^ cf^t^ ^ STRTT 
18. 3Tf^ ^ , iiiJtTfTf W o T c^ ^fJR^ ^ F l ^ ^ f M o T 
^ ^ ^ Wdt t 
19. 3Tf% ^ % ^ ^ ^ f ^ vJTR^^Tcfv? F T I ^ c f j ^ ^ 
20. 3T6f^  eft ^ efN c^ f •^  3Pft ^ ^ fsr^rgT 
21. 3TT# d R w ^ ^ ^ cp^, TffrT 3 n f ^ ^ ? T ^ cf^ ^ cfteTSfT, ^ t 
^ ^ ^P^TRf ^ W ^ efKTT ^ 1% c f j ^ f ^ ^ f^TJTT 
22. 3TT^ W ^ 3mit cfTR, ^T^ cT^ ^nff fuRT^ OT^ Ff NSCPTT ^ cfJFT ef^ 
23. 3TT# «n^, t ^ ?n# ^JFT xFT ^ ^ ^ ^ c^ feR 
24. rfr ^ ^ ^ q? c g u ^ cfjiTI 3 ^ ^?crRf CFTT eZTPT ^ ?^!^ 
25. Sng^ ^ M , 3TT^ T#3H ^ T ^ ^ ! ^ ' f t ^ R 3 f k c T S ^ c^ cZn? ^ 
cf5f^ i r ^ cZTTF #5TcTT ^fv?^ ^n%XT 
26. 3TT^ ^ f^cTlfr 3 i k 3TI^ TftcT cfJT^ ^ >H '^UVl ^ #TT 
27. 3Tr?T^ STTfT, f^TrV^ Tf^ ^ffM 3TmT ^ #r l ^m ^T^ W^ 
28. ^ cf5t ^ i R b ^ eiTjfr ^3cT^ ^ eTPT ^ F l f ^ 3 ^ ^ 
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29. fHcff c^ ^ c ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ n ^ # J T cfr^^ 
30. "^Jncfr Mcb<^ ch>^  i f ^ Licb^^l Tf^ ^ 3^TPTr 
31. 3 f r ^ ^ ^ 'J? ^ eft ^ f t ^ ^ ^ W^sf cf>TTT c f j ^ cf^ ^?TN ?t TRT eft 
32. " ^ % 3n?^ f ^ ePTfcT 3IcRN FPST ^ ^ vJTT^  ^ ^m%^ 
33. ^ cffr ^ftf t "^ cfJT ^ 61% cfTFT ^ftff f M ? t ^ 
34. ^ cf^ t ^ ^ 6|cbRi|| e f i ^ vjfte P i d H I 
35. ^ f ^ WRFf, " ^ f ^ f ^ 5 ^ c^ ^ STfsTcf^  f ^ cT^ 
36. • ^ ^^ TFfJ ^ ^ ^ , cCT^T e f ^ ?TcfFT - ^ %. cfJFT eft ^ m ^ 
^tcf^ 
37. ^ ) ^ ( M r ) vd^lRiJI ^ ^ i^JcTcT f % ^ ^ cfJFT ^ 3THT 
38. cfJT3 cf§t F f e m T?cf>^  «IR xTScT i? ^^^I-Tl XJcfj f t efR Ft Wf}^ %. 
39. • ^ I ^ cf>T^ ^ g ^ c f>T^ f ^ j ^ eTSvJrr vJHcfj efjcT ^ f ^ J ^ 
3 l k l e t ^ y c f j ^ f ^ clom ^ ^ xRPf 
^ 1 
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40. ^ f e H t ^ s f t f ^ -EIT ,^ 6ic^ cf5t^ % ^ ^ CJ5TT ^ 
41. ^TFff cf5t f^fhrncT sfT^ ^T^ ^ T f ^ f ^ > ^ ^ cR^ 3 i k cfft^ ^ ^ fT 
42. ^ I ^ W^ ^ M ^Mr 3TTT^  3TN f^v?^ ^ ^ T ^ FtcfT 
t 
43. vJTTcT cf?r TTTTf^, c R ^ 3 f k ^ ^fR^ff ^ j ^ ; ^ 
44. •^ Jcfj eft Ridl-cj 3 i k ^ ^ r ^ W 7 f ^ 3 t k 5 ^ cPT f r F^FRT 
46. "^  ^^!^^ ^ 3Trn" VJI^M! ^ ^ ! ^ WT^ cfRF^ 3TcFT ^ W^PTT 
47. ^ ' R cf?r ef t^g^, ^fRT ^ ^ ef^ r r? ^f5^ 6fT^ c^T^ 
48. ^fftcfr cft^ ^ ^, W^ ^ ^ ^ g^fNfcT ^ aTePT 3TFRT 
49. ^fM ^ %r , cFJcfTeft cfRTcfRTR czjar ^ ^ cg^ Tg^ TPfT 
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54. «nf^ ^ ^^Tsf ^ M ^ , wfuj ^arr c f?^ cfTcrr ^ ^ J R ararcf) i R 
cfJFT CJ5)RHI^ vJTRTT t eft ^FTCT ^ 
55. "^ ^ %?T ^ t ^ , Ff^ ? t ^ f ^ T ^ j^TW ^ ? ^ ^ ^m^ ^f^^rar 
4.10.ii The Translation of the Meaning of the proverbs 
1. To do the work non-sensically 
2. To be separate from fools 
3. To give evidence to a fool 
4. Work without its proper way 
5. To develop your relatives by doing scans 
6. Mismanagement completely 
7. To get devoid of without any reason 
8. To get rid of wisdom 
9. To get rid of wiseness 
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10. Wisdom is bigger than power 
11. To know God with wisdom 
12. In Business there should be patience and in ploughing 
there should be quickness 
13. One man can't do anything 
14. Completion of day quickly 
15. There is a loss but we are able to know the actuality 
16. Hard work found 
17. The relation with a priest and the field of a non-farmer 
where water never reaches both are of unbelievable 
18. Doing extra with lead to end 
19. Greedy person walk in a proudly fashion 
20. To have a ghee with a non notherly cow 
21. A person taking some new task/interest 
22. To have a food at a place 
23. To prove your own greed 
24. Own work will be done by your our practice 
25. The former get destroyed with sleep and lithargy thief get 
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destroyed with cough. Priest get destroyed our greediness 
and the woman who get her husband died her laugh is non 
more or gone forever 
26. Your our belonging is bad 
27. Doing your work by you 
28. Sitting on seeing other person's perseverance then the 
alive would be dead 
29. Not giving each and showing all sorts of laws 
30. At the time of need your our person comes for help 
31. To love your own child and considering the other's child to 
be of no value 
32. To fulfill your own wish spoling the other person 
33. To complete the work on your own 
34. Seeing is believing 
35. Our hand's work is said to be at the highest level 
36. First not doing yourself rather guiding others to do 
37. When found to eat without any labour then why to do 
38. When the singer leaves the actual nodes then without than 
she sings badly 
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39. The wood cutter, barber and the businessman do not reveal 
there secrets to anyone 
40. No one has come immortal 
41. To spoil deliberately 
42. The thing which is cheap is also of great use 
43. On removing the cause of problems then the problems are 
going to subside on their our 
44. Nothing is spoiled 
45. Do not reverse the good time whether it comes again or not 
46. The work lengthems as not of people increases 
47. To evade from work 
48. After dearth anything can happen 
49. To talk non sense 
50. To look your own of profit 
51. Very wise and cruel person 
52. Should show urgency in the marriage of a girl, eating food 
and ploughing a field 
53. In human beings barber and in animals crow is very wise 
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54. Mairing no help in work 
55. Going yourself and also taking other persons thing 
56. The person who himself pleeds what he will do for the other 
57. To call the problems yourself 
58. Doing your own work 
59. Not doing the goal receiving work but other works 
60. Losing life in hoping something 
61. There should not be any haste in food and to ansaction 
62. Having loss more than the profit 
63. To enjoy 
64. To be tied with other person deliberately 
65. Not to be afraid taking the responsibility 
66. Don't let go the opportunity you have 
67. To lend and be bad for other 
68. To do the bad thing and also not accepting it 
69. Big work's theft can't be saved 
70. Without any relation a link found 
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71. To found all like each other 
72. Not to be respected for long in a single house 
73. The time is good, work would bed one 
74. When there are tow eclipses at a time then there is a bad 
thing will happen 
75. Single object can't belong to two people 
76. Said for the ploughing of a field 
77. Any simple person 
78. These are al the cause of problems 
79. Loosing the opportunity the bad time comes 
80. Not found worthy 
81. Unfaithfulness could be done one time only 
82. To do the work on saying 
83. The thing which is of without any declensions 
84. To lend your leg into others problems 
85. To have the growth with the help of fertilizer 
86. The unworthy person can't do any work in a good manner 
87. To do your our while listening to each other 
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88. To do the bad for an ill mannered person everyone is afraid 
89. To help the bad values 
90. On seeing it is beautiful but of no value 
91. Without any fear no work can be done 
92. To say something from the mouth or do something 
93. Not to several the god value talk and without revealing no 
work can be done 
94. To be in your limits 
95. All are of certain purpose 
96. To have food without work 
97. Useless person talks heyurires 
98. To do the arrangement before receeding 
99. No one is less than the other 
100. A nude person is more than God 
101. The thing of other and some other person gives it in just no 
value 
102. Without elderly people the house becomes useless 
103. Begger and Jat don't consider the good time or bad time 
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104. Note can't the done 
105. Person talking much can't be believed 
106. Ploughing the field by your ourself gives the good growth 
107. To have no stability 
108. To have turce the filth 
109. Yourself is bad and having bad companion 
110. To have hinderance early on the start of the work 
111. To eat on yourself and our people but to work hiring others 
112. it is but sure the education of a ghost and badliness works 
for short 
113. Doing what you want 
114. Getting distant after making others to fight 
115. To talk heuries 
116. Doing nothing 
117. On spending time the word remains 
118. Without starting work the problems arise 
119. To flee from problems 
120. To be getting away without any cause 
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121. Everyone corrupt 
122. To believe after all sorts of concordances 
123. The wife of a cart driver remains always unhappy 
124. To take benefit at some place 
125. To have problems on the start of work 
126. Same as above 
127. Not to benefit yourself by your our money 
128. Not be lead a restful life 
129. Whom to believe the thieves 
130. The forced brachefor always earns in life 
131. In obeyance of the things the art is not fulfilled 
132. The house of two owners get destroyed soon 
133. When the sairious becomes an eater then the safety is not 
possible 
134. When somebody is forced to do the work then that is not 
good 
135. The work not done on time 
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^SoneluAien/ 
CONCLUSION 
The study provides a comparative perspective of Hindi and its 
various dialects (here Western Dialects with particular reference to 
Khari Boli and Braj Bhasha) at the various levels of their systems. 
While doing so, it first provides a history and classification which 
includes discussion with regard to the evolution of 'Hindi', its 
demography and status, issues pertaining to Hindi and Urdu and the 
term 'Hindustani'. This is followed that providing a linguistic status of all 
the dialects of Western Hindi. Regarding classification it has been 
shown that the dialects of Hindi have been classified both in a 
narrower sense as well as in a broader sense. In a narrower these 
dialects have been divided into: 
(a) a western group comprising Hariyani, Khari boli or Kauravi, Braj 
Bhasha, Kannauji and Bundeli or Bundelkhandi, and 
(b) an eastern group to which belong Avadhi, Bhageli and 
Chattisgarhi. 
The narrower sense of classification has been suggested by 
Grierson, Verma, Bahri and Suman. 
In a broader sense these dialects include three group, namely 
(a) Pahari with, mainly garhvali and Kumaoni. 
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(b) Rajasthani with a number of dialects, such as Mewari, 
Sekhavati, Jaypuri, Marvari, Mevati and malavi, and 
(c) Bihari, used as a cover term for Bhojpuri, Maithili and Magahi. 
Both these chapters clearly set out the fact that there is a kind of 
admixture of dialects, marking more or less a continuum of mutual 
intelligibility. The admixture is more reflected. 
The Third Chapter provides the socio-descriptive study of Khari 
Boli and Braj Bhasha. The description of these two dialects have been 
provided at the Phonological, Morphological and Morpho-phonemic 
level. The socio-description has been looked at by taking the aspects 
of borrowing at the level of sounds an at the level of words; Code-
switching which have been distinctly observed; convergence on 
account of language contact situation and elisions that are clearly 
observable because of the regional differences. 
In the Fourth Chapter a socio-descriptive analysis has been 
provided with reference to folklore and proverbs. It basically concerns 
with the analysis carried out of folk literature available in Khari Boli and 
Braj Bhasha which is being used by the residents of the areas where 
these dialects are spoken. This folk literature is being analysed by 
taking both prose narratives as well as poetic narratives being sung by 
the speakers of these dialects on various occasions including festivals 
and wedding ceremonies etc. 
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After providing a brief description of foll<lores its relevance and 
its various types, a gender based classification of folk literature have 
been provided to show how the folks are used differently by males and 
females. The proverbs are also being used by the people to make the 
communications more impressive and trust worthy. Sometimes these 
proverbs are also being used by the specific group of people satirically 
for getting some kind of vicarious pleasure. These proverbs have also 
been differentiated on the basis of gender. 
The study assumes significance because it not only helps us 
understand the bewildering range of varieties of Hindi found in the 
western bound dialects but also enables us to desirable them in terms 
of society in which they are used. For instance, the gender 
differentiated use of folklore and proverbs has its relevance in the 
areas of gender studies, language planning, mass communication 
policy, etc. 
Further, one can kind the relevance of the study with regard to 
the formulation of panlectical or pan-dialectal grammars in which one 
can write a single grammar to encompass all of the dialects of Hindi 
Language. 
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APPENDIX-I 
Vocabulary of the Analytical Area 
• ^ ^ 
3PI-4«IT PciVlM 
•^-TR<fT 
' f l ^ - liteT 
37N^-'^(SJ|I 
• ?^ -#1T 
^ -
•"JHT-ST^ 
•^--srare 
^«l-<4'^ i l 
+<cil 
f m - ^ 
iMdl^ (^cil^) 
^H4i<d 
HT-'33r 
^dl+-«4ldl+ 
<^dl - •^ ^ ^Tcft 
v^H«N-it|^ H 
"=nW-3=RR 
^p'l^-^+tTnw 
<+iJW't-4+ |^clH 
• ^ - S l t i d l 
cilddl-<idMc^l 
• •al^Hi 
•EJt^ 
«lt^ 
^ 
afrat-^mt 
^ 
t^  
3 W ^ 
4HKI 
^ ^ ^ (^ qt «ft) 
Tj^r-'jss^ 
# - # 
^ - • ^ 
^is^'sihT 
•=j^-i?t 
^ - • ^ 
•^nr^-'^R^ 
^[FW-<lf^HI 
• ^ *?NJT-(^IIT ^(r^) 
-iV-iMl^ Hpl^ld 

i<<+yi 
yd'Miuii-wfcj'mHi 
>J!,04NI-
^"MIHK-'^T^W 
•ftr^-TT^ ^ ^ 
'^^ 
^ 
^ 
^H -^sTgr 
^ ^ - f i ^ 
i#Fr-H<f^^ 
•q'TeiT 
^eT^cTT-^dMI 
^ ^ 1 
*r«l-"5Rf^ 'TPTt • ^ 
TFcTT 
^TTcft 
+c|H 
T^lcT 
"?^K 
S I ^ 
feo^l-foMM 
? ^ - l T »TTf 
cf^ -oiJ5ij-e|,sJ -6111^ ^ 
HIWI«<-HWH 
»7ci^-sr^ ^ 
^^cn-crl4+1 ^1 d 4 * l 
^ - • ^ "t 
PHSWI 
aFiF'i 
'^t^-^i^TT 
W T - ^ 
" H ^ 
•^ IFPT 
1^3Pfr^-^HI^'^l 
ftdd-tW 
RMcil-R^-fl 
eftcT-'^ 
f^HW-HldlH 
cIpft-H+(sH (^3if TJ qt TPiW) 
vrHt-H+yH 
«lHt-« j^ 
fJnisn- .^TTT ^ - ^ ^ 
'Tf-"'fft-twft 
Tf'IT-T?! 
1er3Trar-#RT 
^?^-I*^ l 
111 
^ - w fHFicr-lt^ c^r 
^ - ^ 3Tfqt-''7t 
IV 
^ - ^ 
cRT-TTCf 
• f ^ - f f t T - " ^ # n T 
Tti-Tt 
^a7T-<^dl «TT 
cl^'l-dlMi 
c # Z - ^ ' ^ ^ -
^ - d U n r 
^niT-l^rRt ^iFT ^ 
^ 
•5IR»T 
*1oii<HI-*i<HIM-^l4^ d^lHI 
• ^ - c i M - d l d ^ 
•?ll^ -'QRf>H 
3T^ PT ' ^ ^ -
3?r3 
^-^N 
r*aii 
=t>c<i^ j nt)cii^ 
^ ^ - ^ rST 
llm-T^ ^ +M4I • 
'EpiIT-«ffa' 
i=(rdV^dHl 
4 
t f l+^ l - cH^ I 
t i W d i - f o d + l 
y|H|c|<-M|Hel< 
^sr f -^O 
•RR-^#T W U ^ 
dJciebl-"EnZT 
di fe+l -
f f t^- '^ t^ 
<i^lT^-Ai|<qH 
TMT-'cIaft 
^ -% 
^H\* 
f\\dl^\-^<m 
Pdel^K-riil^K 
^ ^ - t ^ 
RHI4ct^03T0 
^ -
^ ' ^ d 
^ - " H T ^ 
cl^+^sl-sd-Ji l 
si^PWI-ti^JWr 
s?cFT-^ 
•^TSt-sISf 
^ t e r - ^ 
1^^^R-"HI5' 
^-• ' fNTr 
^Tra3T-fcr) 
3n^c!T-3;ncfT-3iTcT-"nt^ 
VI 
i #H-4o 
^ir^- ' i«H 
^n5nJi-M6-=iH 
i^ umwl-
o5fhT-'5q^^3En~-q^-
•Rkjy-^fr^ 
•gfV-"?!^ 
'Hift-'^ rgt 
^l64-"Tm 
^grm-Sinuf 
^ - • ^ 
%g3TT-
w^-
^'ra-
"TcT'^-
ytJlHi-
3TPT-
STIT-
3T(T-
3T33Rt-
«t<.*(ia 
^wrt 
"^-(?>dl{ 
dl^nVclT? 
^3I^-yifc(d 
tf ^ •=Rt •^  ^ •^nw •^ •^ fter ' ^ 1rf^  •gte •^-snsjt Tff 
t?T3n Rddcll T^ l 
^ sm 
^ - • ^ 
ft^ 
%ft ' ^ 
^ ^ 
e g ^ ' 
•^ fer^ 
• n ^ ^ ^ • ^ 'TFT sfk T^TTt ' ^ ^lig^l •^ • ^ 
*6<nl«i ? i 
•TTST T^  ^ h ^ t l 
^ ^ d^ll^ ^ 1 
1«RI «)(o<41 f3ff 
«<? 
3TOT " T I - ' ^ ' ^ n r ^ 
3 ? ^ R - 3 q ^ - ^ 
• ^ 
W9I?r 5fl<»<MdT MRl«e 
•^0 T^ "dst ^?Rt ^ ofi?# t 
•^ITTI ^ofRf 
f^O f^O ^^cf: 
sit^-'^ 
^^nt-w 
VII 
3Tl^-fO-^35^3TT-"q^:?Tn 
^ to -^^ 
^TZS; - ( f i ) 
=tn=t>oil-f^<rQll'll 
=jir++l-^g«TTt 3PJ3T 
•=)+-=lkl-4<rdd-3TFHcT 
•^[^-?TkTT 
•qgrd-'q^rST 
a;T3qt-f3TT 
Vll l 
^rjTi^_-2TnT--?jq^ 
i ^ -ft ^ 
•^rat ^jfirt-'mcft 
%Tcr-'nt^ 
•Rrer-RiiHi 
t i +dN I - - ^ 
IX 
•gcJT--gcR-Z^-^^ 15^  - eft 
F^TT -1^F^ -nTissr -Tim 
^TiHt -3RF3T ' ^ " o^nf •Mld"ll-«j.^ d<l 
Ht - ^ ^ - " ^ ^ 5^^ K 
•ferit - -qra 
M]dl'*fld 
3TIZ - Vljidl 
a t o - SIHo^i^ fjm 
<dMd - <^Hdl 
^ i ^ ^ - J^ w^ "^ ^ 
^ 3 T ? r - "Rter 
^ - +ly 
•% - '^ r«TT 
-Si'K - ^ 
PwJlR i^ - nid^R^i 
d)<d- "TTSt ^ r f t ^ 
A H ^ I R H - HHf ^ l < ) - s^OVI^ < 
PCKHI - «^J|HI-"qTFn 
^R'4i-r«<feiii-^4i sfife^i 
^j^^Ml - •^^"Jl - "^K- •?JT^ 
M161v»«lCll 
^^ PRTRST^ - t<mR 
^ - «tTt 
^ - • ^ 
TTFl- "qR^ ^ 
<^H^- ^J^ml 
# ^ - d s i q i V d ^ l c U l 
^"i^^ - "^ ^ 
?ff^ - w t 
Tii+id -wn 
STTRt - 3 q f w 
^ ^ cfNft-r^ <oi^  "^ IcPi; 
•c#3ft - laZ l f 
^ - 1 ^ "^Seft ^ 3TT=F^  
•srR^T-TTJr ^ ^ - ^ ^ 
i j r l - "TTrft 
SIRW - •'TO 'TT? 
«P=TT-''337 " ^ ^ l + W 
6<*i$<j^ H * ^ 4 * 1 I* 'W 
•?Rtt 
=h<^ <l - ^ = ^ WT 
^ ^ - • 5 f ^ 
r+<dl - $+<CJ1 
rH+4 -
XI 
•^ Tc^  - FW t ^ - T^^ 
1J^ C^ " ^ - -SleR t^CTlff - 1 ^ ^ 
3;rTc^ - arrn ^ "JJICTT - ^ ^ IHT ^ 
sfNif - 3lh ^ ci^  t^osTo 3 q R ^ ^ira^ -^nr 
XI1 
37Fft-3riTT . qiZr-«lTH 
7fhRt-'2:racr ^ ^ - ^ 
Xlll 
•ftr^e sm. - f n s sm. 
ciK -SR^p- <M^^^ 
cft^ - ' ^ "R^n 
*1 cl*Sl-
"'^^^ - "^[TT t ^ iSRRt ^ "^feft 
'VohKl 
cicni - eis=hi 
1?^ - " ^ ^ 
wst 
•"^Pt^-M 
^ - •g t^ 
^ ^ 1 ^ PH^ dl 
innT-3TracTT 
^ici-=)i<H - vll'^< 
SWl - -3?Ft 
ti^dl -
ti^l+i -
•to -
1? -
•T^M -
sfte -
Tj3f -
^ R -
ri?<^M\ -
=h«*R'4l - r*1<5Jl * l ^^41 
mrt, <+)<il<i, ^ ^ , "nsf, 
Pwm; rflMii, ^cR, craV 
T|«rll, Mdldl , MHU.H\ 
!i^<MI- sSldl MdRHill 
y'ctiV)!! - *Wd1 - +W<1 
t^t^4l - •y*<^5(i-<**><«!-
•qTRT T^cTT 
•^t^ - I^T^ ¥ t ' ^ ^ 
=bHl<l-i l fe-^^^ ^ i ^ 
^pef .- oHoTil 
^ ^ - T ^ - ^ «ft +^c) f l 
^Sf^ "Wft 
<+)fi^ i-+<d<VMfe i^-''T¥Tr 
ira? "^ " t i ?^ ^ 3 n ^ 5 ^ 
w^ "i Vfti "^ 
HX<^'4\\ 
1 7 ^ =^ •'JTT 
«<*^ ^ 
T ^ ^rfft 
"WSt ^ ^PT 
• 3 ^ ^ft'?^ ft^ ^ ^ ^ Rft i j i 
XIV 
^ ^ - - ^ ^ ^ ^ 
•qts - • ^ ^ '?nT 
fq;=Tra - • ^ -iTR -mu^ l^re^ 3 # r ^ ^ 7 ^ l ^ 
Tj^ - • 5 5 ^ - c R ^ - ^ •SIIcI 'HI^ ^ i ^ 
•^Tsn 1 - ^ ^ 
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